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FOREWORD 
 
 
 
Changes to the Alaska Coastal Management Program (ACMP) require that all Coastal 
Management Plans, including Special Area Management Plans be submitted for re-approval by 
the Commissioner of Natural Resources.  This foreword introduces the previously approved 
Juneau Wetlands Management Plan, a component of the Juneau Coastal Management Plan, and 
demonstrates how the plan addresses the new ACMP requirements.  Revised sections are 
indicated in the footer.  Other modifications to the previously approved document are not 
substantive and are limited to those necessary to present this document in digital format. 
 
The Juneau Wetlands Management Plan was prepared as a Special Area Management Plan.  It 
was adopted by the former Coastal Policy Council as an amendment to the Juneau Coastal 
Management Plan and went into effect in November 1993.  It was revised to incorporate changes 
that were required during the approval process and reprinted in 1997.  The 1997 revision did not 
alter the assumptions or methodology that led to the original wetland classifications, nor modify 
the enforceable policies that were approved by the former Alaska Coastal Policy Council.  As 
such the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan and its enforceable policies are “grand-fathered” 
with respect to certain elements of the new laws (see “Adequacy” pg. x).  However, under the 
new ACMP laws, in order to have policies that address freshwater wetlands (palustrine), the plan 
must designate these wetlands as “important habitat.” 
  

 
 

11 AAC 114.250. Subject uses, activities, and designations.  (h) A district shall consider 
and may designate portions of habitat areas listed in 11 AAC112.300(a)(1) – (8) and 
other habitats in the coastal area as important habitat if 
(1) the use of those designated portions have a direct and significant impact on 
coastal water; and 
(2) the designated portions are shown by written scientific evidence to be biologically 
and significantly productive. (Eff. 7/1/2004, Register 170; am 10/29/2004, Register 172; 
am 6/25/2005) 

Pursuant to the regulations for designating important habitat, the use of the designated wetland 
must be shown to have a direct and significant impact on the saltwater environment; and the 
designated wetlands must be shown by written scientific evidence to be biologically and 
significantly productive.  Once the designations are justified enforceable policies may be written 
and applied within the designated areas as long as they comply with other requirements for 
enforceable policies.  In this case the objective is to retain the classification system and 
enforceable policies approved by the former Coastal Policy Council.  This foreword provides the 
necessary documentation to designate the wetlands in the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan as 
important habitat. 

 

11 AAC 112.300. Habitats. (b) The following standards apply to the management of the 
habitats identified in (a) of this section:  (9) important habitat (A) designated under 11 AAC 
114.250(h) must be managed for the special productivity of the habitat in accordance with 
district enforceable policies adopted under 11 AAC 114.270(g); (Eff. 7/1/2004, Register 170; 
am 10/29/2004, Register 172).
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Specifically, this foreword describes the designations and addresses: 1) background scientific 
basis for the wetlands classification system, 2) direct and significant impact on coastal water and 
productivity, and 3) adequacy. 
 
 
IMPORTANT HABITAT DESIGNATIONS 
 
The Juneau Wetlands Management Plan is located entirely within the City and Borough of Juneau 
coastal management boundary.  Specific wetland sites, or units, are included within a study area 
which is about 15 square miles and includes the Mendenhall Valley, Auke Bay, Lemon Creek, 
and North Douglas.  The location of each wetland unit was determined by the U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers.  The Juneau Wetlands Management Plan includes maps of the wetlands units within 
the Juneau study area and a list of each wetland unit and its classification.  All of the wetland 
units within the study area are designated important habitat for purposes of coastal management. 
 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
In 1985, the City and Borough of Juneau initiated the planning process by forming a Wetlands 
Interagency Advisory Committee.  The committee selected the “Adamus Wetlands Evaluation 
Technique (WET)” for the environmental assessment.  Paul Adamus was retained to evaluate 
each of the study area wetlands that had been previously identified and mapped by the Corps of 
Engineers.  The field work for the environmental evaluation lasted one year, and the study team 
included researchers from Syracuse University, the State University of New York at Syracuse, 
and the University of Minnesota.  A number of Juneau habitat biologists were employed to 
conduct the field work, including bird surveys and fish counts. Professionals associated with the 
National Marine Fisheries Service Auke Bay Laboratory, and a variety of State and federal 
agencies and independent experts, made voluntary contributions.  The result was a scientifically 
based evaluation of functions that eventually led to the classification system and wetland 
management policies.  Scientific documentation for the classification system can be found in the 
following studies that were produced specifically for the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan. 
 
Adamus Resource Assessment, Inc., 1987 “Juneau Wetlands Functions and Values,” CBJ (see 
Appendix B to this Volume). 
 
Adamus Resource Assessment, Inc., 1987 “Juneau Wetlands Map Appendix,” CBJ (see Appendix 
B to this Volume). 
 
Adamus Resource Assessment, Inc., 1987, “Juneau Wetlands: Rapid Assessment Method for 
Southeast Alaska,” CBJ. 
 
 
 
IMPACT ON COASTAL WATER AND PRODUCTIVITY 
 
Wetlands are intermediate between the terrestrial and aquatic environments (Mitsch and 
Gosselink, 1993) and serve as critical points for the transport and transformation of essential 
nutrients from the terrestrial to the aquatic realm.  In areas of steep terrain and high precipitation 
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such as southeast Alaska, the potential for movement and transformation of elements in the 
wetlands to the aquatic environment is high.  Wetlands are a large component of the landscape in 
southeast Alaska, comprising more than 29% of the land area (National Wetland Inventory 
Database). 
 
The wetlands in southeast Alaska are composed of both deep organic soil peatlands and mineral 
soil wetlands. Peatlands are often difficult to discern from mineral soil wetlands on the landscape 
(D’Amore and Lynn, 2002).  Therefore, the mosaic of mineral soil wetland and peatland are often 
referred to in a management context collectively as “wetland.”  These soils contain nearly three 
times the amount of carbon stored above ground in vegetation (Eswaran et al. 1993), and 
peatlands contain the majority of this terrestrial carbon stock (Gorham, 1991). 
 
Wetlands provide substantial dissolved organic matter (DOM) to surface waters and ultimately 
the ocean. In many northern ecosystems, peatlands are a major source of DOM to surface waters 
as evidenced by the link between percentage peat cover and riverine DOM fluxes (Dillon and 
Molot, 1997; Gorham et al., 1998; Aitkenhead et al, 1999). 
 
At the landscape scale, the strongest correlate of DOM concentrations in aquatic ecosystems is 
the percentage of wetlands in the watershed.  Ongoing studies are demonstrating the response of 
stream and estuarine foodwebs to alterations of these freshwater wetlands (Bridgham et al 
Abstract, 2005).  On a global scale, northern peatlands account for nearly one third of the total 
soil carbon pool (Gorham, 1991).  The export of this carbon to surface waters is largely controlled 
by hydrology and climate of these systems (Moore, 1998) and thus may be altered by changes to 
these variables by development or loss of wetland hydrologic connections. 
 
The few studies of stream nutrient budgets in the region have not considered the wetland 
contribution of DOM (Stednick, 1981; Sugai and Burrell, 1984), but recent research has shown 
that wetlands-dominated watersheds contribute substantially more carbon to streams than non-
wetland watersheds (AGU Abstracts, 2005).  Organic rich streams are abundant in southeast 
Alaska and this flow can be traced to the terrestrial environment.  Clearly, the wetlands 
designated in the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan have a direct and significant beneficial 
impact on coastal water.  On the basis of carbon-cycling alone, scientific studies have shown that 
these wetlands are biologically and significantly productive. (Aiken, 2005; Aitkenhead, Hope and 
Billet, 1999);  
 
It must be noted that the converse is also true.  Use of wetlands equates to filling of wetlands. 
Depending on the extent, filling wetlands impairs or eliminates the functions.  In the case of 
nutrient export in Southeast Alaska, impaired function means a negative impact on coastal water, 
specifically, a loss of nutrients. Thus the use of the wetlands designated as important habitat in 
the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan has a direct and significant impact on coastal water. 
 
In addition to these recent scientific studies, the Adamus studies (1987) scientifically document 
fourteen discreet functions of each individual wetland in the Juneau Wetlands Management Study 
Area.  The Adamus studies document twelve habitat-related wetland functions (including nutrient 
export), that would be impaired or lost by use (fill), that have a direct and significant impact on 
coastal water, and that are biologically and significantly productive. Hence the criterion for 
important habitat designation has been met.  The remaining two functions, “Recreation Actual” 
and “Recreation Potential” could be used to support a recreation designation, although that is not 
considered necessary to achieve the objectives of the Wetlands Management Plan, nor is it 
proposed.  These functions are: 
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1.    Recharge: Downward flow of water to ground water aquifers. 
 
2.    Discharge: Upward flow of ground water, often into streams. 
 
3.    Surface Hydrologic Control: Moderation of stream water flow fluctuations caused by 
        surface runoff, important for restricting the velocity of runoff,  protects streams against 
        flash flooding. 
 
4.    Sediment/Toxicant Retention: Natural filtering effect for filtering out toxicants and dirt 
       by allowing particulate matter to settle out.   Can be good if clear water is passed 
       downstream. Can be harmful if the sediments collect on site and the site has salmon eggs 
       or other sensitive aquatic specimens. 
 
5.    Nutrient Export: Transports nitrogen and phosphorous downstream or to estuaries. In 
        the "Lower 48" states this can be harmful because too much nitrogen/phosphorous creates 
        algae blooms which choke off oxygen.  In Juneau, nutrient export is helpful because 
        streams do not have a lot of nutrients. 
. 
6.    Riparian Support: Foliage along a stream or lake shore. Streamside vegetation protects 
       salmon eggs from too much sun in shallow waters. The foliage also provides nutrients 
       when it falls into the water.   Overhanging vegetation provides protection for salmon 
       smolts. 
 
7.    Erosion Sensitivity: Wetlands with steep slopes are prone to rapid erosion. 
 
8.    Salmonid Habitat: Habitat for salmon and related species. There are two major habitat 
       types:   spawning for adults, and overwintering for juveniles.   Of the two habitats, 
      overwintering is often the most critical one determining species abundance. 
 
9.    Disturbance Sensitive Wildlife: Wildlife which cannot tolerate urbanization. 
 
10.  Ecological Diversity: The degree to which individual wetlands support a wide variety of 
       plants or animals or has some unusual habitats. A significant component is range of bird 
       species present. 
 
11.  Replacement Cost: Cost in terms of time needed to replicate a wetland environment. For 
       example, a tidal wetland can be regenerated, but peat takes thousands of years. 
 
12.  Downslope Beneficiary or Passive Economic Service: A wetland is more important if 
       it prevents flooding of downstream buildings and property. 
 
13.  Recreation Actual: Actual use as determined by results of public surveys. 
 
14.  Recreation Potential:  Wetlands closest to roads were given a higher potential than 
       isolated wetlands. 
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ADEQUACY 
 

 
 

11 AAC 114.270. District enforceable policies.  (i) Notwithstanding any contrary provision of 
(e)(3) of this section, enforceable policies contained in a district plan approved by the former 
Coastal Policy Council under former 6 AAC 85.195 – 6 AAC 85.225 and in effect on July 1, 2004, 
satisfy the requirements of AS 46.40.070(a)(2)(C)(i) and (iii). However, those enforceable policies 
must be revised as appropriate to meet all other requirements of AS 46.40.030 and 46.40.070. 
(Eff. 7/1/2004, Register 170; am 10/29/2004, Register 172) 

Under state statutes, the enforceable policies of the district coastal management plan must not 
address a matter regulated or authorized by state or federal law unless the enforceable policies 
relate specifically to a matter of local concern.  A matter of local concern is a specific coastal use 
or resource within a defined portion of the district’s coastal zone that is 
 
 (1) demonstrated as sensitive to development; 
 (2) not adequately addressed by state or federal law; and 
 (3) of unique concern to the coastal resource district as demonstrated by local usage or 

scientific evidence. 
 
Since there are state and federal laws that may regulate or authorize the matters addressed in the 
management plan’s enforceable policies, the local concern test is applied.  Enforceable policies 
contained in a Special Area Management Plan in effect on July 1, 2004 satisfy the requirements 
of (1) and (3) above (11 AAC 114.270(i)).  In regard to the second prong of the three-part test, the 
plan’s enforceable policies relate to important wetland habitat. 
 
State Laws 
 
The statewide wetlands standard is limited to avoiding, minimizing or mitigating significant 
adverse impacts to water flow and natural drainage patterns of saltwater (estuarine).  The 
statewide standard fails to address the functions and values of freshwater (palustrine) wetlands in 
any way let alone in the rigorous fashion in which the Juneau wetlands were classified.  For these 
management goals, the Wetlands Management Plan provides specific measures for implementing 
 
 

 
 

11 AAC 114.270. District enforceable policies.  (g) For an area designated by a district 
under 11 AAC 114.250(b) - (i), for a special area management plan developed under 11 
AAC 114.400, …. a district may adopt enforceable policies that will be used to determine 
whether a specific land or water use or activity will be allowed. (Eff. 7/1/2004, Register 
170; am 10/29/2004, Register 172) 

the avoid, minimize or mitigate sequence. The minimization and mitigation measures in the plan 
must specifically address the highly rated functional values of the particular wetland unit being 
impacted. The plan also addresses management goals not addressed by the statewide standard.  
This increased specificity is needed to determine whether a specific land or water use or activity 
will be allowed within the special management areas; to protect significant natural resources (the 
wetland resource); and to provide for coastal-development economic growth and improved 
predictability in governmental decision making (as permitted by 11 AAC 114.270(g) and 11 AAC 
114.400).   
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11 AAC 114.400. Special area management plans. A district may develop a special 
area management plan to manage a specific resource or activity within the district. Examples of 
a special area management plan include a harbor management plan, an ocean resource 
management plan, a public use management plan, a recreation management plan, a watershed 
management plan, and a wetlands management plan. A special area management plan may 
provide for increased specificity in protecting significant natural resources, coastal-dependent 
economic growth, improved protection of life and property in hazardous areas, and improved 
predictability in governmental decision making. Development and commissioner approval of a 
special area management plan for inclusion in the program must follow the procedures for 
approval of a district plan or significant amendment as described in 11 AAC 114.300 - 11 AAC 
114.360. (Eff. 7/1/2004, Register 170)

 
Federal Laws 
 
Federal statutes and regulations provide authority to the COE to regulate the discharge of dredged 
or fill material into wetlands that is broad in scope and general in application. It is a binary 
system.  There is no rating system nor ability to discriminate wetlands for management or 
mitigation. The COE has acknowledged the inadequacy of its laws by entering into a MOA with 
the CBJ for management of district wetland resources. 
 
Specifically, the Corps of Engineers reviews applications for permits to discharge dredged and fill 
material in wetlands in accordance with federal regulations found in 40 CFR, Part 230, commonly 
known as the "404(b)(l) guidelines." The Corps asks the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
and other federal resource agencies to review the permit application to determine if the proposed 
use is "water dependent," and whether there are practicable alternatives to the proposed use if it is 
not water dependent. 
 
Since all of the wetlands evaluated in the Juneau wetlands plan are interior freshwater wetlands 
(palustrine), very few permit applicants propose water dependent uses for these wetlands. The 
determination of the availability of practicable alternatives to wetland sites becomes crucial to the 
decision whether to issue a permit. 
 
In addition to the practicable alternatives requirement, the Corps of Engineers' permitting process 
requires a broad-based public interest review that considers and balances a wide range of factors. 
The Corps of Engineers' regulations state: 
 
 All factors which may be relevant to the proposal must be considered, including the 

cumulative effects thereof: Among those are conservation, economics, aesthetics, general 
environmental concerns, wetlands, historic properties, fish and wildlife values, flood 
hazards, floodplain values, land use, navigation, shore erosion and accretion, recreation, 
water supply and conservation, water quality, energy needs, safety, food and fiber 
production, mineral needs, considerations of property ownership and, in general, the 
needs and welfare of the people. 

 
This statement indicates that any management plan that identifies in advance how wetlands 
should be managed, must also be based on this comprehensive general balancing process. This 
comprehensive approach is achieved in the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan by its three 
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components: (1) comparison of the environmental values of wetlands, (2) analysis of practicable 
alternatives for each type of land use (zoning classification), and (3) consideration of public 
preferences for management of each wetland unit. 
 
To classify the wetland units, each of the three components listed above was separately evaluated. 
Each wetland unit was assigned a "ranking" for each of the three components. The City and 
Borough of Juneau then created and used a new quantitative methodology to consolidate the data 
from the three components to generate an overall classification for each wetland (Category A, B, 
C, D or EP). 
 
While the Juneau Wetland Management Plan was designed in accordance with Corps of 
Engineers regulations, it does not duplicate but “flows from” and supplements the Corp 
permitting process. Unlike the Corps of Engineers regulations, the Juneau Wetlands Management 
Plan provides a scientifically based classification system that enable managers to discriminate 
wetlands units for management and mitigation.  Furthermore, in a letter to the State of Alaska 
dated October 23, 2007, the Corps of Engineers states that the Juneau Wetland Management Plan 
is “consistent and compatible with the 404 (B)(1) Guidelines, but not duplicative of those 
guidelines” (Appendix I-C). 
 
 
DEC Exclusion or “Carve-out” 
 
The role of the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) is fully described in 
the Program Description for the Alaska Coastal Management Program, June 2, 2005, as approved 
by OCRM December 31, 2005. To summarize, per AS 46.04.040(b)(1), the issuance of DEC 
permits, certifications, approvals, and authorizations establishes consistency with the ACMP 
program for those activities of a proposed project subject to those permits, certifications, 
approvals or authorizations. And per AS 46.40.096(g), the reviewing entity shall exclude, or 
“carve out,” from the consistency review and determination process the components of a project 
that are subject to authorization by DEC, which include all air, land or water quality 
determinations.  
 
Furthermore, coastal district plans can not include any enforceable policies that address air, land 
or water quality. HB 191 provides that DEC’s air, land and water quality standards are the 
exclusive standards of the ACMP for those purposes. AS 46.04.040(b). DNR has applied this 
requirement in 11 AAC 112.310 (air, land, water quality) and 11 AAC 114.270(f) (district 
enforceable policies). The Program Description for the Alaska Coastal Management Program, 
June 2, 2005, as approved by OCRM December 31, 2005 states “To the extent DEC already 
regulates this matter, a district may not write a policy on erosion. However…..under the newly 
amended 11 AAC 112.300(b)(9), important habitat designated under 11 AAC 114.250(h) must be 
managed for the special productivity of the habitat in accordance with 11 AAC 114.270(g)….. So 
erosion control measures, if they pertain to the special productivity of the habitat, are allowable.” 
 
Of the fourteen functions that form the basis for the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan 
classification system, Sediment/Toxicant Retention, Nutrient Export and Erosion Sensitivity may 
be construed to address matters regulated by DEC. To the contrary, these functions cannot be 
evaluated using drinking water standards.  Upon closer inspection, it is clear that these functions 
are not being addressed from a DEC water quality perspective. Rather they are being addressed 
from the perspective of their contribution to the special productivity of the system as a whole and 
thus, should be allowed.  
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CONCLUSION 
 
The wetlands mapped in the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan meet the criteria for designation 
as important habitats because (1) the use of the designated wetlands would have a direct and 
significant impact on coastal water; and (2) the designated wetlands are shown by written 
scientific evidence to be biologically and significantly productive. 
 
The statewide wetlands standard is limited to avoiding, minimizing or mitigating significant 
adverse impacts to water flow and natural drainage patterns of saltwater (estuarine). The 
statewide standard fails to address the fourteen functions upon which the classification system is 
based, or provide a management prescription for the special productivity of these important 
freshwater (palustrine) wetland habitats.  The federal statutes and regulations that provide 
authority to the COE to regulate the discharge of dredged or fill material into wetlands are broad 
in scope and general in application. The COE’s binary system fails to provide a rating system, or 
ability to discriminate wetlands for management or mitigation. The Juneau Wetlands 
Management Plan addresses functions and management goals not adequately addressed by the 
state or federal laws.  
 
Although the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan classification system is based, in part on, 
Sediment/Toxicant Retention, Nutrient Export and Erosion Sensitivity, there is no violation of the 
prohibition on district plans to address air land and water quality.   These functions are not being 
addressed from DEC’s water quality perspective.  These functions cannot be described or 
evaluated using DEC’s water quality standards.  As with the State’s example of erosion control 
measures, these three functions as described and applied in the Juneau Wetlands Management 
Plan are being addressed from the perspective of their contribution to the special productivity of 
the system as a whole and thus should be allowed.  
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CHAPTER I  
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 

SUMMARY 
 
The Wetlands Management Plan of the City and Borough of Juneau (CBJ) is designed to: 
 

• classify wetlands based on information regarding environmental functions, public preference for 
management, and practicable alternatives to wetlands development; 

 
• provide the basis for reasoned decisions regarding protection and development of wetlands; 

 
• require mitigation for development impacts that is appropriate for high value and lower value 

wetlands; 
 

• increase permit predictability for wetland property owners; and 
 

• reduce wetlands permit processing time and controversy for wetlands that are more suitable for 
development. 

 
Wetlands management is important in Juneau because a significant portion of the community's remaining 
undeveloped land is wetlands and development pressures on these wetlands can be great. Wetlands are 
carefully regulated by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) under authority of the federal Clean Water Act because wetlands perform many important 
environmental functions. These functions include providing important habitat for fish, birds, and animals; 
nurturing commercial and sport fisheries; reducing flood damage; and abating water pollution. Wetlands 
can also be important sites for public recreation and scenic enjoyment. At the same time, many wetlands 
are in private ownership and are often proposed as development sites. The challenge of wetlands 
management is balancing wetlands’ values as a productive part of the natural environment with the public 
interest in using certain wetland sites for development. 
 
To achieve the plan's goals, the CBJ established a study area, evaluated the environmental functions of 
the wetlands within it, assessed the availability of upland alternatives to wetlands development for all of 
Juneau, and surveyed public preferences for wetlands management. These three factors were combined to 
produce a balanced wetlands management plan that classifies wetlands from higher value (called 
Category A and B) to lower value (Category C and D), and manages development and uses of those 
wetlands accordingly. The plan also identifies wetlands that have potential for enhancement of wetlands 
functions (Category EP). The quantitative methodology developed and used by the CBJ to classify 
wetlands is described in “Chapter II, Classification Methodology.”  In addition, in 2004, all A, B, C, D, 
and EP wetlands were proposed Designated Important Wetland Habitats under the revised Alaska Coastal 
Management Program.  Those designations became effective in 2008. 
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The plan adopts enforceable policies that must be complied with before any development in wetlands can 
occur. Most importantly, the plan includes a wetlands mitigation policy patterned after the federal 
mitigation regulation implemented by the Corps of Engineers and other federal agencies. The plan also 
requires use of "best management practices" to prevent impacts to wetland functions and values. The 
policies of the plan are listed in "Chapter III, Wetland Management Policies." 
 
The plan has been approved by the CBJ, the State of Alaska, and the U.S. Department of Commerce as 
part of the Alaska Coastal Management Program. The plan is the basis for General Permit 92-1and 
subsequent General Permits 2000-01, -02, and -03, issued under Section 404 of the federal Clean Water 
Act by the U.S. Department of the Army, Corps of Engineers. The General Permits streamline the 
permitting process for the lower value wetlands covered by this plan by allowing the CBJ Wetlands 
Review Board to make permit decisions at the local level for development projects in those wetlands. The 
CBJ proposes to establish a Wetlands Mitigation Bank to assist project developers in meeting the 
mitigation requirements of the plan. These implementation features are described in “Chapter IV, 
Implementation.” 
 
The City and Borough of Juneau has seated a nine-member citizen’s Wetlands Review Board to oversee 
Juneau's implementation of the Juneau wetlands plan. Board members are required to have expertise in 
fisheries biology, hydrology, soils, engineering or land use planning. The Board has the responsibility for 
implementing the wetlands management plan and issuing permits for projects in Category C, D and EP 
wetlands under the terms of the General Permit. 
 
In addition to its management functions, the plan is an educational document that provides information 
about individual wetlands in Juneau. It indicates which wetlands contribute the most to the natural 
environment and what they contribute. The inventory of natural functional values gives very specific 
information for each wetlands area, including: water flow, salmon stream fish counts, and bird counts. 
The plan provides one of the most complete comparative wetlands inventories for an area of this size. 
 
This Revised Juneau Wetlands Management Plan incorporates all aspects of the plan that were approved 
by the CBJ and the State and federal governments, including changes that were made to the Juneau 
Wetlands Management Plan Concept Approved Draft (dated February 1991) during these approval 
processes. This plan revision does not update the data that was used to prepare the original plan, nor alter 
the assumptions or methodology that led to the original wetland classifications that are the basis of the 
management scheme. 
 

WETLANDS DEFINED 
 
To most Juneau residents, the word “wetlands” evokes images of the extensive tidally flooded grasslands 
along Egan Drive. However, the laws that regulate development in wetlands apply to many areas that do 
not fit the conventional image of what a wetland looks like. Laws that address wetlands cover estuaries, 
streams, some forested areas, inland meadows, ponds, and artificial wetlands. 
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In 1986, the Corps of Engineers located and mapped many of Juneau's wetlands, as they have done in 
other areas of the United States. The definition used by the Corps of Engineers to identify wetlands 
subject to their jurisdiction under the Clean Water Act requires the presence of the following three 
features (Corps of Engineers Wetlands Delineation Manual, 1987): 
 

1. Prevalence of plant species typically adapted for life in saturated soils; 
 
2. Water sufficient to flood or saturate most of the soil surface for at least part of the growing 

season; and, 
 
3. Soil conditions that indicate saturation (hydric soils). 

 
This Revised Juneau Wetlands Management Plan and the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan Map Atlas 
(published in May 1994) classified only those wetlands located by the Corps of Engineers in the study 
area as of 1986. Many additional wetlands have been delineated by the Corps in these intervening years, 
and new wetlands subject to Corps jurisdiction are continually identified. Users of this plan should 
contact the CBJ Community Development Department or the Corps of Engineers staff in Juneau for 
information regarding whether a specific piece of property is wetlands, and what permitting rules apply. 
 

CONTEXT AND HISTORY 
 
A large proportion of the land area within the City and Borough of Juneau is classified as wetlands and is 
subject to the regulatory requirements of the federal Clean Water Act. Wetlands occupy 54 percent of the 
management plan study area. In the past 20 years, there have been many conflicts between those who 
want to develop wetland areas, many of which are privately owned, and those who are concerned that 
wetland functions and values are being impacted by development that could be located on non-wetland 
properties. 
 
The developing areas of Juneau have been supplied with public water within the last 10 to 15 years as a 
result of a $45 million expansion of the water distribution system, the largest capital project ever 
constructed by the CBJ. The water system encourages development in central corridors and prevents 
sprawl into environmentally sensitive rural areas. Public interest in developing along existing roads and 
infrastructure can be expected to continue and increase as Juneau's population grows. Many of the areas 
that will receive development pressure are wetlands. 
 
Man-made development in Juneau's Mendenhall Valley area has progressed in roughly the following 
sequence. 
 

1. Pre- World War II development consisted of several dairy farms near the mouth of Duck Creek 
and Jordan Creek, some fur farms on Duck Creek that utilized the salmon runs for animal food, 
and a few commercial vegetable gardens. The A-J Mine had constructed the Mendenhall Loop 
Road, which followed the same route as it does today. A few residences were scattered along its 
length. The airport was built in the 1930's. Airport construction altered the mouths of Jordan and 
Duck Creeks. 
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2. World War II brought an army camp into the Jordan Creek drainage and expanded construction at 
the Juneau Airport. 

 
3. During the post-war years and into the early 1960's several significant events occurred:  
 

a. Parts of the middle Jordan Creek drainage were logged or high-graded for timber, with 
little control over logging slash disposal in or near the stream;  

 
b. Portions of the Mendenhall Loop Road were widened, using alluvial material from 

dredged ponds near the road; and,  
 
c. The Duck Creek drainage, particularly near its headwaters, began to be urbanized, with 

the first tract home construction occurring in 1961.  
 
4. During the past two decades urban development in the Mendenhall Valley has proceeded at an 

increased rate, particularly as a result of improved transportation and increased state employment. 
The present population of the Valley is estimated to exceed 10,000 people, an increase of 7,000 
since 1967. 

 
If future community growth is to remain an option, locations for industrial and residential development 
must be found. The natural values of wetlands must be taken into account in the planning process to 
satisfy existing laws and to assure that growth can progress in the most environmentally responsible 
manner without degrading our quality of life. 
 
 

PLANNING PROCESS 
 
To achieve the plan's goals, Juneau established a 15 square-mile wetlands study area. The study area 
encompasses most of the developing areas of Juneau, including: Mendenhall Valley, Auke Bay, Lemon 
Creek, and North Douglas. The study area excludes the Mendenhall State Game Refuge and all estuaries. 
 
Through the planning process, the CBJ evaluated all wetlands within the study area that had been 
delineated by the Corps of Engineers (primarily by aerial photograph interpretation) as of 1986.1 The 
plan: (1) evaluated the environmental functions of each wetland unit2, (2) assessed the availability of 
practicable upland alternatives to wetlands development for all of Juneau, and (3) surveyed public 
preferences for the management of the wetland units3 in the study area. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
1 Additional wetlands have been delineated by the Corps of Engineers within the study area since 1986. These wetlands are not 
mapped, evaluated or categorized by the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan. Permitting for development in these wetlands is 
administered by the Corps of Engineers under the requirements of Section 404 of the Clean Water Act and its implementing 
regulations. 
2 The term “wetland unit(s)” is replaced by “Designated Important Habitat Wetland Management Categories” 
elsewhere in this document to conform to State of Alaska plan approval requirements. 
3 ibid. 
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These three factors were then combined to produce a wetlands management plan that designates wetlands 
that are more suitable for development, and those that are less suitable, in advance of any specific 
development proposal. The four wetlands management categories used for this wetlands plan are 
Category A, B, C and D – ranging from the highest value wetlands that are least suitable for development, 
to the lower value wetlands that are most suitable for development. The plan also identified some possible 
enhancement potential (Category EP) wetlands, where wetland values can be restored and enhanced. The 
classifications of the Designated Important Wetland Habitat unitss within the study area are listed in 
Appendix II-D of this plan, and in the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan Map Atlas (May 1994). 
 
Ninety percent of the wetlands within the study area (a total of approximately 2,600 acres) are classified 
as Category A or B. Ten percent, or a total of 300 acres, are classified as Category C or D. Six freshwater 
ponds were classified as Category EP, due to their enhancement potential. 
 
A more stringent "Anadromous Stream and Lake Corridor Rule" classifies all wetlands within 50 feet of 
anadromous fish streams and lakes as the highest value, Category A, wetland type. This rule affects 22 
Designated Important Habitat Wetland Management Categories. A special “Residential Road Corridor” 
classifies many wetlands within 100 feet of existing roads served by public water as lower value, 
Category C, wetlands.4 This less stringent designation ensures that single family homes will be permitted 
to locate along existing roads and make use of existing public utilities. This rule affects 124 residential 
lots within 15 Designated Important Wetland Management Categories. 
 
By classifying each wetland area into one of the four primary management categories (Category A, B, C 
or D), the plan balances people's development needs with the public and environmental benefits that 
wetlands provide. These land management categories have been agreed to by the City and Borough of 
Juneau and the State and Federal government regulatory agencies. This agreement on the management 
approach for each wetland will decrease permit processing time, make permit decisions more predictable, 
and ensure that potential impacts from wetlands development will be fully evaluated and appropriately 
mitigated. 
 
The Revised Juneau Wetlands Management Plan includes enforceable policies that will guide the 
issuance of permits for discharge of dredged or fill material in wetlands. Most importantly, the plan 
adopts a mitigation policy patterned after the federal “mitigation sequence,” including requirements for 
avoidance, minimization, restoration and compensation. The plan requires appropriate mitigation for each 
wetland category. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
4 Not all wetlands within 100 feet of existing roads and utilities are classified as Category C. In some cases, the higher value 
Category A or B classification was retained due to the presence of higher environmental functions and values at the site. 
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PLAN IMPLEMENTATION 
 
On June 30, 1995, the Corps of Engineers issued General Permit 92-1 for wetlands that are classified as 
Category C, D, and EP in the Revised Juneau Wetlands Management Plan. On July 24, 2000, the Corps of 
Engineers issues four General Permits (2000-01, -02, -03 and -04) that replaced 92-1.  On May 24, 2006, 
three of the General Permits (GP) were renewed:  GP 2000-01, -02, -03.  GP 2000-04 was not renewed 
due to lack of use.  The General Permits authorize the discharge of fill material into wetlands, for the 
purpose of creating foundation pads for structures, utilities, associated roads, driveways, parking areas, 
and other domestic, governmental, and commercial development, as well as enhancement of certain 
environmental situations.  These GPs authorize mechanized land clearing and other activities that could 
result in a re-deposition of fill material. Copies of both original and the new General Permits are included 
in Appendix II-F.  
 
The Corps of Engineers has authorized the CBJ Wetlands Review Board to administer the General Permit 
through the permitting process outlined in this plan. The Board has the authority to issue wetland permits 
locally for the discharge of dredged or fill material in these lower value and enhancement wetlands 
(Category C, D and EP) for the purposes listed in the General Permit. The Board will issue permits in 
compliance with the enforceable policies of this plan and the specific and general conditions included in 
the General Permit. 
 
For the Category C, D and EP wetlands, the CBJ has become a 'one-stop' wetlands permitting agency, 
greatly reducing permit processing time. No individual permit from the Corps of Engineers, consistency 
determination from the Alaska Department of Natural Resources, Office of Project Management and 
Permitting, nor individual water quality certification (“401 certification”) from the Alaska Department of 
Environmental Conservation, is required for development in these wetlands. However, other local, State 
and federal permits may be needed for the project and it is the responsibility of the applicant to obtain all 
required permits. 
 
For development proposals in Category A and B wetlands, and for any wetlands that are not within the 
Juneau Wetlands Management Plan study area or are not classified under the plan, a permit must still be 
obtained from the Corps of Engineers. The enforceable policies of the wetlands plan will be applied when 
those permit applications are reviewed by the Corps of Engineers. 
 
The CBJ has committed to establish a Wetlands Mitigation Bank. The Bank will, in certain cases, allow 
permit applicants to compensate for damage to wetlands that will result from their development. The 
Mitigation Bank will allow development of certain wetlands that are generally suitable for development 
with no net loss of wetland functions and values in Juneau. 
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CHAPTER II  
CLASSIFICATION METHODOLOGY 
 
 
 
 
The City and Borough of Juneau (CBJ) established a 15 square mile study area for the Juneau Wetlands 
Management Plan (Map 1). The study area encompasses most of the developing areas of Juneau, 
including: Mendenhall Valley, Auke Bay, Lemon Creek, and North Douglas. The study area excludes the 
Mendenhall State Game Refuge and all estuaries. 
 
The Juneau Wetlands Management Plan classifies Designated Important Wetland Management 
Categories within the study area into four main categories from higher value (Category A or B) to lower 
value (Category C or D) wetlands, and a fifth category for wetlands with particular potential for wetlands 
enhancement projects (Category EP). The Designated Important Wetland Management Categories will be 
managed, under the terms of the wetlands plan, in a manner appropriate to their value and classification. 
 
The quantitative method used by the City and Borough of Juneau to classify its wetlands is detailed in this 
chapter. The enforceable policies that will be used to guide future management of the Designated 
Important Wetland Management Categories within each management category are listed in “Chapter III, 
Wetland Management Policies.” 
 
The classification of the wetland units (which later became Designated Important Wetland Management 
Categories) was based on consideration of: 
 

1. The environmental functions served by the wetland unit, 
 
2. The public's preferences for protection or development of each wetland unit, and 
 
3. The availability of non-wetland practicable alternative development sites. 

 
As a result of the classification process, and policy decisions made during the plan review and approval 
process, the wetland acreage within the plan's study area was classified as follows: 
 

Category A:  1228 acres (42.5 percent of the wetlands classified) 
 
Category B:  1365 acres (47.2 percent of the wetlands classified) 
 
Category C:  290 acres (9.9 percent of the wetlands classified) 
 
Category D:  10 acres (0.3 percent of the wetlands classified) 
 
Category EP:  6 ponds in the study area, acreage not calculated 
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BASIS FOR CLASSIFICATION 
 
To classify its wetlands, Juneau comprehensively considered the same broad range of factors that are 
specified in the Corps of Engineers process for evaluating individual permit applications for the 
placement of dredged and fill material in wetlands.5 The Juneau Wetlands Management Plan considered 
each factor for all Designated Important Wetland Management Categories in advance of any individual 
permit application. 
 
The Corps of Engineers’ regulations state: “We have found through experience in administering the 
Section 404 discharge of dredge and fill permit program that wetlands vary in value. While some are vital 
areas, others have very little value; however, most are important.”6 Although the Corps of Engineers 
states that most wetlands are important, the recognition that individual wetlands serve environmental 
functions that vary in value provides the rationale for classifying wetlands according to their relative 
value and using that classification as a basis for permitting decisions. 
 
The Corps of Engineers reviews applications for permits to discharge dredged and fill material in 
wetlands in accordance with federal regulations found in 40 CFR, Part 230, commonly known as the 
“404(b)(l) guidelines.” The Corps asks the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and other federal 
resource agencies to review the permit application to determine if the proposed use is “water dependent,” 
and whether there are practicable alternatives to the proposed use if it is not water dependent. 
 
Since all of the wetlands evaluated in the Juneau wetlands plan are interior freshwater wetlands 
(palustrine), very few permit applicants propose water dependent uses for these wetlands. The 
determination of the availability of practicable alternatives to wetland sites becomes crucial to the 
decision whether to issue a permit. 
 
In addition to the practicable alternatives requirement, the Corps of Engineers’ permitting process 
requires a broad-based public interest review that considers and balances a wide range of factors. The 
Corps of Engineers’ regulations state: 
 

All factors which may be relevant to the proposal must be considered, including 
the cumulative effects thereof: Among those are conservation, economics, 
aesthetics, general environmental concerns, wetlands, historic properties, fish and 
wildlife values, flood hazards, floodplain values, land use, navigation, shore 
erosion and accretion, recreation, water supply and conservation, water quality, 
energy needs, safety, food and fiber production, mineral needs, considerations of 
property ownership and, in general, the needs and welfare of the people.7

 
This statement indicates that any management plan that identifies in advance how wetlands should be 
managed, must also be based on this comprehensive general balancing process. This comprehensive 
approach is achieved in the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan by its three components: (1) comparison 
of the environmental values of wetlands, (2) analysis of practicable alternatives for each type of land use 
(zoning classification), and (3) consideration of public preferences for management of each Designated 
Important Wetland Habitat unit. 

                                                 
5 Federal Register 33 CFR 320.4, November 13, 1986. 
6 Federal Register 33 CFR, Supplementary Information, part 320 General Regulatory Policies, p. 41207, November 13, 1986. 
7 Federal Register 33 CFR 320.4(8), November 13, 1986. 
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To classify the Designated Important Wetland Management Categories, each of the three components 
listed above was separately evaluated. Each Designated Important Wetland Habitat unit was assigned a 
“ranking” for each of the three components. The City and Borough of Juneau then created and used a new 
quantitative methodology to consolidate the data from the three components to generate an overall 
classification for each wetland (Category A, B, C, D or EP). The methodology for evaluating each 
component, and reaching a consolidated classification for each wetland, is described below. 
 

ENVIRONMENTAL COMPONENT 
 
The City and Borough of Juneau initiated the planning process by forming a Wetlands Interagency 
Technical Advisory Committee. The City and Borough of Juneau invited representatives from State and 
federal resource and land use agencies to nominate their own representatives to the committee. The 
purpose of the committee was to select a methodology to evaluate wetlands biological functions and to 
provide oversight for the field work and drafting of the environmental evaluation. 
 
As a result of committee discussions and consultation with a representative of the National Wetlands 
Technical Council,8 the committee selected the Adamus Wetlands Evaluation Technique (WET) for the 
environmental assessment.9 Paul Adamus was retained to evaluate each of the study area wetlands that 
had previously been identified and mapped by the Corps of Engineers. The study area (see Map 1) 
includes the areas of Juneau that were experiencing development pressure and that were provided with a 
public water supply in the recent years preceding plan preparation. The field work for the environmental 
evaluation lasted one year, and the study team included researchers from Syracuse University, the State 
University of New York at Syracuse, and the University of Minnesota.10 A number of Juneau habitat 
biologists were employed to conduct field work, including bird surveys and fish counts. Professionals 
associated with the National Marine Fisheries Service Auke Bay Laboratory, and a variety of State and 
federal agencies and independent experts, made voluntary contributions. 
 

ENVIRONMENTAL FUNCTIONS EVALUATED BY ADAMUS WET TECHNIQUE 
 
Paul Adamus and his subcontractors evaluated fourteen functions for each freshwater (palustrine) wetland 
in the study area. These functions are: 
 

1. Recharge: Downward flow of water to ground water aquifers. 
 
2. Discharge: Upward flow of ground water, often into streams. 
 
3. Surface Hydrologic Control: Moderation of stream water flow fluctuations caused by surface 

runoff. Important for restricting the velocity of runoff. Protects streams against flash flooding. 
 
4. Sediment/Toxicant Retention: Natural filtering effect for filtering out toxicants and dirt by 

allowing particulate matter to settle out.   Can be good if clear water is passed downstream. Can 

                                                 
8 Dr. Hank Sather, November 11, 1985, in Juneau, Alaska. 
9 U.S. Dept. of Transportation, FHA, A Method for Wetland Functional Assessment, March 1983. 
10 Dr. Don Siegel, Syracuse Univ., The Recharge Discharge Function of Wetlands Near Juneau, Alaska: Part I & II, with field 
work assistance from Dr. Paul Glaser, Univ. of Minnesota. 
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be harmful if the sediments collect on site and the site has salmon eggs or other sensitive aquatic 
specimens. 

 
5. Nutrient Export: Transports nitrogen and phosphorous downstream or to estuaries. In the 

“Lower 48” states this can be harmful because too much nitrogen/phosphorous creates algae 
blooms which choke off oxygen.  In Juneau, nutrient export is helpful because streams do not 
have a lot of nutrients. 

 
6. Riparian Support: Foliage along a stream or lake shore. Stream side vegetation protects salmon 

eggs from too much sun in shallow waters. The foliage also provides nutrients when it falls into 
the water.   Overhanging vegetation provides protection for salmon smolts. 

 
7. Erosion Sensitivity: Wetlands with steep slopes are prone to rapid erosion. 

 
8. Salmonid Habitat: Habitat for salmon and related species. There are two major habitat types:   

spawning for adults, and overwintering for juveniles.   Of the two habitats, overwintering is often 
the most critical one determining species abundance. 

 
9. Disturbance Sensitive Wildlife: Wildlife which cannot tolerate urbanization. 

 
10. Ecological Diversity: The degree to which individual wetlands support a wide variety of plants 

or animals or has some unusual habitats. A significant component is range of bird species 
present. 

 
11. Replacement Cost: Cost in terms of time needed to replicate a wetland environment. For 

example, a tidal wetland can be regenerated, but peat takes thousands of years. 
 

12. Downslope Beneficiary or Passive Economic Service: A wetland is more important if it 
prevents flooding of downstream buildings and property. 

 
13. Recreation Actual: Actual use as determined by results of public surveys. 

 
14. Recreation Potential:  Wetlands closest to roads were given a higher potential than isolated 

wetlands. 
 
In applying the WET evaluation methodology to Juneau, Paul Adamus designed and calibrated his Rapid 
Assessment Technique to fit conditions in Southeast Alaska.11 The Rapid Assessment provided an 
efficient way to derive a numerical value for individual wetland functions. The technique consisted of 
making field observations to answer a number of specific questions related to each wetland function. 
 
As a result of the Rapid Assessment, each of the 14 wetland functions was scored within a range of “very 
low” to “very high” for potential presence or performance within each Designated Important Wetland 
Habitat unit. The scores for each function for each Designated Important Wetland Habitat unit are 
published in the Juneau Wetlands Functions and Values, Map Appendix (dated September 1987) and in 
Appendix II-E. The Map Appendix contains matrix charts and aerial photographs showing the 
environmental scores and basic land use information for each Designated Important Wetland Habitat unit. 
Land use information is provided regarding the availability of municipal water and sewer, property 

                                                 
11 Juneau Wetlands Functions and Values, Appendix D, Rapid Assessment Method for Southeast Alaska, Adamus Resources 
Assessment, Inc., September 1987. 
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ownership, and comprehensive plan land use designations. See Figures 1 and 2 for sample pages from the 
Map Appendix. 
 
Each aerial photo in the Map Appendix depicts one square mile of the study area. The photographs are 
reductions of the original 1:200 scale aerial photography that the Corps of Engineers used to identity the 
location of each wetland. The 1:200 scale is the same scale as the City and Borough of Juneau property 
ownership maps, a feature that enables plat maps to be overlaid on wetlands maps so that wetlands can be 
approximately located in relation to property lines, streets and other landmarks. There is some 
discrepancy due to natural curvature of aerial photography. 
 
The data and conclusions from the environmental component are also published in Juneau Wetlands 
Functions and Values (dated September 1987). This publication gives more detailed information 
regarding the environmental data collected for the Designated Important Wetland Management 
Categories within each watershed in the study area. 
 

“CONVERTED FUNCTIONAL VALUE” (ENVIRONMENTAL SCORE) 
 
The City and Borough of Juneau developed and used a new quantitative methodology to consolidate the 
14 environmental function scores assigned by Adamus’ Rapid Assessment Technique into one “converted 
functional value” (environmental score) that characterized the environmental importance of each 
Designated Important Wetland Habitat unit.12 The four-step quantitative methodology is described below 
and illustrated in Figures 3 and 4. 
 
1. Categories of Environmental Functions: The wetland functions rated by the Adamus WET 

Rapid Assessment were grouped into three major categories: (1) support for aquatic habitat, (2) 
support for human uses of the wetlands, and (3) support for terrestrial habitat. Thirteen of the 14 
environmental functions scored by Adamus were grouped into these three categories.13 Figure 3 
shows which functions were grouped into each category. 

 
2. Weighting Factors: The City and Borough of Juneau derived “weighting factors” for each of the 

thirteen environmental functions (see Figure 3).  The weighting factors allowed the following four 
issues to be considered when scoring each of the environmental functions for each Designated 
Important Wetland Habitat unit: 

 
a. Confidence: Ability to extrapolate values for a Designated Important Wetland Habitat unit 

based on direct measurements of other wetlands. Confidence is high for all functions except 
recreation, 

 
b. Component Contribution: Relative contribution of the function to the Aquatic Support, 

Human Use Support, or Terrestrial Support category. Note that within the Human Use 
Support category, the groundwater recharge function of wetlands (the downward flow of 
water to aquifers) was considered relatively important when public water was not available, 
but was considered less important when public water was available. 

 

                                                 
12 Weighting Procedure and Formula, Ira Winograd, City and Borough of Juneau, Department of Community Development, 
April 13, 1988. 
13 One of the fourteen Adamus WET functions, “ecological replacement cost,” was not considered in the consolidation process 
because it does not contribute to the aquatic, human or terrestrial habitat It is a measure of the geologic time that it takes to 
naturally replicate a given-wetland. For example, estuarine wetlands are created in less time than peat wetlands. 
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FIGURE 1
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FiGURE 2

SAMPLE PACE FROM
JUNEAU WETLANDS FUNCTIONS AND VALUES, MAP APPENDIX
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c. Sensitivity to Human Presence: Direct sensitivity of the function to dredge and fill 

activity and/or indirect sensitivity based on general human activity.  For example, the 
groundwater discharge function was considered to be “insensitive” since a wetland will 
continue to discharge (produce an upward flow of water) regardless of surface disturbance. 
However, the salmonid habitat function was considered to be “sensitive” since salmonids 
are very vulnerable to human presence. If you build a house on a wetland that discharges 
water, the basement will flood as discharge continues. However, if you build a house near a 
wetland that supports salmonid habitat, salmon populations can decrease over time as 
people occupy the house and use the adjacent wetlands.  

 
d. Economic Value Based on Availability of Substitutes: The relative importance of the 

wetland in providing the environmental function, in light of any alternative means to 
perform the function. For this factor, the weight is in inverse proportion to the relative 
availability of natural and artificial substitutes for the wetlands function. For example, the 
weighting score is relatively low for the sediment toxicant retention function because there 
are artificial ways to perform this function such as public sewer systems.   But, the 
weighting score for the riparian support function is relatively high because there is no 
substitute for the habitat and temperature control provided by stream side vegetation. 

 
The “weighting factor” used for one wetland function, groundwater recharge, varied depending on 
whether the property was served by the public water system. With this exception, the weighting factors 
were the same for each function in every Designated Important Wetland Habitat unit. 
 
3. Equalization Factors: The City and Borough of Juneau applied “equalization factors” to equalize 

the contribution of the Aquatic Support, Human Use Support and Terrestrial Support categories to 
the final “converted functional value” (environmental score). This was necessary since there were 
not an equal number of wetland functions grouped under each of these three categories. For 
example, six wetland functions were grouped under the Aquatic Support category, whereas only 
two functions were grouped under the Terrestrial Support category. If the various wetland 
functional scores were simply added together within each category to determine the “converted 
functional value,” then the Aquatic Support category would always have the greatest influence 
over the final environmental score for the Designated Important Wetland Habitat unit. The use of 
the “equalization factors” ensured that each of the three categories had an opportunity to 
contribute equally to the final environmental score for each Designated Important Wetland 
Habitat unit. 
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FIGURE 3

CALCULATION OF "WEIGHTING FACTORS"
FOR EACH CATEGORY OF ENVIRONMENTAL FUNCTIONS
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The following "equalization factors" were applied. Two sets of equalization factors were 
used, depending on whether the Designated Important Wetland Habitat unit was supplied 
with public water. 

 
Aquatic Support category = 1.082 or 1.113 
 
Human Use Support category = 1.251 or 1.159 
 
Terrestrial Support category = 0.783 or 0.806 

 
4. Final Environmental Score: Using the quantitative factors derived above, the City and Borough 

of Juneau developed a “converted functional value” (environmental score) for each Designated 
Important Wetland Habitat unit as follows (see Figure 4). For each Designated Important Wetland 
Habitat unit, each of the thirteen wetland functions was scored from 1 (for a “very low” Adamus 
rating) to 7 (for a “very high” Adamus rating) based on the results of the Adamus WET Rapid 
Assessment. Each functional score was then multiplied by the applicable “weighting factor” (see 
Figure 3). The weighted scores were tallied within the Aquatic Support, Human Use Support and 
Terrestrial Support categories. Mean scores were derived for each category. The mean score for 
each category was then multiplied by the applicable “equalization factor” to yield a “Final Score” 
within each category of environmental functions. Finally, the “Final Scores” for each category 
were added together to yield a single environmental score, called the “converted functional 
value,” for each Designated Important Wetland Habitat unit. 

 
The “converted functional values” (environmental scores) for Designated Important Wetland 
Management Categories in the study area ranged from approximately 55 at the low end to 155 at the high 
end. However, the scores were not evenly distributed. Many Designated Important Wetland Management 
Categories have scores around 75, and many others have scores around 110. The environmental scores for 
the Designated Important Wetland Management Categories are listed in Appendix II-D. 
 
The distribution of the "converted functional values" (environmental scores) for all of the Designated 
Important Wetland Management Categories is shown in Figure 5. This frequency distribution shows that, 
within the study area, Designated Important Wetland Management Categories fell into five visual evident 
clusters. The exact placement of the boundaries of each cluster was accomplished by statistical 
calculation to determine which scores lie within or beyond one standard deviation from the peak of each 
cluster. 
 

PUBLIC PREFERENCE COMPONENT 
 
After evaluating each Designated Important Wetland Habitat unit's individual functions and publishing 
the findings in the Juneau Wetlands Functions and Values, Map Appendix, large-scale display maps were 
created to show each function. Three acetate overlays were used to show the relative values for each 
function: one overlay for “very low” and “medium low” values; one acetate overlay for “medium low”, 
“medium”, and “medium high” values; and one overlay for “high” and “very high” values. 
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FIGURE 4

CALCULATION OF "FINAL SCORES"
FOR EACH CATEGORY OF ENVIRONMENTAL FUNCTIONS
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FlGURE 4 (Continued)

CALCULATION OF "FINAL SCORES"
FOR EACH CATEGORY OF ENVIRONMENTAL FUNCTIONS
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FIGURE 5

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF
WETLANDS EYALUATION RESULTS
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Additional acetate overlays were prepared for relevant land use functions. These functions included 
developability, location of public water and sewer and proposed public utilities, property ownership, 
comprehensive plan land use designations, and topography. Over 100 multi-colored display maps were 
produced by the City and Borough of Juneau to illustrate the environmental and land use findings for the 
Designated Important Wetland Management Categories in the study area. 
 
Each map was divided into separate neighborhoods: Auke Bay, East Valley, North Douglas, Lemon 
Creek, Montana Creek, and West Valley. Community meetings were held in each neighborhood for 
presentation of the maps and explanation of the wetlands units’ environmental functions. Meetings were 
held at the Auke Bay Elementary School, Floyd Dryden Junior High, Douglas Library, Switzer Village 
Recreation Hall, Mendenhall River Elementary School, Mendenhall Mall Library, and City Hall. 
 

PUBLIC PREFERENCE SURVEY 
 
A special survey called the Blue Book was distributed at the public meetings to solicit the wetlands 
management preferences of the people attending the meetings.14 Figure 6 shows a sample page from the 
Blue Book survey. Each meeting started with introductory explanations of the wetlands functions and land 
use findings. Participants were given a chance to review the large map overlays. They were then asked to 
fill out multiple choice responses in the chapter of the Blue Book corresponding to their neighborhood. 
 
For each Designated Important Wetland Habitat unit, the same set of multiple choice questions was 
asked. Using scores between 1 and 5, people were asked to state their preference for wetlands 
development or protection. The Blue Book corresponded page for page to the published Wetlands 
Functions and Values Map Appendix; however, instead of listing the wetland scores for environmental 
functions, each Blue Book contained only a blank box for the multiple choice protection/development 
preference score for each wetland and space for written comments. 
 
The public survey results are published in a Results Blue Book15 which shows the mean public preference 
score and standard deviation for each Designated Important Wetland Habitat unit. The document also 
consolidates all written public comments for each Designated Important Wetland Habitat unit. 
 
A frequency distribution of the individual wetland management public preference scores was statistically 
calculated and the Designated Important Wetland Management Categories (previously termed Designated 
Important Wetland Habitat units) were divided into five public preference categories corresponding to the 
number of environmental categories. Figure 7 shows the public opinion frequency distribution. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
14 Juneau Wetlands Functions and Values: Land Management, Resident Comments, September 1987; Ira Winograd, project 
manager; Jere Smith, graphic artist; City and Borough of Juneau. 
15 Juneau Wetlands Functions and Values: Land Management, Resident Comments - Results, March 1987; Ira Winograd, project 
manager; Jere Smith, graphic artist; City and Borough of Juneau. 
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fIGURE 6

SAMI'LE PAGE FROM THE
BLUE BOOK SURVEY
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For the sake of comparison of the preferences of the general public and the people who attended the 
public meetings, the City and Borough of Juneau also sponsored a random mail survey that asked general 
questions about preferences for management of hypothetical wetlands. These same general questions 
were asked of 100 people who attended an introductory wetlands meeting in the Mendenhall Library just 
prior to the neighborhood meetings. A comparison of the two groups is shown in Figure 8.16 The exercise 
showed that the participants in public meetings held more polarized views regarding wetlands 
management in comparison to the random survey respondents. In addition, the meeting participants had a 
stronger preference for protection than the general public. Since the public preference component used in 
the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan was based solely on the response of public meeting participants, it 
represents more polarized scores and a stronger preference for wetlands protection than would be 
obtained by a survey of the general Juneau public. 
 

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES COMPONENT 
 
The practicable alternatives component of the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan was based on the 
Environmental Protection Agency 404(b)(l) regulations implementing the Clean Water Act. The 
regulations state that permits should not be granted for non-water-dependent activities on wetlands unless 
there are no practicable alternatives to wetlands development. Practicable alternatives are defined as 
follows: 
 

An alternative is practicable if it is available and capable of being done after 
taking into consideration cost, existing technology, and logistics in light of 
overall project purposes. If it is otherwise a practicable alternative, an area not 
presently owned by the applicant which could reasonably be obtained, utilized or 
expanded or managed in order to fulfill the basic purpose of the proposed 
activity, may be considered.17

 
This requirement has been controversial because most wetlands subject to development interest in Juneau 
are located away from the coast, so are obviously not suitable for water-dependent uses. Furthermore, 
there are limited upland (non-wetland) alternative sites for many types of development. Juneau receives 
100 inches of rain a year and the habitable areas are hemmed in by one of the world's tallest coastal 
mountain ranges. Due to Juneau's extreme topography and climate, an unusually high percentage of 
available land is wetlands. This circumstance of nature leaves a relatively small amount of dry flat land 
available as a practicable alternative to wetlands development. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
16 Dr. James Palmer and Dr. Richard Smardon, State Univ. of New York at Syracuse, Measuring Human Values Associated with 
Wetlands: Comparing Public Meetings and Sample Surveys, p. 36. 
17 Federal Register 40 CFR Part 230.10(a)(2), December 24, 1980. 
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FIGURE 7

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF PUBLIC OPINION RLSULTS
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FIGURE 8

DlSTRIDUTION Of PUBLIC PREFERENCE SCORES
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Some development projects proposed on wetland sites in Juneau remained in the permit review stage, 
without resolution, for several years because of arguments regarding the availability of practicable 
alternative sites. In the past, some applicants have selected a site for development and then were informed 
when they applied for a permit that they should have picked a less environmentally sensitive site. The 
Juneau Wetlands Management Plan attempts to resolve this situation by evaluating practicable 
alternatives on a comprehensive basis. For each land use (zoning) district, an inventory was conducted to 
determine the availability of upland (non-wetland) practicable alternative sites. Practicable alternatives for 
each type of land use were ranked according to availability. 
 

PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVES INVENTORY 
 
The area inventoried for practicable alternatives was larger than the plan's environmental study area 
valuated by the Adamus WET method. It included most of the roaded area of Juneau, including 
downtown Juneau and Douglas. Thus, the inventory measured the relative need for additional land for 
development in urban and suburban Juneau. Maps 1 and 2 show the relationship between the Adamus 
WET Rapid Assessment study area (Map 1) and the practicable alternatives land use inventory study area 
(Map 2). 
 
The practicable alternatives inventory compared land supply to demand by comparing developable 
uplands (non-wetlands) to all developed land. Each type of land use can be located only in a zoning 
district that allows that particular use. The "supply" of each type of land is represented by the amount of 
developable vacant upland in each zoning district. The "demand" for land is represented by the amount of 
developed land in each zoning district. 
 
The land use inventory data was obtained by reviewing thousands of property tax files and a variety of 
City and Borough of Juneau land use maps. Land was considered developable if: 
 

1. It is not a wetland; 
 

2. The slope is less than 20 percent; 
 

3. The value of its improvements is less than twice the value of the parcel; 
 

4. A portion of the property is within 1,200 feet of an existing road; and 
 

5. The land is not reserved in a special non-development category, such as city park or National 
Forest. 
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The practicable alternatives inventory eliminated wetlands, steep slopes, inaccessible property, land 
dedicated to special restricted uses, and heavily developed land from the supply of developable land. 
 
Most land use inventories consider any parcel with a structure to be a developed parcel because additional 
development usually requires subdivision of a parcel to make two or more smaller parcels. In order to 
subdivide a parcel, the subdivider has to provide improvements in accordance with the City and Borough 
of Juneau Land Use Code. As a result of the cost of improvements, and also of land owner preferences, 
not all parcels are subdivided down to their legal minimum lot size allowed in each zoning district. 
However, it is reasonable to expect that some land will be subdivided. 
 
In this inventory it was assumed that all land not heavily developed would be subdivided. Any parcel 
whose structures were not assessed at a value at least twice as much as that of the land was considered 
developable. For over 11,000 parcels, the value of capital improvements was compared to land values. 
 

For example, a parcel worth $50,000 was not considered developed unless it had 
a building worth over $100,000. This process exaggerated the amount of 
developable land because it assumed that every one of these lightly developed 
parcels would be subdivided and developed. 

 
The ratio of developable vacant land to developed land in a zoning district was considered to indicate the 
relative supply of vacant land compared to demand for land. It was assumed that the future demand for 
various types of land use will be approximately equal to the current mix of land use, at least for the next 
five years. 
 

For example, the inventory showed that Juneau had 219 acres of developed 
industrial land and 81 acres of developable industrial uplands. The ratio of 
developable to developed land is 0.37 (81 acres/219 acres), which means that if 
future residents use as much industrial land as current residents, Juneau can 
accommodate a 37 percent increase in population before it runs out of industrial 
land. 

 
Land prices become prohibitively expensive long before the last bit of available land is used. Data taken 
from the Cost of Living Index published by the Research Association of the American Chamber of 
Commerce in October 1988, as the practicable alternatives inventory was being conducted, indicated that 
Juneau had the third highest average cost of living out of 260 participating urban areas across the United 
States. The Juneau cost of living exceeded those of Anchorage, Fairbanks, Ketchikan and Kodiak in 
Alaska. The cost of land is a significant component of the local cost of living. The anticipated increase in 
mining activity will only increase demand for the limited supply of developable land. 
 
Once the demand/supply ratios for each zoning district was calculated, each land use zone was placed into 
one of five quintiles and given a score from 1 to 5. A score of 1 meant that the most upland practicable  
alternatives are available, and a score of 5 indicated that the least upland practicable alternatives are 
available for a particular zoning category. 
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The resulting distribution showed the relative abundance of practicable upland alternatives to wetlands 
development for each zoning district. A zone in the highest quintile (5) had the least amount of 
developable land in relation to land already developed. In these zones there are fewer practicable 
alternatives; hence, there is more pressure to develop wetlands. Figure 9 lists the results for the 
practicable alternatives land use inventory, completed on August 15, 1988. 
 

For example, the Industrial zone, with a ratio of developable land to developed 
land of 37 percent, placed in the fourth quintile within the range of land 
demand/supply ratios (1% to 150%). All wetlands zoned Industrial received a 
practicable alternative score of 4, which indicates that there are relatively few 
upland industrial alternatives to development of wetlands in Industrial zones. 
 

ZONING AND SUPPLY OF DEVELOPABLE LAND 
 
The City and Borough of Juneau Planning Commission is responsible for making rezoning 
recommendations to the Assembly. If more land were available, the Planning Commission could alleviate 
wetlands development pressure by rezoning land into the zoning categories where there is the greatest 
shortage of developable uplands. However, there are not enough alternative sites that might be rezoned to 
alleviate development pressure in one zone without creating more pressure in another zone. Nor is there 
developable land that is not currently zoned. 
 
Zoning is constrained by legislation and court rulings. When an applicant applies for a land use or 
building permit, the use must be allowed in the zone for the permit to be granted. It is not legal in the 
United States to grant a variance to allow a land use not permitted within a zoning district to locate in that 
zone. It is also illegal to zone a use in the middle of an incompatible zone (spot zone) and to grant a zone 
change with special conditions for a particular party (contract zone). 
 
Once an area is zoned and permissible uses are established, zone changes are constrained to be 
compatible with reasonable investment backed expectations of all affected property owners. For all these 
reasons, zone changes are not a way to significantly increase practicable alternatives to wetlands 
development. 
 
It is difficult to make additional land available to increase the area of any zoning district because existing 
uses preclude rezoning. An alternative solution for some communities is to zone undeveloped land. 
However, in Juneau, the undeveloped land is not available for development because it lacks basic urban 
utilities and access. Most undeveloped land could not be utilized without new access, such as an extension 
of North Douglas road or construction of a road into Bemers Bay. 
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FIGURE 9

LAND USE INVENTORY
August 15, 1988
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Utility extensions and new access are not desirable from an environmental perspective because they 
create sprawl and subject additional wetlands to direct and indirect development pressure. 
 
The only other direction available for growth is up steep slopes. Growth in Juneau has already been 
pushed onto hill sides. Development on steep slopes creates its own set of problems including 
catastrophic danger to residents and turbid runoff to anadromous streams and wetlands. 
 
The Planning Commission wants to alleviate pressure on wetlands within heavily utilized zones by 
making appropriate rezones. The wetlands plan is to be updated every five years. At that time, the land 
use inventory will be recalculated to reflect any additions to the existing supply of developable land for 
any zone. 
 

ASSIGNMENT OF DESIGNATED IMPORTANT HABITAT WETLAND 
MANAGEMENT CATEGORIES 
 
The Designated Important Habitat Wetland Management units covered by the Juneau Wetlands 
Management Plan were assigned management categories (Category A, B, C, D and EP) through a two-
step process: 
 

1. "Consolidation" of data from the environmental analysis, public preference survey, and 
practicable alternatives analysis, and 

 
2. Determination of final management categories through consultation with State and federal 

agencies and the public regarding the environmental values of particular wetlands. 
 

CONSOLIDATION OF DATA 
 
The City and Borough of Juneau followed a detailed quantitative process to consolidate the three 
component data sets (environment, public preference and practicable alternatives) for each Designated 
Important Wetland Habitat unit and assign an initial wetlands management category. Figure 10 illustrates 
the process used. 
 
Each of the three component data sets was divided into quintiles. Designated Important Wetland 
Management Categories were assigned to a quintile based on the "Final Score" for each data set derived 
through the process shown on Figure 4. Each Designated Important Wetland Habitat unit received a score 
from 1 -5 for each of the three component data sets. 
 
For the environmental component, the "converted functional value" (environmental score) represents the 
relative functional value of the wetland. An environmental score of 1 indicated a high functional value, 
whereas a score of 5 indicated a lower functional value. 
 
For the public preference component, the score represents the relative desire for preservation or 
development. A score of 1 indicated a public preference for preservation of the wetland, whereas a score 
of 5 indicated a public preference for development. 
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For the practicable alternative component, the score represents the relative abundance of non-wetland 
developable land compared to developed lands within the zoning district. A score of 1 indicated an 
abundance of upland (non-wetland) development alternatives within the zoning district. A score of 5 
indicated a scarcity of upland alternatives. 
 
A two-step process was used to consolidate the three sets of data (now expressed in quintiles from 1 to 5), 
and assign an appropriate management classification (Category A, B, C or D) for each Designated 
Important Wetland Habitat unit (see Figure 10). First, the quintile ranking for the "converted functional 
value" (environmental score) was used to determine a range of two management categories that could be 
considered for the Designated Important Wetland Habitat unit. For example, a high environmental 
quintile ranking of 1 would indicate that the wetland should be assigned either a Category A or B 
classification. It would not be appropriate to place a highly valuable wetland in a lower management 
category. 
 
Second, the public preference and practicable alternatives quintile rankings were used to select from the 
two management categories within the range. The public preference and practicable alternatives rankings 
were averaged to determine which management category was finally assigned. If the average was greater 
than three (3), then the less restrictive management category was chosen. If the average was less than 
three, then the more restrictive management category was chosen. An average of exactly three indicated 
that "best professional judgment" would need to be used to choose the final management category, based 
on consideration of individual environmental functions noted by Adamus and public comments regarding 
management preferences. When "best professional judgment" was used to assign a wetlands category, the 
rationale is provided in Appendix II-D. 
 

DETERMINATION OF FINAL DESIGNATED IMPORTANT HABITAT 
WETLAND MANAGEMENT CATEGORIES 
 
The City and Borough of Juneau determined the initial management categories for each Designated 
Important Wetland Habitat unit in the study area through the consolidation process described above. 
These initial management categories were published in the Concept Approved Draft of the Juneau 
Wetlands Management Plan, dated February 1991. This draft plan was then submitted to the State of 
Alaska and the federal government for incorporation into the Alaska Coastal Management Program. It 
was also sent to the Corps of Engineers with a request that the Corps issue a General Permit to reduce 
permit processing time for the Category C, D and EP wetlands. 
 
As a result of the State and federal approval processes, many changes were made to the Designated 
Important Wetland Management Categories that were initially assigned in the Concept Approved Draft of 
the plan. These changes were made primarily to respond to concerns raised by State and federal agencies 
and the public regarding the environmental values of particular wetlands. The Corps of Engineers 
coordinated meetings and field visits involving the City and Borough of Juneau, State and federal agency 
personnel, and interested members of the public to discuss the particular sites and reach agreement on 
final the final management category for each disputed Designated Important Wetland Habitat unit. 
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FIGURE 10

CONSOLlDAnON OF DATA SETS AND
ASSIGNMENT OF INITIAL WETLAND MANAGEMENT CATEGORIES
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The final designated important habitat wetland management categories included in this document (listed 
in Appendix II-D) were approved by the City and Borough of Juneau, State of Alaska, U.S. Department 
of Commerce and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. In all, 22 Designated Important Wetland 
Management Categories were changed from a lower management category (Category C, D or EP) to a 
higher management category (Category A or B) as a result of these discussions. In addition, 16 
Designated Important Wetland Management Categories were changed from a higher management 
category (Category A or B) to a lower category (Category C or D) based on federal agency agreement that 
these Designated Important Wetland Management Categories were actually less environmentally valuable 
and were more suitable for fill. These Designated Important Wetland Management Categories are 
generally inaccessible and are not expected to receive development pressure. 
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CHAPTER III  
WETLAND MANAGEMENT POLICIES 
 
 
 
 
 
The policies of the Revised Juneau Wetlands Management Plan, that apply to all Designated Important 
Wetland Habitat Management Categories classified under this plan, are listed in this chapter. 
Development will be allowed in these wetlands only if the proposed project is in compliance with the 
enforceable policies of the plan. The process for applying these policies during permitting is described in 
detail in "Chapter IV, Implementation." 
 
The policies of the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan have been approved by the City and Borough of 
Juneau, the State of Alaska, and the U.S. Department of Commerce. These policies have the force and 
effect of local, State and federal law to guide wetlands management in Juneau. The policies are part of the 
federally-approved Alaska Coastal Management Program, administered by the State of Alaska, 
Department of Natural Resources, Division of Coastal & Ocean Management. The policies have also been 
adopted into the CBJ Land Use Code, in section 49.70.1080. 
 

APPLICATION OF THE WETLAND POLICIES 
 
The City and Borough of Juneau has the authority to issue permits for development in Category C, D and 
EP wetlands under the terms of GPs 2000-01, -02 and -03 issued by the Corps of Engineers in May 2006 
(Appendix II-F). Development activities on Category C, D and EP wetlands will be required to comply 
with the enforceable policies of this chapter. They will also be required to comply with the general and 
specific permit conditions listed in the General Permit. A copy of the conditions of the General Permit 
will be provided to the permit applicant as part of the permit application materials. 
 
For Category A and B wetlands, the Corps of Engineers will continue to administer their individual 
permit process under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. All developments permitted by the Corps must 
comply with the enforceable policies of this chapter. The CBJ will continue to participate in the Corps of 
Engineers permitting process through participation in the Alaska Coastal Management Program, 
coordinated by the State of Alaska, Division of Governmental Coordination. 
 
Three administrative policy statements were also adopted by the CBJ and are included below. The CBJ 
will implement these administrative policies to farther protect the Category A, B and EP wetlands. These 
administrative polices have been incorporated into the CBJ Comprehensive Plan as city land management 
policy. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE POLICIES 
 

WM(A)  The CBJ seeks acquisition of Category A and EP wetlands. 
 

WM(B)  All Category A and B wetlands owned by the CBJ will be retained by the CBJ and managed 
for environmental protection. 
 
WM(C)  Category A wetlands will generally be kept in their natural condition. 

 

INTENT OF THE WETLAND MANAGEMENT POLICIES 
 
The policies of the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan will ensure that each Designated Important 
Wetland Habitat unit is managed in a manner that is appropriate to its classification (Category A, B, C, D 
or HP). The wetland classifications were assigned based on the Designated Important Wetland Habitat 
unit's environmental value, the availability of practicable upland alternatives to its use, and the public's 
preference for its management (see Chapter IV, Classification Methodology). 
 
Generally, permit requirements for Category A and B wetlands will be more stringent and more difficult 
to satisfy than those for wetlands that are Category C and D. More substantial mitigation will be required 
for wetland impacts in Category A and B wetlands, than in Category C wetlands. Juneau is proposing 
development of a wetlands Mitigation Bank that could be used by applicants for permits in Category C 
wetlands to satisfy mitigation requirements that might be imposed (see Chapter IV, Implementation). 
 
The policies of the plan further refine the classification of wetlands that are located either (1) along an 
anadromous fish stream or lake, or (2) along a developed roadway, suitable for residential development. 
The plan's "Anadromous Stream and Lake Corridor rule" provides greater protection for all wetlands 
within 50 feet of an anadromous fish stream or lake. This Anadromous Stream and Lake Corridor rule 
takes precedence over all other policies and provides heightened protection for anadromous stream 
habitat. The 'Residential road corridor rule" allows wetlands within 100 feet of an existing roadway 
served with public water, that are already platted into small residential parcels, to be considered Category 
C. This rule is intended to ease permitting for single-family residences in areas already platted, served and 
zoned for such development. This policy will help to consolidate additional residential development in 
existing neighborhoods, along existing roadways. 
 
The management categories affect how practicable alternatives to wetlands development are considered. 
For Category C, D and EP wetlands, the City and Borough of Juneau will presume that there is no less 
damaging practicable upland alternative to the proposed development. This presumption may allow 
development that is not water-dependent to occur in Category C, D and EP wetlands. The presumption is 
rebuttable and can be reversed by the weight of evidence presented during the permit review process 
administered by the Wetlands Review Board. For all other wetlands, the Corps of Engineers will continue 
to assume that there are practicable upland alternatives to all non-water-dependent development 
proposals, and applicants will continue to bear the responsibility of demonstrating that alternatives are not 
available on a permit by permit basis. 
 
Finally, the policies of the plan require the application of "best management practices" for development in 
all wetland categories. These practices are intended to assure that the placement of fill in wetlands does 
not unduly degrade the values of the Designated Important Wetland Habitat unit or adjacent wetlands. 
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WETLAND MANAGEMENT POLICIES 

ENFORCEABLE POLICIES 
 
 
WM(1) All individual wetlands designated as Important Habitat will be managed in accordance with the 

wetland management categories presented in the charts and maps in Appendix II-D and the 
Anadromous Stream and Lake Corridor and Residential Road Corridor Designation Rules 
described in policies 5 and 6. 

 
  
WM(2) The Anadromous Stream and Lake Corridor and Residential Road Corridor Designation rules 

take precedence over the underlying Important Habitat Wetland Management Designations.    
 
 
WM(3) The Anadromous Stream and Lake Corridor Designation rules take precedence over the 

Residential Road Corridor Designation rules.  
 
 
WM(4) Category A, B, C, D and EP wetlands will be managed according to the following policies: 
 

A. Category A wetlands may be developed if there is no net loss of individual functional 
values in the Designated Important Wetland Habitat unit.   One environmental function 
may not be substituted for another.  

 
B. Category B wetlands may be developed if there is no net loss of aggregate functional 

values in the Designated Important Wetland Habitat unit. One environmental function 
may not be substituted for another. However, to the extent practicable, individual 
environmental functions that are rated high or medium high in Appendix II-F will be 
retained within the Designated Important Wetland Habitat unit.  

 
C. Category C wetlands may be developed if there is no net loss of aggregate functional 

values in the roaded area. To the extent practicable, individual environmental functions 
that are rated high or medium high will be retained within the designated area.   

 
D. Category D wetlands shall be developed using best management practices as contained in 

enforceable policy 7. Project design and scheduling must minimize adverse impacts.  
  

E. Enhancement potential (Category EP) wetlands are wetlands that have potential for 
environmental enhancement. These are wetlands that have been created or degraded by 
development. Publicly owned EP wetlands may only be used for enhancement projects.  

 
 
WM(5) All anadromous streams and lakes in Designated Important Habitat Wetland Management 

categories shown with an “(S)” in the Designated Important Habitat Maps shall have an 
Anadromous Stream and Lake Corridor Designation measured 50 feet from the Ordinary High 
Water Mark. This 50-foot Corridor shall be designated and managed as wetlands Category A. The 
Corridor extends upstream to the limit of anadromous fish use.   
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WM(6) Residential parcels with wetlands within the Residential Road Corridor Designation, shown with 
an “(R)” on the Important Habitat Designation maps, shall have a temporary 100-foot wide 
Category C designation corridor measured from the road frontage right-of-way to promote 
development near the road. The Residential Road Corridor Designation rule allows residential 
development on certain Category A or B wetlands under the Category C wetland policies. 
Wetland permits within the Residential Road Corridor shall be processed through the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers. The rule applies only to residential parcels where public water is already 
provided.  

 
 
WM(7) Best management practices are required for development on any wetland. The following 

conditions will be prescribed for all wetland developments.  
 

A. Existing wetlands vegetation shall be stripped in mats and repositioned over regraded 
soil.  

 
B. The amount of fill shall be restricted to the minimum amount necessary to achieve stated 

project purposes.  
 

C.  Hydrology surrounding the discharge site shall be maintained with the use of culverts, if 
necessary. Activities shall not adversely impact adjacent wetlands by causing ponding, 
drainage, siltation or inadvertent fill.  

 
D. Erosion at the construction site shall be controlled through revegetation and other 

appropriate means. Exposed soils shall be revegetated within one year.  
 

E. The Wetland Permit shall expire 18 months after the effective date of the permit if no 
Building Permit has been issued and substantial construction progress has not been made 
in accordance with the plans for which the development permit was authorized.   

 
 
WM(8) For each wetland unit, individual functions which have potential for high values as presented in 

Appendix II-E will be considered during review of a project.   Any new information regarding the 
value of individual wetland functions will be evaluated and considered during the review of a 
project. Individual wetland functions may either be demonstrated to be less, or more, important 
than the data in Appendix II-E indicate. As wetlands are developed, some functions may become 
scarce, increase in value, and require special consideration during a project review.  

 
 
WM(9) The following mitigation policies will apply to a development proposal that would be located in 

Category A or B wetlands and that requires municipal, State or federal permits: 
 

A. Avoid damage to the functional values by avoiding or relocating the development 
proposal.  

 
B. Where loss or damage to the functional values cannot be avoided, minimize loss or 

damage by limiting the degree or magnitude of the development and the actions 
associated with conducting the development.  

 
C. Where the loss of functional values cannot be minimized, restore or rehabilitate the 

wetland to its pre-disturbance condition, to the extent practicable.  
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D. Where the loss of functional values at the development site is substantial and irreversible 

and cannot be avoided, minimized, restored, or rehabilitated, mitigate for the loss as 
follows: 

 
(i) For Category A wetlands, the mitigation actions must be in-kind and must be on- 

site, located as close as possible to the development site(s). 
 

(ii) For Category B wetlands, the mitigation actions must be either in-kind or out-of-
kind provided the net aggregate values of the Designated Important Wetland 
Habitat unit are maintained. Mitigation actions must occur on-site, located as 
close as possible to the development site(s).  

 
 
WM(10) The following mitigation policies will apply to a development proposal that would be located in 

Category C or D wetlands and that requires municipal, State or federal permits: 
 

A.  Based on the extensive analysis of land use alternatives conducted in the land use 
inventory for the JWMP, the CBJ will presume that there is no practicable alternative for 
developments proposed on Category C and D wetlands.  This presumption is rebuttable 
for individual projects, which means that the Wetlands Review Board can still conclude 
that there is a practicable alternative based on its review of project-specific evidence 
during the permit review process.  

 
B. Where the development proposal is otherwise lawful and entitled to a wetlands 

development permit, minimize the loss of functional values by limiting the degree or 
magnitude of the development and the actions associated with conducting the 
development.  
 

C. Where the wetland loss cannot be reduced by minimizing the development, mitigate by 
restoring or rehabilitating the wetland to its pre-disturbance condition, to the extent 
practicable.  

 
D. Where the loss cannot be reduced by minimization and restoration/rehabilitation, mitigate 

by compensating for the loss as follows: 
 

(i) For Category C wetlands, the form of mitigation required will be selected on the 
basis of: (1) probability of success, (2) potential gain in functional values, (3) 
extent to which high and medium high functional values are retained, and (4) cost 
effectiveness. In general, the order of preference for mitigation is: 

 
    (a) on-site and in-kind; 
 
    (b) on-site and out-of-kind; 
 
    (c) off-site and in-kind; and 
 
    (d) off-site and out-of-kind. 
 

 For small-scale developments (five acres or less), the CBJ mitigation bank may 
be used to meet this requirement. 
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(ii) For Category D wetlands, off-site compensatory mitigation is not required 
provided the minimization and restoration steps above in 13(B) and (C) are 
followed and best management practices as contained in enforceable policy 7 are 
employed.  

 
 
WM(11) Some Designated Important Wetland Management Categories may receive a Category B 

designation for a portion of the unit and a Category C for the rest of the unit. If on-site mitigation 
is required as compensation for development within the Category B area of the Designated 
Important Wetland Habitat unit under policy 9(D)(ii), the mitigation project should occur within 
the Category B wetland area unless: (1) a suitable site or mitigation opportunity is not available 
within the Category B wetland area, or (2) the same or greater environmental benefit could be 
gained with less expenditure by conducting a mitigation project with the Category C wetland 
area.  

 
 Authority: 11 AAC 112.300(9) 11 AAC 114.250(h) 11 AAC 114.400 
 Maps:   Volume II, Appendix II-C 
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CHAPTER IV 
IMPLEMENTATION 
 
 
The Juneau Wetlands Management Plan will be implemented primarily through permits required for 
development on wetlands. Permits will be issued by the City and Borough of Juneau or the Corps of 
Engineers for development projects on wetlands only when those projects are in compliance with the 
policies of this plan ("Chapter III, Wetland Management Policies"). Juneau will also take other, non-
regulatory actions, to implement the wetlands plan, including implementing a wetlands mitigation 
strategy, taking action to encourage protection of high value wetlands on private property, and retaining 
ownership of high value wetlands currently owned by the City and Borough of Juneau. 
 
The Juneau Wetlands Management Plan was originally approved by the City and Borough of Juneau, the 
former Alaska Coastal Policy Council, and the U.S. Department of Commerce, Office of Ocean and 
Coastal Resource Management as a component of the Alaska Coastal Management Program. It was also 
adopted into the City and Borough of Juneau Land Use Code (Title 49, Chapter 70). Since November 23, 
1993, the regulatory provisions of the plan have had the full effect of local, State and federal law. 
 
On June 30, 1995, the Corps of Engineers also issued General Permit 92-1, which is an important 
implementation tool for the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan. The General Permit gives the City and 
Borough of Juneau authority to issue local wetlands permits for placement of dredge and fill material in 
the Category C, D and EP wetlands designated in the wetlands plan. The General Permit also includes 
general and specific permit conditions that will apply to all developments covered under the permit.  
 
On July 24, 2000, The Corps of Engineers re-issued a general permit for local wetlands permits.  This 
time issuing four related General Permits 2000-01, -02, -03 and -04.  On May 24, 2006, three of the 
General Permits (GP) were renewed:  GP 2000-01, -02, -03.  GP 2000-04 was not renewed due to lack of 
use. Copies of both the original General Permit 92-1 and the newer General Permits are included in 
Appendix II-F. 
 
The Juneau Wetlands Management Plan was subsequently revised to comply with changes to state laws.  
The revised regulatory provisions of the plan became effective in the Spring of 2008. 
 

IMPLEMENTING ORGANIZATIONS 
 
The wetlands plan is implemented by the City and Borough of Juneau in its decisions regarding local 
wetlands permits, and in other actions it takes in managing public wetland resources. The primary point of 
contact for CBJ implementation is: Director, Community Development Department, City and Borough of 
Juneau, 155 South Seward Street, Juneau, AK 99801, Telephone: (907)586-0715, FAX: (907)586-3365. 
 
The City and Borough of Juneau established a citizens Wetlands Review Board in 1992. By ordinance, 
the Board has authority to: (1) serve as the decision-making body for the issuance of wetlands 
development permits in Category C and D wetlands, and enhancement project permits in Category EP 
wetlands; (2) administer the CBJ Wetlands Mitigation Bank and develop and implement a long-term 
mitigation strategy for Juneau wetlands; and (3) prepare an annual report on the status of the Mitigation 
Bank. The Board also functions as an advisory body to the Planning Commission and the Director of the 
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Community Development Department on other wetlands issues, such as CBJ comments on wetland 
permit applications being considered by the Corps for wetlands not covered by the General Permit; the 
protection of stream side riparian areas; and the conduct of CBJ, State and federal projects that affect 
wetlands and streams. 
 
The Board is composed of seven members of the public at large and two representatives of the CBJ 
Planning Commission. Board members are appointed by the Assembly. When making appointments, the 
Assembly is required to consider obtaining the "broadest possibility representation from those technical 
fields with knowledge of the values, functions and uses of wetlands, such as fish or wildlife biology, 
geology, hydrology, land use planning and engineering." (CBJ 49.70.1010). Appointments are for three 
year terms. The Board meets monthly to hear and decide wetland permit applications. The presence of 
five members constitutes a quorum and any action of the Board requires five or more affirmative votes to 
be approved. 
 
The Juneau Wetlands Management Plan is also implemented by the Corps of Engineers. For Category A 
and B wetlands, and for any wetlands in Juneau which are not classified under the wetlands plan, an 
individual or nationwide permit from the Corps of Engineers is required. The Corps will process these 
permits through their normal regulatory procedure. A permit can be issued by the Corps for development 
in a Category A or B wetland only if it is determined that the project is "consistent with" the enforceable 
policies of the Juneau wetlands plan. The Corps permit process invites comment from State and federal 
resource agencies, the CBJ and the public. 
 

WETLAND DELINEATION AND BOUNDARY DETERMINATIONS 
 
The Corps of Engineers has the responsibility .and authority to delineate wetlands that are subject to 
regulation under the Clean Water Act. The Corps delineates wetlands in accordance with the federal 
definition of what constitutes a "wetland" under the Clean Water Act. Corps personnel in Juneau are 
responsible for visiting local properties and delineating any wetlands on the site. The Corps has also used 
aerial photography to locate wetlands in Juneau. Wetland mapping done by the Corps in 1986 from aerial 
photographs was used as the base map for the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan. However, more 
detailed field visits by the Corps continually result in revisions to these maps and new wetlands have been 
delineated since the date of that mapping. Property owners should contact the Corps of Engineers to 
determine whether they have wetlands on their property. 
 
The Juneau Wetlands Management Plan provides a procedure for applicants to obtain boundary 
determinations for wetlands covered under the Plan. The Category A, B, C, D and EP wetlands of the 
CBJ are mapped in the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan, Wetlands Map Atlas (dated May 1994). 
These maps have been reproduced at a scale suitable for printing in this document and can be found in 
Appendix II-C.  The determination as to whether a land parcel is within a Designated Important Wetland 
Habitat Management Category (C, D, or EP) and is, therefore, subject to the jurisdiction of the CBJ 
Wetlands Review Board, is made by the CBJ's Community Development Department. The Department 
may request additional information from the permit applicant to aid in the determination. The Department 
will provide a copy of its determination to the applicant and the Corps of Engineers. The Department's 
determination will be subject to review, modification or revocation by the Corps of Engineers. The 
Department will proceed with the local wetlands permit process for wetlands classified as Designated 
Important Wetland Habitat Management Categories C, D, or EP unless and until it receives notice from 
the Corps of Engineers that the Department's determination was in error. 
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PERMITS FOR DEVELOPMENT IN WETLANDS 
 
The Juneau Wetlands Management Plan and General Permits 2000-01, -02, and -03 give the CBJ 
Wetlands Review Board the authority to issue wetlands permits for disposal of dredge and fill material in 
Designated Important Habitat wetlands classified as Category C, D or EP under the Juneau plan. The 
Board must follow the procedures and policies listed in this plan and the general and special conditions 
listed in the General Permit (Appendix II-F). 
 
The Corps of Engineers will continue to issue individual or nationwide permits for disposal of dredge and 
fill material in Designated Important Habitat Category A and B wetlands, and in all other wetlands not 
classified under the Juneau wetlands plan. The Corps may also issue nationwide permits for activities on 
Designated Important Habitat Category C, D or EP wetlands that qualify for that type of permit. 
 
The Corps of Engineers considers the following criteria in evaluating individual permit applications for 
the discharge of dredged or fill material, and in determining whether a General Permit should be issued 
for discharges in specific wetland areas. These criteria have been addressed in advance for discharge of 
dredged or fill material on Designated Important Habitat Category C and D wetlands through: (1) 
preparation of the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan, including the designation of wetland management 
categories C and D; (2) the future review of individual disposal of dredged or fill material projects on 
Designated Important Habitat Category C and D wetlands for compliance with the enforceable policies of 
this plan; and (3) implementation of the Mitigation Strategy and Mitigation Bank discussed later in this 
chapter. The Corps of Engineers’ criteria are as follows:18

 
1. The benefits which reasonably may be expected to accrue from the proposal are balanced 

against its reasonably foreseeable detriments.   The decision whether to authorize a proposal, 
and if so, the conditions under which is will be allowed to occur, are determined by the 
general balancing process. All factors which may be relevant to the proposal must be 
considered, including the cumulative effects thereof. Among those are conservation, 
economics, aesthetics, general environmental concerns, wetlands, historic properties, fish 
and wildlife values, flood hazards, floodplain values, land use, navigation, shore erosion and 
accretion, recreation, water supply and conservation, water quality, energy needs, safety, 
food and fiber production, mineral needs, consideration of property ownership and, in 
general, the needs and welfare of the people. 

 
2. The relative extent of the public and private need for the proposed structure or work.  

 
3. Where there are unresolved conflicts as to resource use, the practicability of using 

reasonable alternative locations and methods to accomplish the objective of the proposed 
structure or work. 

 
4. The extent and permanence of the beneficial and/or detrimental effects which the proposed 

structure or work is likely to have on the public and private uses to which the area is suited. 
 

5. The specific weight of each factor is determined by its importance and relevance to the 
particular proposal. Accordingly, how important a factor is and how much consideration it 
deserves will vary with each proposal. A specific factor may be given great weight on one 
proposal while it may not be present or as important on another. Full consideration and 

                                                 
18 CFR 320.4, Federal Register Vol. 51, No. 219. 
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appropriate weight will be given to all comments, including those of federal, State and local 
agencies and other experts on matters within their expertise. 

 

LOCAL WETLANDS PERMITS 
 
The CBJ Wetlands Review Board will use the following procedures for processing applications for local 
wetlands permits. These procedures are found in the CBJ Land Use Code at 49.70.1060-1075. 
 

Jurisdiction of Local Wetlands Permits 
 
A local wetlands permit can be issued by the Wetlands Review Board for development activities requiring 
placement of dredged or fill material on Designated Important Habitat C and D wetlands, and 
enhancement activities on Designated Important Habitat Category EP wetlands, with the following 
exceptions: 
 

1. Nationwide Permits: If the activity proposed by the applicant is covered by a nationwide 
permit issued by the Corps of Engineers, no local wetlands permit will be required provided 
the activity is conducted in compliance with the requirements of the nationwide permit. 

 
2. Excluded Activities:  The following activities cannot be permitted under a wetlands permit 

issued by the CBJ Wetlands Review Board: placement of dredged or fill material in waters of 
the United States for purposes of heavy industry, dry cleaning operations, hazardous waste 
disposal, battery transfer yards, commercial auto repair garages, and fuel storage sites. These 
activities, in order to be undertaken, must be authorized by an individual permit issued by the 
Corps of Engineers. 

 
Local Wetlands Permit Review Procedure 

 
1. Submittal of Application: An application for a wetlands permit must be filed with the CBJ 

Community Development Department on the form provided by the Department, and must 
include the required application fee. The permit application form requires a description of the 
project location, the proposed activity, and the purpose and need for the project. The project 
description must include quantities of fill material, acreage of disturbed surface area, 
measures that the applicant proposes to take to comply with the enforceable policies of the 
Juneau Wetlands Management Plan, source of fill and any off-site disposal locations. The 
application must include a site plan and narrative description. 

 
2. Director Action: Upon a determination by the Director of the Community Development 

Department that the permit application is complete, the application will be scheduled for 
Wetlands Review Board action at the next regular meeting. 

 
3. Public and Agency Notice:    Public notice will be provided by the Community Development 

Department, including notice in the newspaper and direct mail notification to neighboring 
property owners within 300 feet. The applicant will be required to post on- site a large red 
public notice sign, prepared by the Department, seven days prior to the Board hearing. Copies 
of the permit application will be distributed by the Department to the State and federal 
resource agencies (including the Corps of Engineers) and members of the public who request 
the opportunity to review and comment on wetlands permit applications. 
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4. Staff Report: The Department's report to the Wetlands Review Board presented at the 
meeting will include the following: 

 
a. Information regarding the project, the management designation for the Important Wetland 

Habitat unit under the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan (Category C, D or EP), the 
applicability of the Anadromous Stream and Lake Corridor Designation Rule and the 
Residential Road Corridor Designation Rule to the Designated Important Wetland 
Management Category, the applicability of the policies of the Juneau Coastal Management 
Program, and the applicability of the general and specific conditions listed in General 
Permits 2000-01, -02, and -03. (Appendix II-F); 

 
b. An assessment of how the project meets the enforceable policies of the Juneau Wetlands 

Management Plan, including: 
 

(i) Any new information regarding the wetland functions listed in the Juneau Wetlands 
Management Plan and practicable alternatives to the proposed wetlands 
development, 

 
(ii) For Category C wetlands, recommendations for maintaining high or medium high 

individual wetland functional values either on-site or off-site, to the extent feasible 
and prudent, 

 
(iii) Recommended project modifications or best management practices to avoid or 

minimize project impacts on wetland acreage and values, and 
 

(iv) Recommended restoration, rehabilitation or compensation as required under the 
enforceable policies of the plan, including any proposed use of the Mitigation Bank 
for compensation; 

 
c. An estimate of cumulative changes in both function and acreage of the Juneau wetlands 

base as a result of the project and any related mitigation. The estimate of cumulative 
changes will be primarily based on the information regarding individual wetlands functions 
included in Appendix II-E of this plan; and 

 
d. A recommendation to the Wetlands Review Board for approval of the project with or 

without specified conditions, or a recommendation for denial. A recommendation for 
permit denial may be based on available practicable alternatives, or inability to mitigate 
against loss of wetland functions and values, as required under the enforceable policies of 
the plan. 

 
5. Public Hearing: A public hearing will be advertised and held at the Wetlands Review Board 

meeting at which action on the permit application is scheduled.   Any one is welcome to 
present written or oral testimony regarding the project. 

 
6. Wetlands Review Board Action: The Board will evaluate the application for compliance 

with the enforceable policies of the plan and the conditions of General Permits 2000-01, -02, 
and -03. The Board will presume that there is no less damaging practicable alternative site for 
the proposed development. This presumption will be evaluated in the staff report, and may be 
reversed by the Board on consideration of the information presented during the permit review 
process. 
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The Board may grant a wetlands permit as described in the original permit application or with conditions 
necessary for compliance with the enforceable policies of the plan. The Board may require that the 
applicant submit revised plans, narratives and other information which reflect the conditions applied by 
the Board prior to issuance of the permit. The Board will make a final decision on a permit no later than 
sixty days after the Director determines that the application is complete. The Director shall issue or deny a 
wetlands permit in accordance with Board action on the application. 
 
All Board meetings and public hearings will be recorded and minutes will be taken by a secretary.  
Minutes and recordings are available to the public. 
 
Actions of the Board are appealable to the CBJ Assembly under the appeal provisions of the CBJ City 
Code (CBJ 01.50). 
 

7. Temporary Emergency Permit: In cases where there is an imminent threat to life or severe 
loss of property, the Director may issue a temporary emergency wetlands permit without 
action of the Board. The permit may include conditions necessary to ensure compliance with 
the enforceable policies of the plan. The permit shall be in effect only until the next regular 
meeting of the Wetlands Review Board, when formal action on the permit application can be 
taken. 

 
8. Permit Expiration and Extension: The maximum duration of a local wetlands permit is three 

years. The permit will expire within 18 months of issuance if no associated building permit, 
right-of-way permit, or similar permit for construction has been issued and substantial 
construction progress made, unless otherwise specified in the wetlands permit or unless the 
permit is extended by the Board.  The permittee shall restore the site to pre-project conditions 
upon expiration of a wetlands permit. 

 
The Board may extend a wetlands permit. The applicant must submit a request for extension at least thirty 
days before the expiration of the permit. A new application fee will be assessed for a permit extension. 
The Board will hold a public hearing to consider whether the permit should be extended. At the hearing, 
the burden of proof for the justification for a permit extension shall rest with the applicant The Board may 
grant no more than one extension, not to exceed 18 months, and may not change the original permit 
conditions. If the Board finds that the applicant's burden has not been met, or that the conditions 
contained in the permit should be changed, or both, the Board will deny the request to extend the permit. 
The applicant can then reapply for a new wetlands permit. 
 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS PERMITS 
 
The Corps of Engineers has retained the jurisdiction to decide whether to issue permits for disposal of 
dredged or fill material in Designated Important Wetland Habitat Management units classified as 
Category A and B under the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan, and in all wetlands not classified under 
the plan. The Corps will follow the requirements of the Clean Water Act and its implementing regulations 
and procedures in reaching permit decisions. 
 
Before the Corps of Engineers issues a permit for a development project in a Designated Important 
Wetland Habitat Management Category A or B, it must ensure that the project is "consistent with" the 
enforceable policies of the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan and the Juneau Coastal Management 
Program. This "consistency requirement" exists because the Juneau plan has been approved by the U.S. 
Department of Commerce under the federal Coastal Zone Management Act. As a federal agency, the 
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Corps is required to issue permits only if they are consistent with all plans approved under that Act, or can 
be made consistent if the project is modified. The Corps may require the applicant to comply with permit 
conditions to make the project consistent with the plan's policies. 
 
The City and Borough of Juneau will comment on all applications for Corps of Engineers permits through 
the review process coordinated by the State Department of Natural Resources, Office of Project 
Management and Permitting under the Alaska Coastal Management Program (11 AAC 110). The CBJ 
Community Development Department will provide comments regarding whether the proposed project is 
consistent with, or can be made consistent with (through permit conditions), the enforceable policies of 
the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan and Juneau Coastal Management Program. The Wetlands Review 
Board will review and provide advisory comments to the Director of the Community Development 
Department regarding the CBJ's comments on all Corps of Engineers permit applications for development 
on wetlands. Under State regulations (11 AAC 110.255), under certain circumstances, the CBJ will be 
given "due deference" by the agency coordinating the consistency review when it makes its consistency 
determination.  Due deference is a concept and practice within the consistency review process that affords 
the commenting review participants the opportunity to include, review, or refine the alternative measures 
or consistency concurrence if they have expertise in the resource or the responsibility for managing the 
resource.  The CBJ and resource agencies are provided deference in interpretation of policies and 
standards in their area of expertise or area of responsibility.  Then the CBJ may be afforded due deference  
if the CBJ can demonstrate expertise in the field. 
 
If the coordinating agency rejects the comments of the CBJ or any alternative measures that the CBJ 
might seek to have imposed on the application in connection with a consistency determination, the 
coordinating agency must provide a brief written explanation stating the reasons for rejecting or 
modifying the alternative measure. 
 

MITIGATION STRATEGY 
 
The Wetlands Review Board will develop and implement a long-term, comprehensive wetlands 
mitigation strategy for Juneau wetlands, in consultation with State and federal agencies. The goal of the 
strategy is to create the greatest environmental benefit for each expenditure for a mitigation project. The 
strategy will include: 
 

1. Restoration and enhancement objectives with consideration to historical losses of wetland 
acreage and functional values; 

 
2. Suitable mitigation sites based on the degree and type of wetlands degradation at each site 

and opportunities for obtaining the site for the mitigation bank; 
 

3. Appropriate and feasible mitigation projects for each identified site; 
 

4. Individual functional values that can be recreated at each site with a high probability of 
success; and 

 
5. Restoration and enhancement opportunities outside the proposed Mitigation Bank sites. 

 
To date, the Wetlands Review Board has taken the following actions regarding the Mitigation Strategy. 
The CBJ contracted with the Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADFG) to prepare a recommendation 
of potential mitigation projects and sites in Juneau. The ADFG evaluated each Designated Important 
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Wetland Habitat unit included in the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan and recommended possible 
mitigation projects for the Board's consideration.  
 
On November 3, 1993, the Board adopted a general mitigation strategy that established the three broad 
categories of Protection, Education, and Restoration/Creation Projects as an outline for the CBJ's 
approach to wetlands mitigation. 
 

Protection: includes land acquisition, land trades, and retention of high value wetlands in public 
ownership; designations of greenbelts and open space; vacating unbuilt plats in wetland areas; 
improving enforcement of existing and newly-issued wetlands permits; requiring the application 
of Best Management Practices (pollution prevention/abatement); additional inventory and data 
collection for Juneau wetlands to expand the coverage of the wetlands plan; and participation in 
cooperative watershed management and restoration plans. 
 
Education: includes providing public and student education on wetland types, values and 
functions; and participation in cooperative education projects. 
 
Restoration/Creation Projects: includes gathering baseline information and analysis of problem 
wetland areas; restoration of lost or impaired functions at existing wetland sites; making changes 
from one wetland type to another (e.g., open water to emergent vegetation, or reverse); creation 
of particular habitat attributes (e.g., spawning/rearing areas; waterfowl staging ponds) within 
newly-created or historic wetland areas. 

 
The Board also decided that the CBJ should focus on a single watershed for protection, restoration and 
education efforts, to the extent feasible. However, the Board also opted to retain the flexibility to take 
advantage of other opportunities and address other situations outside of that system when it is in the 
public interest to do so. On January 20, 1994, the Board decided to focus its initial mitigation efforts on 
the Duck Creek drainage, since that watershed is already the subject of an intensive interagency stream 
restoration program. 
 
In 1999, CBJ Community Development Department, funded through a grant from US Environmental 
Protection Agency, hired Wildlands, Inc. to assist in the development of a mitigation program for the 
Juneau area.   The Community Development Department with the assistance of Wildlands convened a 
number of meetings with interested stakeholders and regulatory staff to review the status of mitigation 
efforts and receive input on preferred methods to address wetland mitigation issues. The results of that 
effort are published in “Final Draft Preferred Wetlands Mitigation Program Alternative, City and Borough 
of Juneau, March 1, 2000.” 

 

MITIGATION BANK 
 
The City and Borough of Juneau will establish a Wetlands Mitigation Bank that will be administered by 
the. Wetlands Review Board, with staff assistance from the Community Development Department. The 
Mitigation Bank will manage wetland sites that can be protected or enhanced. The managed sites will be 
used primarily to compensate for adverse impacts on Category C wetlands. 
 
A detailed ordinance, outlining the procedures for operation of the Bank, will be approved by the CBJ 
Assembly and adopted into the CBJ Land Use Code before the Bank begins operation. State and federal 
resource agencies, and interested members of the public, will be invited to participate in the development 
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and review of the ordinance establishing Bank procedures.  As of February 2008, efforts to establish a 
mitigation bank are ongoing. 

 

BASIC CONCEPTS OF MITIGATION BANKING 
 
The purposes of the Wetlands Mitigation Bank are to: 
 

1. Promote, in concert with federal and State programs as well as interested parties, the 
maintenance and conservation of wetlands; 

 
2. Improve cooperative efforts among private, non-profit and public entities for the 

management and protection of wetlands; 
 

3. Offset losses of wetlands values caused by activities that otherwise comply with local, State 
and federal law in order to restore, enhance or create wetlands values and functions;  

 
4. Maintain and encourage a predictable, efficient regulatory framework for environmentally 

acceptable development; and, 
 

5. Provide an option for permit applicants directed to accomplish off-she mitigation under the 
terms of a CBJ wetlands permit for Category C wetlands. 

 
The Mitigation Bank will operate like a "bank" in that it will issue credit and accept cash payments. The 
CBJ will use the Bank's initial capital to conduct wetland mitigation projects, thereby improving wetland 
values at the she of the enhancement project and accruing "wetland mitigation credits." Bank funds could 
be used to accomplish a variety of projects that will improve wetland and stream habitat values, such as 
replacing culverts that are currently blocking fish passage and reducing important fish habitat in Juneau's 
stream, or reestablishing wetlands hydrology and vegetation at a site that has been previously filled or 
disturbed. 
 
Once the Bank accrues a balance of "wetland mitigation credits," private developers will be able to 
conveniently purchase credits from the Bank to offset their project's wetland impacts, rather than having 
to undertake complex wetland mitigation projects on their own. For example, a permit applicant in 
Category C wetlands might be directed to conduct an off-site wetlands mitigation project to compensate 
for wetland losses at their development site. In lieu of conducting this mitigation project, the developer 
could choose to purchase credits from the Mitigation Bank. 
 
The cost of the purchase of mitigation credits will be determined by assessing the CBJ's costs for 
conducting wetlands enhancement projects and accruing initial credits to the Bank. The CBJ will 
calculate its costs in creating additional habitat benefits through wetlands restoration, enhancement or 
creation. The cost of each credit gained through the mitigation project will then be calculated, ensuring 
that the CBJ recovers its project costs. The cash payments that a developer pays to the Bank will, in turn, 
be used by the CBJ to conduct additional mitigation projects and recapitalize the Bank's credits. 
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MITIGATION BANK ADMINISTRATIVE POLICIES  
 
MB(A) A Mitigation Bank will be established to provide bank credit to satisfy mitigation requirements 

for certain developments in Category C wetlands. The Mitigation Bank will operate under the 
following conditions: 

 
(1) Credits are not available to a permit applicant until the bank completes the wetlands 

protection, enhancement or creation project and the Wetlands Review Board, in consultation 
with the agency working group, certifies that the wetlands functions and values have been or 
will be established. 

 
(2) Mitigation Bank credits cannot be used for any permit action where the wetlands area to be 

adversely affected by a dredge or fill activity exceeds five acres. This requirement prevents 
bank credits from being exhausted by a single large development. 

 
(3) A permit applicant will be required to perform mitigation through individual actions rather 

than through the bank for fill activities that exceed five acres.  The bank is designed to 
facilitate mitigation for small-scale developments that might otherwise cause cumulative 
incremental damage to overall wetlands values. 

 
(4) To the extent practicable, projects using least damaging technologies will be given priority in 

using Mitigation Bank credits. 
 

(5) The calculation of cost charged to a project applicant for each Mitigation Bank credit will be 
based on all costs and expenses incurred or expected to be incurred by the bank in 
establishing and maintaining the bank. This includes, but is not limited to, applicable land 
costs and project monitoring. 

 
(6) The Mitigation Bank should focus on proven mitigation techniques. Restoration and 

enhancement is preferred over wetlands creation. Protection of existing wetlands (such as 
through public purchase) is the lowest priority for the bank and should only be considered 
when development and the loss of wetlands functions and their values are imminent. 

 
(7) To the extent practicable, mitigation shall occur in the same watershed as the development for 

which it is compensation. 
 

 

SELECTION OF MITIGATION BANK PROJECTS 
 
The Wetlands Review Board will recommend areas where wetlands can be protected, restored, enhanced 
or created for the Mitigation Bank. The recommendations will be forwarded to the CBJ Assembly (Lands 
Committee) which will approve a priority list of mitigation bank projects. 
 
A successful Mitigation Bank will create the most amount of environmental benefit for any given 
expenditure. The CBJ Wetlands Review Board will consult with State and federal natural resource and 
regulatory agencies, affected organizations, and other interested parties in selecting projects for the Bank. 
State and federal resource agencies, and interested members of the public, will be invited to participate in 
a Mitigation Bank working group. 
 
In consultation with the agency working group, the Wetlands Review Board will: 
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1. Review opportunities for inclusion of appropriate wetlands in the Bank; and 

 
2. Develop and recommend a wetlands priority plan for inclusion in the Bank. 

 
Creation or enhancement projects will only be funded after specific plans are reviewed and approved by 
the CBJ. The CBJ will consult with the agency working group. 
 
It is anticipated that most of the Bank's activity will consist of wetlands protection, restoration, and 
enhancement, although some creation may be possible. There is some preliminary evidence that natural 
conditions in Juneau are more favorable to creation than in other areas of the country. For example, 
Designated Important Wetland Management unit DW17 is a high value wetland that was artificially 
created by dredging. However, since wetlands creation is less certain and requires long term monitoring, 
any creation will most likely take place contiguous to an existing wetland and will be accomplished in 
close consultation with resource agencies. 
 
 

BANK OPERATION 
 
The Wetlands Review Board will develop detailed Bank operating procedures that will be approved for 
adoption into the CBJ Land Use Code by the Planning Commission and the Assembly. The following 
criteria will be used to create these operating procedures for the site selection process, operation, and 
evaluation of the Mitigation Bank:  
 

1. Historic wetlands trends, including the estimated rate of current and future losses of the 
respective types of wetlands (these data are published in the Appendix to the Functions and 
Values report); 

 
2. Contributions of wetlands to: 

 
a. Wildlife, migratory birds and resident species; 
b. Commercial and sport fisheries; 
c. Surface and ground water quality and quantity, and flood moderation; 
d. Outdoor recreation and environmental education; and 
e. Scientific and research values; 

 
3. Economic needs; 

 
4. Value of wetlands functions attributed to the wetlands most likely to be degraded; 

 
5. Potential bank sites suitable for restoration, creation, and functional enhancement projects 

including those wetlands not evaluated in the Adamus study; 
 

6. State-of-the-art mitigation techniques appropriate for each potential bank site; 
 

7. Identified problems associated with restoration, creation, and enhancement projects that have 
been implemented in similar wetland environments elsewhere; and 
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8. Monitoring and evaluation strategies for determining the effectiveness of creation, restoration, 
and enhancement projects in achieving stipulated objectives. Mitigation Bank funds will be 
managed by establishing a revolving "Capital Improvement Project" (CIP) fund account. All 
money received by the Bank will be paid into the CBJ Treasury, credited to the CIP account and 
appropriated only to the Bank. The Bank will follow strict accounting procedures. 

 
Bank funds can be used for the following purposes: 
 

1. To acquire land suitable for use as Mitigation Bank projects; 
 

2. To pay the cost of restoring, enhancing or creating wetlands areas; and, 
 

3. To pay the cost of administrative, scientific research, and monitoring expenses. 
 
The Bank can also accept land donations. Any land donation accepted by the Bank will be valued at its 
fair market value as determined by an independent appraisal. 
 
 

REPORT ON BANK OPERATION 
 
The Wetlands Review Board will be responsible for preparing an annual report regarding the Mitigation 
Bank. The report will be presented to the City and Borough of Juneau Assembly and the Corps of 
Engineers, and will: 
 

1. Evaluate the wetlands functions and values created; 
 

2. Compare the mitigated functions and values with the functions and values that were anticipated; 
and, 

 
3. Audit the financial status of the account including: 

 
a. Credits sold for each specific permit activity, 
b. Total credits sold during the year, 
c. Credits accrued during the year through mitigation projects, 
d. Credits balance in the account, and 
e. Status of pending activities. 

 
4. Estimate the cumulative changes in wetland functions and acreage in the Juneau area as a result 

of development projects and related mitigation. 
 
 

ENFORCEMENT 
 
Monitoring the compliance of developers with local wetlands permit applications is critical to ensuring 
that the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan is effective. Monitoring of permit compliance will be done by 
the staff of the Community Development Department. Staff will report regularly to the Wetlands Review 
Board on monitoring and enforcement activities associated with permits issued by the Board. 
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If violations of permit conditions are noted, staff will follow the enforcement provisions established in the 
CBJ City Code (CBJ 10.600 - 660). If the CBJ determines that a permittee has violated the terms or 
conditions of a permit, staff will contact the permittee, request new plans showing the actual work that 
has taken place, and attempt to work with the applicant to resolve the violation through their voluntary 
compliance with the original permit, or, if appropriate, through a permit modification approved by the 
Board. 
 
If a mutually agreeable solution cannot be reached, a written order requiring compliance will normally be 
issued; however, issuance of an order is not a prerequisite to legal action. If an order is issued, it will 
specify a time period of not more than 30 days for the developer to bring the project into compliance. If 
the permittee fails to comply with the order within the specified period of time, the CBJ may consider 
suspending or revoking the permit, or it may pursue legal action.  
 
The CBJ will pursue criminal or civil actions to obtain penalties for violations, compliance with the 
orders it has issued, or other relief as appropriate. Appropriate cases for civil or criminal action include, 
but are not limited to, violations that in the opinion of the CBJ are willful, repeated, flagrant, or of 
substantial impact. 
 
Local enforcement measures can not supersede or replace the authority of the Corps of Engineers and the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to enforce the Clean Water Act, including enforcement against 
unauthorized fills and violations of individual wetlands permits or General Permits 2000-01, -02, and -03. 
 
 

ADDITIONAL MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES FOR WETLANDS 
 
The City and Borough of Juneau will take steps to alleviate development pressure on high and medium 
high value wetlands. The CBJ will retain high value wetlands (Category A and B) that are in city 
ownership and manage them for environmental protection. The CBJ will also seek to acquire additional 
Category A and EP wetlands, as funding or opportunities for land trades permit. 
 
The CBJ will consider wetland designations and the goal of preserving high and medium high value 
wetlands during its biennial revisions of the CBJ's Comprehensive Plan. The reports of the Wetlands 
Review Board on cumulative changes to Juneau's wetlands, and the Board's ideas for land use policy or 
zoning changes to implement wetlands protection goals, will be considered by the CBJ Planning 
Commission and Assembly during Comprehensive Plan revisions. Public and agency comments on 
changes to Juneau's land use plans and ordinances to further wetlands protection goals will also be 
considered. 
 
 

TAX ASSESSMENTS FOR WETLANDS PROPERTY 
 
The CBJ will encourage private land owners to protect Category A and B wetlands by considering the 
wetland management classification when fair market values are determined during property tax 
calculations. The CBJ will consider the presence of wetlands on a property, and the effect on its 
development potential, when determining the fair market value for property tax assessments. The CBJ 
Assessor is authorized to consider denied permits in a property assessment. In addition, any owner of a 
wetland classified as Category A or B may request, and the tax assessor shall provide, that this fact be 
taken into account when the property is assessed. 
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REPORTS ON GENERAL PERMIT ADMINISTRATION 
 
The CBJ Community Development Department will submit quarterly reports to the Corps of Engineers 
reporting on the implementation of General Permits 2000-01, -02, and -03 (Appendix II-F). The quarterly 
reports shall compile information on local wetlands permits issued by the Wetlands Review Board under 
the General Permit and shall include copies of all applications and wetlands permits. 
 
The Department shall also submit an annual report to the Corps that tallies the total acreage permitted for 
discharge of dredged and fill material, the number of local wetlands permits granted, the average permit 
processing time, and monitoring and enforcement activities. 
 
The Department has developed a computer database for recording information regarding the local 
wetlands permits issued by the Board. A copy of the database will be submitted to the Corps of Engineers 
with each annual report. 
 
 

WETLANDS PLAN AMENDMENTS 
 
The Juneau Wetlands Management Plan may be amended by the CBJ at any time to include new wetland 
areas into the plan, incorporate new information regarding wetland values, revise Designated Important 
Wetland Management classifications, revise or supplement the standards for issuance of permits, or make 
other changes necessary for the proper management of wetlands in the Juneau area. As a matter of course, 
the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan should be reviewed and updated every five years to respond to 
new data and to improve its implementation. 
 
Every ten years, the CBJ must review and submit the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan to the State 
Department of Natural Resources, Office of Project Management and Permitting for re-approval (11 AAC 
114.365 (b).  The submittal must include an evaluation of the plan effectiveness and implementation, a 
presentation of any new issues, and a recommendation for resolving any problem that have arisen. 
 
 

SCOPE OF PLAN REVIEW 
 
The plan review will include information on the number of wetlands permits issued through the local 
wetland permit process; the number of acres filled; loss of wetland functions and values; the status and 
implementation of the Wetlands Mitigation Bank; and other information necessary to evaluate cumulative 
impacts, other requirements of the Corps of Engineers, or compliance with the requirements of the Alaska 
Coastal Management Program. 
 
The environmental scores for the wetlands inventoried in the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan area a 
result of a rapid assessment of wetlands by Adamus Resource Associates, under contract to the CBJ. The 
rapid assessment is, in turn, based on a field check of the Adamus Wetland Evaluation Technique 
calibrated for Southeast Alaska. The scores are subject to revision if they are contradicted by new field 
work. The Wetlands Review Board will be authorized to obtain additional field work as needed to 
evaluate individual proposals. 
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The CBJ Planning Commission wants to alleviate pressure on wetlands within heavily utilized zoning 
districts by making appropriate rezones. At that time, the land use inventory will be recalculated to reflect 
any additions to the existing supply of developable land for any zoning district. The relative value of 
individual wetlands functions within a Designated Important Wetland Management unit or drainage basin 
also may change as wetlands are developed. Certain functions may become scarce, and therefore increase 
in value in the future. The Wetlands Review Board will keep track of impacts to individual functions so 
that the scarcity of any function can be considered during individual project reviews. This information 
will also be used to update the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan and may result in the reclassification 
of management categories. 
 
 

PROCESS FOR PLAN AMENDMENTS 
 
The review of the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan will be conducted by the Wetlands Review Board, 
with assistance from the Community Development Department and oversight and participation by the 
state and federal resource agencies. Public and agency comments on the implementation of the plan and 
any suggested changes will be solicited. Formal opportunities for public involvement, including public 
notice, will be provided by the Wetlands Review Board. 
 
Any significant revisions to the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan, including changes to management 
designations, policies and implementation techniques, will also be reviewed and approved by the CBJ 
Planning Commission and Assembly. Formal opportunities for public involvement in this process, 
including public notice, will again be provided. 
 
Amendments to the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan will be processed by the State Department of 
Natural Resources, Office of Project Management and Permitting, as either a "significant amendment" or 
a "minor amendment" to the Juneau Coastal Management Program, in accordance with State regulation 
(11 AAC 114, Article 3). A significant amendment is defined in 11 AAC 114.990 (42). A change that is 
not a significant amendment is considered to be a minor amendment and is described in 11 AAC 114.340. 
The State Department of Natural Resources, Office of Project Management and Permitting, in 
consultation with the CBJ and the State agencies participating in the Alaska Coastal Management 
Program, will determine whether a change to the Juneau wetlands plan is a significant amendment or a 
minor amendment. 
 
If the plan amendment affects wetlands units covered under the General Permit, then the approval of the 
Corps of Engineers will also be required. 
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APPENDIX II-A 
DEFINITIONS 
 
 
Designated Important Wetland Habitat Category:  The wetlands designations used by the CBJ from 
Al to UM11.  This term is used interchangeably with wetland unit. 
 
Developed:   The value of improvements on the property is greater than twice the land value. 
 
Discharge of Dredged Material: Any addition of dredged material into wetlands. 
 
Discharge of Fill Material: The addition of fill material into wetlands. 
 
Dredged Material: Material that is excavated or dredged from wetlands. 
 
Enhancement: Increase in functional value. 
 
Estuarine Wetlands: Tidal wetlands that are usually semi-enclosed by land but have open, partly 
obstructed, or sporadic access to the open ocean, and in which ocean water is diluted by freshwater 
runoff. 
 
Fill Material: Any material used for the primary purpose of replacing a wetland with dry land. 
Pilings are not considered to be fill material. 
 

 
 

11 AAC 112.900 (13) "freshwater wetlands" means those environments characterized by rooted 
vegetation that is partially submerged either continuously or periodically by surface freshwater 
with less than 0.5 parts per thousand salt content and not exceeding three meters in depth; (Eff. 7/1/2004, 
Register 170; am 10/29/2004, Register 172)Authority: AS 46.39.010, AS 46.39.040, AS 46.40.040, AS 
46.39.030, AS 46.40.010 

 
In-kind mitigation means replacing a wetland that is being altered with a wetland of the same physical 
and functional type. 
 
Lacustrine Wetlands: Wetlands situated in a topographic depression or a dammed river channel, lacking 
persistent vegetation greater than 30 % aerial coverage, and whose total area exceeds 20 acres. 
 
Mitigation has the same meaning as in 11 AAC 112.900. 
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11 AAC 112.900. Sequencing process to avoid, minimize, or mitigate.  (a) As used in this chapter and for 
purposes of district enforceable policies developed under 11 AAC 114, “avoid, minimize, or mitigate” means 
a sequencing process of 
(1) avoiding adverse impacts to the maximum extent practicable; 
(2) where avoidance is not practicable, minimizing adverse impacts to the maximum extent practicable; or 
(3) if neither avoidance nor minimization is practicable, conducting mitigation to the extent appropriate and 
practicable; for purposes of this paragraph, “mitigation” means 
(A) on-site rehabilitation of project impacts to affected coastal resources during or at the end of the life of the 
project; or 
(B) to the extent on-site rehabilitation of project impacts is not practicable, substituting, if practicable, 
rehabilitation of or an improvement to affected coastal resources within the district, either on-site or off-site, 
for a coastal resource that is unavoidably impacted. 
(b) For a project that requires a federal authorization identified under 11 AAC 110.400, the coordinating 
agency shall consult with the authorizing federal agency during that federal agency’s authorization review 
process to determine whether the mitigation requirements proposed by the federal agency for that federal 
authorization would satisfy the mitigation requirements of (a)(3) of this section. If the coordinating agency 
determines that the mitigation requirements proposed by the federal agency would not satisfy the mitigation 
requirements of (a)(3) of this section, the coordinating agency shall require appropriate mitigation in 
accordance with (a)(3) of this section. 
 (c) For purposes of (a)(3) of this section, a determination of practicability includes the consideration of the 
following factors, as applicable: 
(1) the magnitude of the functional values lost by the impacted coastal resources; 
(2) the likelihood that the mitigation measure or improvement will succeed in actually rehabilitating the 
impacted coastal resources; and 
(3) the correlation between the functional values lost by the coastal resources impacted and the proposed 
mitigation measure or improvement. 
(d) To the extent feasible and not otherwise addressed by state or federal law, any requirements imposed under 
(a)(3) of this section for mitigation through on-site or off-site rehabilitation of project impacts shall be 
established by the coordinating agency at the time of the project’s consistency review under 11 AAC 110. 
(e) In applying the mitigation process described in (a)(3) of this section, unless required by a federal 
agency issuing an authorization identified under 11 AAC 110.400 for the project, the coordinating 
agency may not require 
(1) that no net loss of impacted coastal resources occur; or 
(2) monetary compensation. 
(Eff. 7/1/2004, Register 170; am 10/29/2004, Register 172) Authority: AS 46.39.010 AS 46.39.040 AS 
46.40.040 AS 46.39.030 AS 46.40.010 

On-site means an area within the parcel boundaries. 
 
Off-site means an area outside of the parcel boundaries. 
 
Out-of-kind mitigation means replacing a wetland that is being altered with a wetland of a different 
physical and functional type (CBJ wetlands mitigation bank or land trust that preserves or restores 
wetlands within the district may be considered out-of-kind mitigation). 
 
Palustrine Wetlands: Non-tidal wetlands dominated by trees, shrubs, persistent emergents, or emergent 
mosses or lichens. 
 
Practicable has the same meaning as in 11 AAC 112.990. 
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11 AAC 112.990.  (a) (18) "practicable" means feasible in light of overall project purposes after 
considering cost, existing technology, and logistics of compliance with the standard;  (Eff. 7/1/2004, 
Register 170) 

Public need has the same meaning as in Alaska regulation except that “documented” means expressed in 
locally adopted plans, studies, policies and standards.   
 

 
 

11 AAC 114.990 (35) "public need" means a documented need of the general public and not that of a 
private person; (Eff. 7/1/2004, Register 170) 
 

Riverine Wetlands: Wetlands in a freshwater channel; the channel either natural or artificial 
 

 
 

11 AAC 112.900 (25) "saltwater wetlands" means those coastal areas along sheltered shorelines 
characterized by halophilic hydrophytes and macroalgae extending from extreme low tide to an area 
above extreme high tide that is influenced by sea spray or tidally induced water table 
changes;  (Eff. 7/1/2004, Register 170; am 10/29/2004, Register 172)Authority: AS 46.39.010, AS 
46.39.040, AS 46.40.040, AS 46.39.030, AS 46.40.010 

 
 

11 AAC 112.900 (33) "wetlands" means saltwater wetlands and those freshwater wetlands that 
have a direct drainage to coastal waters; (Eff. 7/1/2004, Register 170; am 10/29/2004, Register 
172)Authority: AS 46.39.010, AS 46.39.040, AS 46.40.040, AS 46.39.030, AS 46.40.010 

 
Wetlands Unit: The wetlands designations used by the CBJ from Al to UM11.  This term is used 
interchangeably with Designated Important Wetland Habitat Category. 
 
Wetland Functional Value: The weighted sum of the functional values as per the Wetlands Management 
Plan formula. 
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APPENDIX II-B 
WETLANDS PLAN DOCUMENTS 
 
 
JUNEAU WETLANDS MANAGEMENT PLAN includes the following documents: 
 

"Revised Juneau Wetlands Management Plan," City and Borough of Juneau, February 1997. 
 
"Juneau Wetlands Management Plan Map Appendix," City and Borough of Juneau, May 1994. 
 
"Juneau Wetlands Functions and Values," Adamus Resource Assessment Inc., September 1987. 
 
"Juneau Wetlands Functions and Values Map Appendix," Adamus Resource Assessment Inc. and 
City and Borough of Juneau, September 1987. 
 
"Corrections to the September 1987 "Juneau Wetlands Functions and Values," Adamus Resource 
Assessment Inc. and City and Borough of Juneau, March 1988. 

 
ENVIRONMENTAL DATA for the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan is published in three 
documents: 
 

"Juneau Wetlands Functions and Values," Adamus Resource Assessment Inc., September 1987. 
 
"Juneau Wetlands Functions and Values Map Appendix," Adamus Resource Assessment Inc. and 
City and Borough of Juneau, September 1987. 
 
"Corrections to the September 1987 "Juneau Wetlands Functions and Values," Adamus Resource 
Assessment Inc. and City and Borough of Juneau, March 1988. 

 
METHODOLOGY FOR THE ENVIRONMENTAL DATA COLLECTION is published in: 
 

"Rapid Assessment for Southeast Alaska," Adamus Resource Assessment Inc., September 1987. 
 
HYDROLOGIC AL COMPONENT is published in: 
 

"The Recharge Discharge Function of Wetlands Near Juneau, Alaska: Part I Hydrogeological 
Investigations," Dr. D. I. Siegel, in Ground Water. Vol. 26, No. 4, September-October 1988. 
 
"The Recharge Discharge Function of Wetlands Near Juneau, Alaska: Part II Geochemical 
Investigations," Dr. D, I. Siegel, in Ground Water. Vol. 26, No. 5, July-August, 1988. 
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RECREATION COMPONENT is published in: 
 

"Measuring Human Values Associated with Wetlands: Comparing Public Meetings and Sample 
Surveys," "Human Use Values of Wetlands: An Assessment in Juneau, Alaska," and "Visual 
Amenity Value of Wetlands: An Assessment in Juneau, Alaska," by Dr. James Palmer and Dr. 
Richard Smardon in Intractable Conflicts and their Transformations. 

 
PUBLIC PREFERENCES are published by the City and Borough of Juneau in the following 
documents: 
 

"Juneau Wetlands Functions and Values, Land Management, Juneau Resident Comments," Ira 
Winograd, March 1987. 
 
"Public Opinion Statistical Review," Ira Winograd and David Goade, March 1988. 

 
OVERALL PROJECT METHODOLOGY is published in: 
 

"Comprehensive Special Area Management Planning - Juneau, Alaska, Case Study," Ira 
Winograd in Urban Wetlands, the Association of State Wetland Managers, Inc. 
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APPENDIX II-C 
MAPS OF DESIGNATED IMPORTANT WETLAND 
MANAGEMENT CATEGORIES 
 
 
The following maps show the locations of Designated Important Wetland Management Categories 
classified through the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan and lists their designations (Category A, B, C, 
D or EP). Please refer to the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan Map Atlas (May 1994) for a larger scale 
map of each Designated Important Wetland Management unit. 
 
These maps include the revisions required by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers authorization of General 
Permits 2000-01, 2000-02, and 2000-03.  
 
These maps were revised again in 2005 to include mapping protocols required by the Office of Project 
Management and Permitting, Department of Natural Resources.  The most recent revisions (November 
2007) distinguished between Designated Important Wetland Management Categories in federal and non-
federal ownership.  Wetlands units in federal ownership are still important to the management of wetlands 
and are being included as resource inventory information. Those units in non-federal ownership are being 
nominated for important habit designations under the Alaska Coastal Management Program.  Other 
revisions were made to clarify that estuarine wetlands are included for resource information only and are 
not designated important habitat nor classified A,B,C, or D under the management classification system. 
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APPENDIX II-D 
IMPORTANT WETLAND HABITAT MANAGEMENT 
DESIGNATIONS 
 
 
This Appendix lists the category designations for each of the Designated Important Wetland Habitat 
Management Categories evaluated in the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan (Category A, B, C, D or 
EP). These designations are considered to be enforceable components of the wetlands plan. The 
management designations were determined through the process described in Chapter II, Classification 
Methodology.  
 
Each Designated Important Wetland Habitat Management unit is listed along with its consolidated 
functional score (the environmental score determined by the City and Borough of Juneau from the 
Adamus WET information for each Designated Important Wetland Habitat Management unit), public 
preference score (PP), practicable alternatives score (PA) and zoning. The resultant management range 
and the final management category is shown for each Designated Important Wetland Habitat 
Management unit.  
 
There is also a brief narrative description of each wetland, including general references to its location, 
size, land use features, accessibility and infrastructure. Special features are discussed. The narrative also 
describes whether or not the Anadromous Stream and Lake Corridor Rule and/or the Residential Road 
Corridor Rule apply to each Designated Important Wetland Habitat Management unit. 
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IMPORTANT WETLAND HABITAT MANAGEMENT DESIGNATIONS 
 
WETLAND 

UNIT 
WET PP PA Zone (PA+PP)/2 Management 

Range 
Management  

Category 
Wetlands Map 

Atlas Page 
 
        
AUKE BAY 
 
 A1  4  2 4:D1/D5 3 B-C  C 14 
40 inaccessible forested acres in undeveloped part of east valley about midway between Mendenhall 
River and Auke Lake and about midway between Old Glacier Highway and Back Loop Road. The 
formula allows limited use of best professional judgment for this wetland. It is Category C primarily due 
to a WET score that indicates low environmental values, and because the site was determined to be a 
"potential future disposal site" by the Corps of Engineers and Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in 
an Advanced Identification determination. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 A2 Auke Lake    Unclassified   14, 15, 19, 20 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 A5 1 1  4:D1/D5&RR 2.5  A-B A(R) 19, 20 
44 forested acres within the study area plus 45 acres in National Forest above Auke Lake between Lake 
Creek and Montana Creek, in a general north/south orientation. The lower portion encompasses a Lake 
Creek anadromous tributary above Back Loop Road. Two residential lots are within a Category C 
residential road corridor (see Map Atlas). 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 ASA 4 2  4:D1/D5 3 B-C  C 20 
3 inaccessible forested acres in undeveloped part of east valley about midway between Montana Creek 
and Lake Creek above Back Loop Road. The formula allows limited use of best professional judgment for 
this wetland. It is Category C by best professional judgment, because the site was determined to be a 
"potential future disposal site" in the Corps/EPA Advanced Identification. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 A5B 4 2 4:D1/D5 3 B-C C 18, 19, 20 
6 inaccessible forested acres in undeveloped part of east valley about midway between Montana Creek 
and Lake Creek above Back Loop Road. The formula allows limited use of best professional judgment for 
this wetland. It is Category C by best professional judgment, because the site was determined to be a 
"potential future disposal site" in the Corps/EPA Advanced Identification. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 A6 3 2 4:D1/D5 3 B-C B(R) 19, 20 
3 acres adjacent to the east side of the north shore of Auke Lake and bounded on the north by Old Glacier 
Highway. The formula allows limited use of best professional judgment. It is Category B because of its 
proximity to Auke Lake. Four residential lots bordering the Back Loop Road are within a Category C 
residential road corridor (see Map Atlas). 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 A7 2 3 4:D3 3.5 B-C B(S) 19, 20, 21 
101 forested acres north of the intersection of Back Loop Road and Old Glacier Highway extending as far 
east to include the University of Alaska Southeast student housing and traversed by anadromous Bay 
Creek towards the west side, and two unnamed anadromous fish streams at the east side. The stream 
corridors along these fish streams are Category A (see Map Atlas). 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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IMPORTANT WETLAND HABITAT MANAGEMENT DESIGNATIONS 
 
WETLAND 

UNIT 
WET PP PA Zone (PA+PP)/2 Management 

Range 
Management  

Category 
Wetlands Map 

Atlas Page 
 
 A8 4 2 4:D3 3 B-C C 19, 20 
11 inaccessible acres of scrub shrub vegetation immediately west of upper Lake Creek north of Auke 
Lake. A portion of the wetland unit is located within the National Forest. The formula allows limited use 
of best professional judgment for this wetland. It is Category C by best professional judgment, because 
the site was determined to be a "potential future disposal site" in the Corps/EPA Advanced Identification. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 A9 3 4 2&5&4: 3&4.5&4 B-C c 21 
    D10&LC&D3 
4 acres of forested wetlands west of Bay Creek and Auke Bay Elementary School adjacent to residential 
development in Auke Bay. The formula allows limited use of best professional judgment for this wetland. 
It is Category C because it is relatively dose to good access and infrastructure, and the public preference 
was for development. It was also determined to be a "potential future disposal site" in the Corps/EPA 
Advanced Identification. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 A10 2 2 4:D1/D3 3 B-C  B 21 
5 inaccessible forested acres on upper Waydelich Creek adjacent to the National Forest. The formula 
allows limited use of best professional Judgment for this wetland. It is Category B by best professional 
judgment because the wetland is at the headwaters of Waydelich Creek, and is small, isolated and 
inaccessible. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 A11 2 1 4:D1/D3 2.5 B-C B(S) 21 
15 forested acres bisected by Waydelich Creek. The stream corridor along Waydelich Creek is Category 
A (see Map Atlas). 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 A12 4 3 2:D10/D15 2.5 B-C C 21 
1 acre to the east of Waydelich Creek close to residential land in Auke Bay. Classified as Category C 
because it was determined to be a "potential future disposal site" in the Corps/EPA Advanced 
Identification. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 A13             3 3 2:D10/D15 2.5 B-C B 21 
4 acres of forested land west of Waydelich Creek. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 A14             5 2 4:RR&D1/D3 3 C-D C 21 
2 acres of inaccessible forested land on upper Bay Creek. The formula allows limited use of best 
professional judgment for this wetland. It is Category C by best professional judgment, because the site 
was determined to be a "potential future disposal site" in the Corps/EPA Advanced Identification. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 A15 4 2 4:RR 3 B-C C 24 
2 acres of scrub shrub vegetation near Auke Nu Creek adjacent to residential development. The formula 
allows limited use of best professional judgment for this wetland. It is Category C by best professional 
judgment because it is adjacent to residential development and infrastructure, and its WET score indicates 
low environmental values. This site was also determined to be a "potential future disposal site" in the 
Corps/EPA Advanced Identification. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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IMPORTANT WETLAND HABITAT MANAGEMENT DESIGNATIONS 
 
WETLAND 

UNIT 
WET PP PA Zone (PA+PP)/2 Management 

Range 
Management  

Category 
Wetlands Map 

Atlas Page 
 
 A17 4 3 5:D5 4 B-C C  21 
2 acres of scrub shrub vegetation on Federal land bordering the south side of Back Loop Road, to the  
west of Auke Lake. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 A19 5  4 5:LC&GC 4.5 C-D D  21 
2 acres of scrub shrub vegetation to the east of and adjacent to the Auke Bay Elementary School access 
road. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
DUCK CREEK 
 
 D2 2 1 1:D15 1 B-C EP  13 
 D3 2 2 1:D15 1.5 B-C EP  13 
 D4 3 2 1:D15 1.5 B-C EP  13 
 D5 3 2 1&5:D5&D15 1.5&3.5 B-C EP  13 
 D6 3 2 1&5:D5&D15 3.5&2 B-C EP  6, 7, 13 
 
These ponds were created by dredging during construction of the Mendenhall Loop Road. Although they 
are linked to Duck Creek, the ponds are essentially stagnant. Some are devoid of salmonids and others 
have low populations. The potential for salmonid habitat is medium high and there is potential to design 
the ponds to enhance Duck Creek productivity. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 D7 3 3 5:LC 4 B-C B(S)  7 
This is a small pond adjacent to and north of the intersection of Mendenhall Mall road and the Back 
Loop Road, formerly a Tire pond for nearby commercial development. Most of the wetland is within a 
Category A stream corridor along Duck Creek (see Map Atlas). 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 D8 2 3 5:LC 4 B-C B(S)  7 
This is a small wetland adjacent to and south of the intersection of Mendenhall Mall Road and the 
Back Loop Road. Most of the wetland is within a Category A stream corridor along Duck Creek (see Map 
Atlas). 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 D11 4 1 1:D15 1 Lakewood  CBJ  13 
      Pond          Unclassified 
Lakewood Pond is a CBJ park consisting of a pond with pedestrian amenities. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
DOUGLAS ISLAND, EAST OF FISH CREEK 
 
 DE1 2 2 4: D1 3 B-C B(R)  29, 30, 32 
5 forested acres adjacent to residential housing between the North Douglas Highway and Gastineau 
Channel. Lots along the highway are in a Category C residential road corridor (see Map Atlas). 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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IMPORTANT WETLAND HABITAT MANAGEMENT DESIGNATIONS 
 
WETLAND 

UNIT 
WET PP PA Zone (PA+PP)/2 Management 

Range 
Management  

Category 
Wetlands Map 

Atlas Page 
 
 DE2 2 1 4:01 2.5 B-C B(R)  27, 28, 29 
172 scrub shrub vegetated acres constituting a peninsula on the channel side of North Douglas Highway 
between Hendrickson Creek and Johnson Creek. Most of the interior is CBJ owned and is managed for 
open space. There is a Category C residential road corridor along the highway (see Map Atlas). 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 DE3 1 1 4:D1&RR 2.5 A-B A(R)  27, 28 
95 acres of predominantly scrub shrub vegetation, east of Hendrickson Creek above North Douglas 
Highway. One platted lot bordering North Douglas Highway is in a Category C residential road corridor 
(see Map Atlas). 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 DE4 1 1 4:D1&RR 2.5 A-B A(R)  27, 28, 29, 30, 32 
Approximately 500 scrub shrub and forested acres in a large bog on the east side of Fish Creek Road 
above and below North Douglas Highway as far east as Hendrickson Creek, and including Johnson 
Creek. The property bordering the highway is within a Category C residential road corridor. Johnson 
Creek has a Category A stream corridor where it passes through the residential road corridor (see Map 
Atlas). The CBJ and State own the platted lots traversed by Johnson Creek. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
  
 DE5 5 1 4:RR 2.5 C-D C  28 
3 isolated acres south and upland of North Douglas Highway. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 DE7 2 2 4:D1 3 B-C B(R)(S)  27, 28 
3 acres of scrub shrub vegetation bisected by a small anadromous fish stream on the channel side of North 
Douglas Highway. The stream corridor is Category A. That portion of the wetland unit in the residential 
road corridor, but not within the Category A stream corridor, is designated Category C. The formula 
allows use of best professional judgment on the portion of the wetland unit that is neither within the 
stream corridor nor the residential road corridor. That section was designated as Category B due to its 
adjacency to the fish stream. (See Map Atlas). 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 DE8 3 1 4:RR 2.5 B-C Federal  26, 27, 28 
 Unclassified  
Small, isolated inaccessible parcel within the National Forest.   
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 DE9 2 2 4:D1 3 B-C B(R)   29 
5 acres of scrub shrub vegetation on the channel side of North Douglas Highway. Lots bordering the 
highway are in a Category C residential road corridor (see Map Atlas). 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 DE10 2 2 4:D1 3 B-C B(R)  29 
3 acres of scrub shrub vegetation on the channel side of North Douglas Highway. Lots bordering the 
highway are in a Category C residential road corridor (see Map Atlas). 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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IMPORTANT WETLAND HABITAT MANAGEMENT DESIGNATIONS 
 
WETLAND 

UNIT 
WET PP PA Zone (PA+PP)/2 Management 

Range 
Management  

Category 
Wetlands Map 

Atlas Page 
 
DOUGLAS ISLAND, WEST OF FISH CREEK 
 
 DW2 2 1 4:D1&RR 2.5 B-C B(R)  29, 30, 32 
Approximately 225 scrub shrub and forested acres in a large bog on the west side of Fish Creek Road 
above North Douglas Highway. The lots bordering the highway are within a Category C residential road 
corridor (see Map Atlas). 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 DW3 4  1  4:RR    2.5        B-C        C       32 
14 isolated inaccessible forested acres west of upper Fish Creek Road. Classified as Category C because 
the site was determined to be a "potential future disposal site" in the Corps/EPA Advanced Identification. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 DW4       4      1     4:RR   2.5    B-C            C      32 
22 isolated inaccessible forested acres west of upper Fish Creek Road. Classified as Category C because 
the site was determined to be a "potential future disposal site" in the Corps/EPA Advanced Identification. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 DW5        5          1   4:RR      2.5        C-D C  32 
10 isolated inaccessible forested acres west of upper Fish Creek Road. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 DW6          4            1   4:RR    2.5         B-C        C       32 
1 isolated inaccessible forested acre west of upper Fish Creek Road. Classified as Category C because the 
site was determined to be a "potential future disposal site" in the Corps/EPA Advanced Identification. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 DW7       3          2      4:RR&D1       3     B-C      B(R)     30, 32 
52 forested acres south of, and partially adjacent to, North Douglas Highway. A small portion of the 
northeast comer is in a Category C residential road corridor (see Map Atlas). The formula allows use of 
best professional judgment on the portion of the wetland unit outside the residential road corridor. This 
land is owned by the CBJ. It is designated Category B by best professional judgment because it is 
managed for public open space. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 DW8 2 1 4:RR&D1 2.5 B-C  B  30, 31, 32 
Approximately 100 forested acres constituting a peninsula on the channel side of North Douglas 
Highway. The west side is adjacent to the Bayview Subdivision. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 DW9 2 1 4:RR 2.5 Fish Creek CBJ  31, 32 
      Park            Unclassified 
34 scrub shrub acres owned by the CBJ and managed as part of the park and open space system. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 DW11      4       1      4:RR      2.5     B-C        C         32 
8 isolated inaccessible forested acres south of North Douglas Highway. Classified as Category C because 
the site was determined to be a "potential future disposal site" in the Corps/EPA Advanced Identification. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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IMPORTANT WETLAND HABITAT MANAGEMENT DESIGNATIONS 
 
WETLAND 

UNIT 
WET PP PA Zone (PA+PP)/2 Management 

Range 
Management  

Category 
Wetlands Map 

Atlas Page 
 
 DW12           4        1      4:RR     2.5     B-C    C    31, 32 
5 isolated inaccessible forested acres south of North Douglas Highway. Classified as Category C because 
the site was determined to be a "potential future disposal site" in the Corps/EPA Advanced Identification. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 DW13      5       1    4:RR    2.5     C-D C  32 
4 isolated inaccessible forested acres south of North Douglas Highway. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 DW15         2                 1    4:RR              2.5      B-C         B        32 
5 scrub shrub acres adjacent to North Douglas Highway on the channel side. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 DW16 2 1 4:RR 2.5  Mendenhall  Unclassified  32 
      Refuge 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 DW17 2 1 4:RR 2.5  Mendenhall  Unclassified  32 
      Refuge 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 DW18 2 1 4:RR 2.5  Mendenhall  Unclassified  32 
      Refuge 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MENDENHALL STATE GAME REFUGE ESTUARIES 
 
 ES1 -                                                                                  Mendenhall   Unclassified 
 ES42                                                                                     Refuge 
All study area estuaries, except ES 41 and ES42, are part of the Mendenhall State Game Refuge, and are 
managed by the Alaska Department of Fish and Game in accordance with Refuge regulations. The 
estuaries were not included in the relative rankings used to determine wetland scores for freshwater 
wetlands. All estuaries will remain under Corps jurisdiction. There may be enhancement potential for 
waterfowl habitat and public access. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
JORDAN CREEK 
 
 J1 3      1    5:D5  3     B-C    B(S)       16 
18 forested acres bisected by Jordan Creek, an anadromous fish stream. Application of the formula allows 
limited use of best professional judgment for this wetland. It is Category B by best professional judgment 
primarily because it is part of the general Jordan Creek drainage. The stream corridor along Jordan Creek 
is Category A (see Map Atlas). 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 J2           1          1      5:D5        3      A-B       A      16 
34 forested acres bisected by Jordan Creek, an anadromous fish stream. Application of the formula allows 
limited use of best professional judgment for this wetland. It is Category A by best professional judgment 
because of its high value for support of Jordan Creek. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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 J3                1          1   5:D5    3      A-B      A        16 
3 forested acres bisected by Jordan Creek, an anadromous fish stream. Application of the formula allows 
limited use of best professional judgment for this wetland. It is Category A by best professional judgment 
because of its high value for support of Jordan Creek. 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 J4               1         1     5:D5       3          A-B           A             13, 16 
Approximately 40 acres of forested wetland adjacent to and immediately east of Jordan Creek. 
Application of the formula allows limited use of best professional judgment for this wetland. The wetland 
is Category A by best professional judgment because of its high value for support of Jordan Creek. 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 J5                1     1     5:D5    3   A-B        A(R)     13 
36 forested and scrub shrub acres. Jordan Creek meanders through the wetland unit. Application of the 
formula allows limited use of best professional judgment for this wetland. The wetland unit is Category A 
by best professional judgment because of its high value for support of Jordan Creek. A very small portion 
of the wetland unit on Marilyn Avenue is in a Category C residential road corridor (see Map Atlas). 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 J6                2      2     5&2:D5&D10   3.542    B-C    B(S)     6, 13 
21 forested acres. Jordan Creek crosses the length of the wetland unit in a north/south direction. The creek 
is protected by a Category A stream corridor (see Map Atlas). The upper portion of the unit, zoned D5 
would be Category C according to the formula. However, the lower portion, zoned D10. would be 
Category B. The entire wetland unit is classified as Category B to protect its integrity and for consistent 
management. 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 J7     2    3       2:D10  2.5     B-C     B(R)&C  6, 7 
8 forested acres northeast of the intersection of Egan Drive and Mendenhall Loop Road. It is adjacent to 
existing development and it is served by urban utilities. It is bordered on all four sides by existing roads: 
Atlin Drive to the north, Teslin Street to the east, Egan Drive to the south, and the Mendenhall Loop Road 
to the west. The one acre of wetland west of Teslin Street is Category C. The seven acre wetland east of 
Teslin Street is hydrologically connected to Jordan Creek and it Category B. However, five residential 
lots bordering Teslin Street In this wetland unit are within a Category C residential road corridor (see 
Map Atlas). 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
LEMON CREEK 
 L1               3        3    5&1:LC&D15  4&2   B-C       B              4,5 
1 acre fronting Old Glacier Highway near the DOT/PF Southeast Regional Office Building. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 L4        2      1    4:RR 2.5  B-C  B  4 
6 acres containing an excavated borrow pit. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 L5               2      1    4:RR 2.5  B-C  B  4 
16 acre excavated borrow pit. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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 L6                1         1    5&1:D5&D15  3&1    A-B    A&B(S)    3, 4 
37 acres predominated by emergent vegetation with scrub shrub and forest on the upper portion.  Switzer 
Creek meanders through the lower portion. The southwest portion is Category A. Application of the 
formula allows limited use of best professional judgment for the rest of the wetland. It is Category B by 
best professional judgment, except for the stream corridor along Switzer Creek, which is Category A (see 
Map Atlas). 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 L7&7A     4        4     4:1        4    B-C    C    4 
10 acre excavated borrow pit. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

L8       1        1 1:D15   1 A-B    A            2 
10 acres of emergent vegetation between Vanderbilt Hill Road and the Pioneers Home. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 L12               2        1  5:D18&GC    3     B-C     B(S)        2.3 
18 emergent vegetation acres adjacent to the east side of old Glacier Highway and bisected by Vanderbilt 
Creek. The corridors along the creek are Category A. Application of the formula allows limited use of 
best professional judgment for the rest of the wetland unit. The wetland is Category B by best 
professional judgment to protect the productivity of Vanderbilt Creek. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

L13     2      3    5:GC    4         B-C        C        3 
1 acre of forested wetland adjacent to Old Glacier Highway. L13 is separated from the Vanderbilt 
drainage of L12 and L14 by an old berm. While L12 and L14 have high salmonid habitat values, L13 has 
low salmon id habitat values. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 L14       2        2  5:D1B&GC     3.5      B-C     B(S)      3 
9 acres of emergent vegetation within a forested area, which is crossed by Vanderbilt Creek. The 
corridors along the creek are Category A (see Map Atlas). 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 L15     2       4     5:D5  4.5   B-C          B(S)       3 
1  acre of scrub shrub vegetation adjacent to Mobile Haven Trailer Park. There is a small drainage 
through the wetland which is a tributary to an anadromous fish stream. The stream corridor is Category A 
(see Map Atlas). 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 L17    4 4      4:l  4     B-C        C       3, 4 
2 acres of scrub shrub vegetation in the industrial area between Lemon and Vanderbilt Creeks. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 L18      2       4    4:l  4      B-C C             2, 4 
4 acres of emergent vegetation west of Old Glacier Highway. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 L20    2       3     4:l               3.5  B-C             C             2, 4 
6 acre excavated borrow pit west of Old Glacier Highway. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 L21      2          3       4:l     3.5    B-C        C                   4 
1 acre excavated borrow pit. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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 L22        4       2       4:1                  3  B-C        C  4 
1 acre excavated borrow pit. Application of the formula allows limited use of best professional judgment. 
It is Category C by best professional judgment, because the site was determined to be a "potential future 
disposal site" in the Corps/EPA Advanced Identification. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 L23      4        4       4:l        4  B-C       C  4 
4 acre excavated borrow pit. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 L90      5      3    5:D5&LC     4     C-D           D  5 
2 acres of scrub shrub vegetation on the north side of and adjacent to Old Glacier Highway. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 L91   5       4    5:D5   4.5     C-D       D  5 
2 acres of scrub shrub vegetation on the north side of Old Glacier Highway. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
LOWER MENDENHALL RIVER: EAST SIDE AND AIRPORT VICINITY 
 
 M1        2        3   5:A    4     B-C       B       7, 8 
Float plane pond south of and parallel to airport runway. Although the pond was stocked when the 
Salmon Creek Hatchery was closed, and trapping was conducted at two separate sites and times, no 
salmonids were found. The only development allowed would be in accordance with the federally 
approved FAA Airport Master Plan. The plan calls for no development south of the runway except for 
expansion of the float plane ponds. Strict application of the formula would have resulted in a Category C 
classification. However, the environmental values of the site and the significant public recreation use 
resulted in a Category B classification. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 M1A     2      2   5:A        3.5  B-C       B            8 
Long narrow pond adjacent to and south of float plane pond. No salmonids. Strict application of the 
formula would have resulted in a Category C classification. However, the environmental values of the site 
and the significant public recreation use resulted in a Category B classification. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 M1B     2         2   5:A       3.5    B-C          B         8 
Forested and scrub shrub wetland south of and adjacent to float plane pond. Strict application of the 
formula would have resulted in a Category C classification. However, the environmental values of the site 
and the significant public recreation use resulted in a Category B classification. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 M1C      2        2  5:A      3.5     B-C         B         8 
Canal south of and adjacent to the float plane pond. No salmonids. Strict application of the formula would 
have resulted in a Category C classification. However, the environmental values of the site and the 
significant public recreation use resulted in a Category B classification. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 M2     3 1       5:A   3                B-C    EP      5,6 
28 acre pond created by gravel pit excavation between east end of runway and Egan Drive. No salmonids 
are present. There is enhancement potential to create riparian environment and salmonid habitat. The 
steep sides of the pond might be graded to a gradual slope and the pond might be connected to saltwater 
of Gastineau Channel. 
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 M3     2      2     4:RR    3     B-C         B          5 
13 acres of emergent vegetation adjacent to Egan Drive and the gravel pit pond. Application of the 
formula allows limited use of best professional judgment. It is Category B by best professional judgment 
since there is potential for mitigation to enhance public appreciation of the area, especially in conjunction 
with enhancement of the pond. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 M4     2   3       5:A         4   B-C       C             6, 8 
This is a small pond adjacent to the north side of the runway and parallel taxiway. It Is an attractive area 
for birds, which creates bird strike hazard conditions. The bird strike hazard is created because the pond is 
so close to the runway that is encourages birds to cross from one side of the runway to the other in a very 
low flight path. A portion of this pond was filled during construction of the Airport parallel taxiway. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 M5      2        3     5:A         4   B-C            A           6, 8 
3 acres between airport tie down area and fire crash station. Jordan Creek passes through the site,  and the 
wetland unit has been the site of stream enhancement work as mitigation for construction of the parallel 
taxiway. For this reason, the wetland unit is classified as Category A. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 M6       4      5    5:A      5      B-C       C          6, 8 
4 acres adjacent to taxiway next to tie down area. This wetland was filled during construction of the 
Airport parallel taxiway. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 M7    2        3    5:GC&A    4    B-C     B(S)&C(S)  6, 7, 8 
12 emergent vegetation acres between the Airport and the back of Nugget Mall commercial area. The 
eastern portion is Category C; the western portion is Category B. Jordan Creek runs down the middle of 
this narrow wetland and is surrounded by a Category A stream corridor-(see Map Atlas). The eastern 
portion of the wetland is within the CBJ-owned Jordan Creek greenbelt. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 M8      4      5    5:A      5      B-C       C          6, 7, 8 
3 acres adjacent to Airport taxiway next to tie down area. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 M9          2          4  4:1 4 B-C       C          6, 8 
5 acres of emergent vegetation on the east side of Crest Avenue. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 M10             4        5   4:l     4.5       B-C  C  6, 8 
1 acre of emergent vegetation on the north side of and adjacent to Yandukin Drive. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 M13    4       5  5:GC 5 B-C C            6, 8 
1 acre adjacent to Alpine Avenue. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 M14 3         1 2&4&1:D10  1.5&2.5&1 B-C B            6 
    &RR&D15 
3 acres of scrub shrub vegetation in a long narrow strip on the north side of and adjacent to Egan Drive, 
owned by the State of Alaska.    
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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 M15         4          4    5:A      4.5     B-C       C             7  
Small scrub shrub wetland between Flight Service Center and airport plane access ramp. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________  
 M17      4      4    5:LC     4.5    B-C       C         7 
2 acres of scrub shrub at the southeast comer of the intersection of Riverside and Egan Drives. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 M18    4        4     5:LC       4.5    B-C        C          7 
1 acre of emergent growth vegetation, owned by the State of Alaska, adjacent to the south side of Egan 
Drive in the vicinity of Mendenhall Mall. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 M19     2        2    5:LC     3.5      Unclassified     7 
Less than one acre, Duck Creek Greenbelt. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 M20       2         2     5:LC       3.5                                 Unclassified    7 
1 acre, Duck Creek Greenbelt. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 M21      2         3     5:LC      4                        Unclassified  7 
2 acres, Puck Creek Greenbelt. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 M26       3      2    5&1 :D5&D15    3.5&1.5    B-C           B       5 
5 acres of emergent vegetation between Old Glacier Highway and Egan Drive in the vicinity of the old 
dairy farm. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 M27    2         2     5:D5  3.5   B-C          B                 5 
6 emergent growth acres in a long narrow strip on the north side of and adjacent to Egan Drive east of the 
old dairy farm. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 M49       3       3    5:A       4                                         C(S)         7 
Duck Creek Greenbelt. Considered Category C, in the event this section of Duck Creek is relocated to the 
northern airport boundary. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 M50      4      4   5&1 :A&D15    4.5&2.S    B-C         C           7 
1 acre of scrub shrub vegetation west of Duck Creek. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 M51     2      3    5:A     4                                C(S)          7, 8 
Duck Creek Greenbelt. Considered Category C, in the event this section of Duck Creek-is relocated to the 
northern airport boundary. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 M52       4      3    5:GC&A    4        B-C    C            7, 8 
Small area of emergent vegetation northwest of the end of the Airport runway. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 M53      2       3     5:A        4                                 C(S)              7, 8 
Duck Creek Greenbett, at the west end of the Airport runway. Considered Category C, in the event this 
section of Duck Creek is relocated to the northern airport boundary. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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LOWER MONTANA CREEK 
 
 ML1   1          1   4:D1/D5   2.5          A-B        A           17, 18 
245 acres in a large patterned fen traversed by Montana Creek to the west side of the fen. Although it 
might seem that the fen recharges Montana Creek, or discharges into an aquifer, the Siegel hydrological 
study (August 1988) determined that there is very little hydrological connection between the fen and 
Montana Creek or an aquifer. It also found that the wetland has a very low value for groundwater 
discharge. However, it has a high value for most other evaluated functions. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 ML2    4       2    4:D1/D5     3        B-C    C  18 
1 isolated inaccessible acre of scrub shrub. The formula allows limited use of best professional judgment 
for this wetland. It is Category C by best professional judgment because the site was determined to be a 
"potential future disposal site" by the Corps/EPA Advanced Identification. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 ML15     2       1   4:D1/D5    2.5  CBJ   17 
      Unclassified 
A small isolated strip within the CBJ-owned Mendenhall River greenbelt. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 ML16     1       2    4:D1/D5    3      A-B     B(R)      22 
8 acres in a narrow northeast/southwest orientation between Back Loop Road and Skaters Cabin Road. 
The formula allows limited use of best professional judgment for this wetland. It was designated Category 
B because there are relatively few practicable alternatives for development in this zoning district, and 
there are adjacent subdivisions and infrastructure. Several residential lots are in a Category C residential 
road corridor (see Map Atlas). 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 ML17      4       2    4:D1/D5      3     B-C     C        14 
2 acres of isolated inaccessible forest wetland. The formula allows limited use of best professional 
judgment for this wetland. It is Category C by best professional judgment because the site was determined 
to be a "potential future disposal site" in the Corps/EPA Advanced Identification. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 ML19    2          2     4:D1/D5     3       B-C        B          17, 18, 22 
1 acre pond between the patterned fen and Back Loop Road. The formula allows limited use of best 
professional judgment for this wetland. It is Category B by best professional judgment because of its 
relatively high score for human use support. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
MENDENHALL RIVER: ADJACENT TO OLD GLACIER HIGHWAY 
 
 MW1        2       3    4:l    3.5     B-C    A&B      9 
22 acres of emergent vegetation west of the south terminus of Old Industrial Blvd. The Corps of 
Engineers required that a portion of the wetland unit, adjacent to Industrial Blvd., be restored as a wetland 
as mitigation for adjacent fills. This restored wetland area is designated Category A (see Map Atlas). The 
remainder of the wetland unit is Category B. Wetland unit MW1 is currently used for recreational 
purposes by the Mendenhall Golf Course.  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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 MW2     1   2    4I&D1/D5 3       A-B       B(S)     9, 10 
Approximately 70 acres of emergent vegetation from the industrial developed land on the east all the way 
to Mendenhall Peninsula on the west. Two anadromous fish streams meander through the wetland unit 
(Pederson Hill Creek and Casa del Sol Creek). Application of the formula allows limited use of best 
professional judgment for this wetland. The wetland is designated Category B, with Category A stream 
corridors (see Map Atlas). The Category B designation was given since there are few practicable 
alternatives for development in this zoning district and because there is developed access nearby. Wetland 
unit MW2 is currently used for recreational purposes by the Mendenhall Golf Course. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 MW3     1       3     4I&D1/D3    3.5    A-B     B(S)&C   9 
23 acres of emergent vegetation in a north/south orientation as far north as Old Glacier Highway. An 
anadromous fish stream meanders in the wetland unit. The stream corridor is Category A (see Map Atlas). 
The far eastern portion of the wetland unit (approximately 1.5 acres), adjacent to the developed Industrial 
Blvd. corridor, is Category C (see Map Atlas). 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 MW3A     2        3 4:l   3.5     B-C            B            9 
8 acres of emergent vegetation in a relatively narrow rectangle oriented in an east/west direction, west of 
Crazy Horse Drive. Strict application of the formula would have resulted in a Category C designation. 
However, the wetland unit was designated Category B due to its adjacency to higher value undeveloped 
wetlands and an anadromous fish stream (Casa del Sol Creek). 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 MW4      2         4     4:l          4                B-C             B             9 
13 acres of emergent vegetation in a rectangular shape, occupying an old sludge disposal site adjacent to 
industrially developed land. Strict application of the formula would have resulted in a Category C 
designation. However, the wetland unit was designated Category B due to its adjacency to other higher 
value undeveloped wetlands. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 MW5    3     3     4:l   3.5               B-C        B&C        9 
20 acres of scrub shrub vegetation and forested wetlands. The eastern portion of the wetland unit 
(approximately 6.5 acres) adjacent to the developed Industrial Blvd. corridor is designated Category C 
(see Map Atlas). The remainder of the wetland unit is Category B. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 MW6      2      2      4:D1/D5      3        B-C           B           7, 9, 14 
40 acres of emergent vegetation, a large portion of which is in CBJ-owned Brotherhood Park. Application 
of the formula allows limited use of best professional judgment. The wetland unit is designated as 
Category B by best professional judgment due to its relatively high wetland values and the fact that a 
portion of the wetland is in CBJ park land. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 MW9    4       3      4:D1/D5     3.5       B-C C  14 
1 acre of isolated scrub shrub wetland north of Old Glacier Highway. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 MW11    2     2      4:D1/D3     3     B-C      B(R)(S)       9, 10, 14 
54 acres of forested wetland on Mendenhall Peninsula. Application of the formula allows limited use of 
best professional judgment. The east boundary along Engineer's Cutoff is in a Category C residential road 
corridor, except for a portion within a Category A stream buffer (see Map Atlas). The rest of the wetland 
is Category B.                         
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MW12 5 1 4:RR 2.5 C-D C  10, 12 
 
MW13 4 1 4:RR 2.5 B-C C  11, 12 
 
MW14 4 1 4:RR 2.5 B-C C  11 
 
MW15 4 1 4:RR 2.5 B-C C  12 
 
MW16 4 1 4:RR 2.5 B-C C  11   
These Designated Important Wetland Management Categories are isolated inaccessible parcels on the 
ridge of Mendenhall Peninsula. The units are designated Category C since they were determined to be 
"potential future disposal sites" in the Corps/EPA Advanced Identification. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 MW17    2                1       5:D5     3     B-C       C            13 
3 acre former dredge site that has been filled and graded. This wetland unit is part of the CBJ-owned land 
reserved for future development of Diamond City Park. The unit appears to no longer have wetland 
characteristics, due to past development/grading impacts. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 MW18     3        3     4:D1/D10 3.5     B-C          C         14 
Small isolated forested wetland adjacent to Old Glacier Highway, north of the Engineer's Cutoff 
intersection. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 MW19 5 3 4:D1/D5& 3.5 C-D D  14 
    D1/D10 
4 acres of isolated scrub shrub vegetation, north of Old Glacier Highway and north of the Engineer's 
Cutoff intersection. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 MW20    2        2    4:D1/D3  3      B-C        B(S)            9 
1 acre of scrub shrub vegetation adjacent to Engineer's Cutoff on the east side. Most of MW 20 is in a 
Category A stream buffer for an unnamed anadromous fish stream (see Map Atlas). The formula allows 
limited use of best professional judgment for this wetland. It Is designated Category B because of the 
presence of the fish stream. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 MW21 1 2 4:D1/D5& 3 A-B B(S)  9, 14 
    D1/D10 
30 acres of emergent vegetation adjacent to Brotherhood Park north of Old Glacier Highway. The west 
half contains small tributaries of an unnamed anadromous fish stream, which is bordered by a Category A 
stream corridor (see Map Atlas). The east portion is part of CBJ-owned Brotherhood Park. The formula 
allows limited use of best professional judgment for this wetland. The wetland it designated Category B 
because there are relatively few practicable alternatives for development in this zoning district, and 
because there is good access and Infrastructure. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 MW22 2 3 4:D1/D10& 3.5 B-C C(S)  9 
    D1/D3&I 
1 acre of forested wetland southwest of Sherwood Lane. An unnamed anadromous fish stream flows 
through the wetland and is protected by a Category A stream corridor (See Map Atlas). 
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 MW23   4       4      4:1     4    B-C C  7 
1 acre of scrub shrub vegetation near the Mendenhall River. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 MW25   3      1   4:RR               2.5    B-C           B           10 
1 isolated acre of scrub shrub vegetation at the east edge of the Mendenhall Peninsula. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 MW30      2         2    4:D1/D3&I           3          B-C       B(S)         9 
Approximately 10 acres of scrub shrub vegetation and forest in a north/south orientation, adjacent to 
Mendenhall Peninsula, bisected by an unnamed anadromous fish stream. The stream is protected by a 
Category A stream corridor (see Map Atlas). Application of the formula allows limited use of best 
professional judgment for this wetland. It is designated Category B by best professional judgment because 
of its support of the anadromous fish stream. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 MW60      4        5       4:1      4.5        B-C       C       9 
5 forested acres in the middle of industrially developed land, north of Bentwood Place. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
UPPER MONTANA CREEK 
 
 UM1   1       1  4:D1/D5&RR    2.5       A-B        A&C        18, 22, 23 
218 acres composed several smaller Designated Important Wetland Management Categories delineated 
by the Corps of Engineers. Montana Creek runs north/south along the western boundary of the wetland 
unit. The south boundary is the Back Loop Road. The forested eastern segment along Montana Creek 
Road (approximately 25 acres) is Category C (see Map Atlas). The remainder of the wetland unit is 
Category A. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 UM6       2         1      4:RR       2.5     B-C      B            23 
9 acres adjacent to and on the northeast side of Montana Creek Road. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 UM7      3        1    4:RR         2.5      B-C        B        23 
13 isolated inaccessible forested acres. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 UM8      2       1     4:RR       2.5      B-C        C        23 
7 isolated inaccessible forested acres. Designated Category C because it was determined to be a "potential 
future disposal site" in the Corps/EPA Advanced Identification. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 UM9        2         1     4:RR    2.5      B-C          B             23 
87 acres of scrub shrub and forest vegetation adjacent to and on the north side of Montana Creek 
Road. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 UM10      2            1     4:RR    2.5   B-C             B             23 
6 acres of scrub shrub and forest vegetation adjacent to and on the south side of Montana Creek Road. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 UM11     2         1    4:RR    2.5   B-C       B          23 
5 acres of forested wetland adjacent to and on the south side of Montana Creek Road. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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APPENDIX II-E 
ENVIRONMENTAL FUNCTIONS OF IMPORTANT WETLAND 
HABITAT DESIGNATIONS 
 
 
 
This Appendix lists the environmental functions of each Designated Important Wetland Habitat 
Management unit, as determined through the Adamus WET technique. For each Designated Important 
Wetland Habitat Management unit, the table indicates whether the function was rated from Very Low 
(VL) to Very High (VH) by the Adamus method. The table also gives the consolidated score for each 
Designated Important Wetland Habitat Management unit for Aquatic Habitat support, Human Use 
support, and Terrestrial Habitat support. 
 
The methodology used to derive the Adamus WET scores, and the consolidated scores, is described in 
Chapter II, Classification Methodology. Additional information regarding each Designated Important 
Wetland Habitat Management unit, and the Adamus WET results, can be found in Juneau Wetlands 
Management Plan Map Appendix (May 1994). 
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ENVIRONMENTAL FUNCTIONS OF WETLAND UNITS
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ENVIRONMENTAL FUNCTIONS OF WETLAND UNITS
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ENVIRONMENTAL FUNCTIONS OF WETLAND UNITS

RIPARIAN EROSION $ALMONIO

SuPPORT SENSITIVITY HABITAT
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ENVIRONMENTAL FUNCTIONS OF WETLAND UNITS

DlSTURSANCfl R£GIONAI. ECOLOCICAl. RECAEATION RECREATION DOV.lNSLOPE """"" AQUATIC TERRESTRIAl.
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ENVIRONMENTAL FUNCTIONS OF WETLAND UNITS

WETLAND OROUNDWATER OROUNDWATER SURFACE SEOIME;NT! NUTRIENT RIt'AAIAN EROSION SA\.MONIO
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CONTROL RETENTION
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ENVIRONMENTAL FUNCTIONS OF WETLAND UNITS

D1S1URBA.NCE REGIONAl. ECOlOGiCAl. RECREATION RECREATION DOWNSLOPE HUMAf'l AQUATIC TERRESTRiAJ..
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ENVIRONMENTAL FUNCTIONS OF WETLAND UNITS
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ENVIRONMENTAL FUNCTIONS OF WETLAND UNITS
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APPENDIX II-F 
GENERAL PERMITS 
 
 
 
General Permit 92-1, issued June 30, 1995 
General Permits 2000-01, -02, -03, -04, issued July 24, 2000 
General Permits 2000-01, -02, -03 renewed May 24, 2006 
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H f (l I \ [D JLl

Public Notice

., '99j

)0 JUNE 1~9S

In reply (efer to above Identl!ieilt.lo", !fur.::ber

US Army Corps
of Engineers
JlJ.u:bo Dilit~ict

Regu~atQry er~~

Po~t Office Sox &98
Anchorag!o. Alaska 99506-08S9

Date:

Identi!icatlOn ~o.·

I:XPlRATION DATE;

SPN 9S OJ

30 JUNE 21100

Sr::C!Al "'UBLIC 1:000IC~ 95-3

G~tRAL ~LP~r7 92-1
3"<!s.....~ ""ET~m Y.AI<AG~ HM

A General Pe~it IGP) ~~S =een is~ued by the Alaska Olstrict. Corps of
SngL~.ers. 1r. ~eeordane~ wlth 7itle 3~ CFR 325.2 leI (2). ~. publlshed l~ the
Federal Register, Vol~e 51, nu~er 219, purs~t to SeCtion 404 of the Cle~~

Wate'C ACt. (PL 95·217, JJ U.S ,C. 134~). This GP 1l,l,:t!::lorl:l:eS tto.e .,l<l.cement of f~ll

~terial L~t~ wetl~~ds withln the City and Borough o[ ~~~eau (CEJI ~hieh have
been designate~ ·C'. 'D', 'SP', or as road corridors l~ the Juneau we:lands
r'.anagemen~ Pl1l.." (.nM?). dao:ed Febno,HY 1991. and .dO?t~d 1.." ~e·.rised tOIT.\ ~y the
Coastal Policy council on oe~cber 3l, 1~91. ~r.d as appr~ved fOT incorpo.ation
into the federally approved ~laska Coastal ~.a~g~nt Plan I~CMPI ~ursv~.,~ IS
CFR 923.84, effective Nove~ber 23. 1993 (see Att.ch~nt 1 for the 11SL of
"pproved mar.;aqement: categotle'll. Ilnd as furt.her r!tvised UI the ilttath:r:"'''-ts to
the GP in thlS public ~otice.

Pre-d~scharge ,,-otification procedures have been add~d for projects that
would ~nvolve ~ecr~catly clearing, excavatlng. or filling more than five acres
~f wetland.; individuals propo$ing to use the GP for projects of thiS magnItude
will have to notify the Corps in accordance with procedure. given in th~5 public
notice.

eJV:KGROUND

In respon'le to Special Public: Not~<;e (SPN) 92-6. dated March 26. 1992,
CQlMlOntli ....ore received from local, stllt'.e, &nO Federal llgetlCies, concer.led
organiza~ions. and the general public. The GP was revi"~d ~o be more
restr .. c:ti.ve in response to th..se eom'tlelltlL Based on <I l:eV1CW of ",ll pe:r:tlnent
information. including a preparec environmental ....elisment, 1 have concluded
that the issuance of this permit will not have more than ~inim.l adver.e impact
on the environ:r.eOt: and is not cO:'l.t:rary to the general public interest. The
Office of tunage~ent ~~d Bu~get, Division of Governmental Coordination.
concurred on ~~y 18, l~92, ~~der Section 307{c) I) ot the COliS tal Zone
Management Act of 1972, as a~nded by 1& U.S.C. 1456(c) ll). that tr~ GP complies
.... len the Alaska Coastal ~~~~gemen~ Prograa. ~ ....ater quality certification ~~d~r

Section 401 ot the Clean Water Act (PUblic L~~ 95-217) has been issued for ~~i$

GP on ~e 16. lS'2, by ~he AlasAa Depart~~~t of Enviro~~.:ta1 C~~servatio:.
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All act~vitieb will be ~n accordance with the conditions of the GP, a copy of
which is attached. Failure to comply with tha terns and conditl0ns of the
permit may result in suspension of the work, revoc~tions of the p~rmit. andlor
impositl0n of penalties as provided by law.

The ~ttached speclal and general conditions outline the cr~teria which must be
met in order fOT work to be accomplished und~r this GP. .~ individual w~shing

to perform work under tbe GP must review tncse conditions carefully. If tbe
proposed work does not meet the requirements of the conditions, the GP will not
apply and an individual Oepartment of the ~ permit application mu~t be
submitted.

Any questions co~cer~lng the application of this GP may be addressed to Dr. Mary
Lee Plumb-Mentjcs ~t the above addr~5s Or by calling toll-free in Alaska,
1-800-478-2712.

AUTlJOR!7Y: This GP is issued under the follo~ing authority: discharge of
dr~d9~d aT till material into Waters of the unite~ States - Section 404 of the
clean Water Act 133 U.S.C. 13441 Our public interest r~vie~ considered the
guidelines set forth under Section 40~(bl of tl:e Clean Water Act (40 CPR 23Q}.

District Engineer
u.s. Army Corps of Engineers

Attach~ents
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GENERAL PEf<1.IlT S2

A Genel-a1 Permlt IG"i has been J.ssu",c oy the ;"laS.<:ill r.isr.::J.ct., Corps of
Engineers, in accordance '.-fitl'! Title 3~ CF::t 32S.", lei (2), as puL':'J.shed in
the Federal Register, Volume 51, NUmLer 21~, pursuant to S~ctio~ 404 of the
Clean Water Act !J>L l'S-217, 3) U S.C. 1)44) Thls GP aut.horizes mechanical
l'lI1d .,learJ.ng of ":et;lands, ey.~ ..-!at~o"l ::.f "'etlands. and t.he placement of
fll1 m~terJ.al into ~ctlaud$ ~J.~hin ~he Clty and Eorough of ~uneau (CBJ)
WhlCh have been designated 'C', 'D' 'SF', Or a£ road corrJ.oors in the
Juneau Wetlands Management Plan, dated Februar, 1~91, and adopted in
revlsed form by the Ccas~al Policy CO'-'11cJ.l or' October )1, 1991, and as
appro'~d for incorpc::a~lcn into the Federall, approved AlaSka Coastal
M(I.J'1agc.r:>ent Plan (ACMI'! pursuant to 1 ~ C _FR. 923.84, effective November 2),

1S'S'3 (see Attach"'''nt 1 for the list of approved management categories), and
as fu~ther r~vised in en" attachments t~ .he GP in this public notice.

ACT1VITI

This GP a~thOri%"s the placement; of fill into certain wetlands in the CBJ
for the p~rposes of wetland or habitat enhancement, residential,
cornw.erci~l, industrial, transportatiOn and public use in accordance with
CEJ Title 49. In addltlOn to th" restrictions described in the revised
~~p ~dopted by the Coastal Policy Council on October 31. 1991, and as
approved for incOrporatlon into the ~ederally approved Alaska Coastal
Management Plan (kO~P) pursuant to lS C.F_R. 9~3.e4, effective
NQve",ller ::3_ ~"93, n::- e'.:t!:.::-,::izil.tion fo!: fill .1", g,::"nt"d in this GO' for the
following activities: heavy indu5try, dry cleaning operations, hazardous
~a$te disposal, battery transfer yards, commercial auto repair garages, and
fuel storage sites. All activities built ~~der this QP ahall conform with
the CSJ Land Use Code. The impacts of fill pads for other than excluded
uses are similar regardless of surface use; f~rtber review and decisions
c~~cernin9 surfa~e use~ in the area~ covered by this GP are appropriate to
State and local government. This GP aoes not apply to estuaries Or
anadromous rive~ine wetlanas, protective gree~elts, or any Qther wetl~~d

or corridor not designated C, 0, or EP, or as a road COrridor. The GP is
based on the ~~~P, dated February 1991, with the inclusion of revisions
approved by the Coastal policy Council on October 31, 1991, the revised
list of wetl~~d unit classifications with special conditions in the
attach~ent to this GP, and the maps in the Juneau Wetlands, Functions and
Values, Map ~ppendix, dated september 1987. The CBJ i~ planning to reprint
the Jh~P with all changes that are approved by the District Engineer and
the National OceaniC and AtmospherlC Agency's Office of Ocean and Coastal
Resource Management. The GP will not be altered by any change in the CBJ's
Plan unless the District Engineer or his designated repre5entative
determines that an alteration is not contrary to tbe public interest
follow~ng a public int~rest review of the proposed change or alteration,
and the G~ is subsequent;ly modified to incorporate these revisions.
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PROCEDURE

All applicants desi=ing to mechanically clear. excavate, or dlscharge
dredged and fill material under terms of this GP will submit an application
to the CBJ O~partment of Co~.unity Development (D~partment). The
~pplication will require dcscrip~ions of the loe~tion, proposed activ~ty,

pu~~se and need. The description will include quantities of fill, acreage
of disturbed surface area, steps that the applicant proposes to tar.e to
compl}' wil:h the mitigation poliei"5 of the J',..'?-IF. source cf fill. lI:1.d
offsite disposal locations. supported by applicable drawings an~ narrntive.

The CBJ will determine if the proposed tl',echanical land clearing,
excavation, or discharge of qredged and fill material meets local permit
requirements and is eon$istent with the criteria of the GP. I~ all cases
the C3J will proceed with its review as seon as it receives an applicatio~_

For projects that would involve mechanically clea.ing, excav~cing. or
filling between five and ten acres of wetlands, the CBJ will provide the
Alaska District with a copy of the application; the Alaska District shall
determine whether the GP applies aod whether any add~tional special
conditions shall be added to protect the Federal interest. The Alaska
District Shall have 15 d~ys in which to ~ake this determination. In
reviewing an activity under the notification procedure. the District
Engineer or his designated representative will determine whether the
~ctivity will result in more than minimal individual or cumulative adverse
environmental e~fects or will be contrary to the publl~ interest. The
~laska District shall notify the CBJ of its determination.

For proJe~ts that would involve mechanica~ly clearing, ex~avating. or
fill1:19 more than ten acres of wetlands. the CSJ ~ill provide the Alaska
Distxict with a copy of the applic~tlon. which the Alaska Oistrict will
send to the rcderal resource agencies for a pre-discr~rge notification
(PON) re'"le"'·. The Corps shall FJo.:< t.he PDN to the- DiviSlon of Governmental
Coordination. the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation, the U.S.
Fish and wlldlife Service, the National Ma~ine FiSheries Service, and the
Envlronmental F.etection Agen'':y, which shall notify l.:hc Alaska District
withIn f1ve caleudar days if they intend to comment. ~~ agency that ~s
notified the Corps of it". intention to comment. shall have fiEeee:1 calem:!.~r

days from the date of the orlgi:1~l FAX to co~ent on the proposed activity.
The Alaska D~strlct shall determine within 30 days of receipt of a complete
application wheth~r the GP applies and whether any additional special
=~ndieion~ shall ~e added to protect the Federal interest after considering
the ccmments provid"d by the resource agency, The Alaska Oistrict shall
notify the CBJ of ~t6 determination.
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ror p'Qjec~~ th~t ~ould. ~n'o~v~ mecha~~cally clearing, excavating, or
filling ~:"H~ Or l",ss "''','\oS <;>f ·..."":land.3. l:h.: CB.;l" will determine ""hether the
prop<:'s~d activit;: is l':lca.ted H. "reas d.cs:l.gnated. as roao corridors or
cl3ss~f~ed lIS a r:. c. 0"- EO' ·~·e:l.md and- meets the criteria of tr.., GP.
ISS~3nce of t~~ necessa,.-y CnJ wetlan~ Perm.t and other CSJ Title 49
P~ar~~ng and :cn~~g permitS ~lll c~~stit~ce a~thorization to proceed under
":h~5:;;P A.s 15 tU!"P"N.l~· thl!! .;:ase, the. CEkl will r",quire that all necessary
mun:l.t1pal a~th~r1zatlOn5 be ob:alnc? beto!"e the requested methanical land
clc':'l"1ng. I:!xc"~·,,t~,.>n. or discharg" of drad-ged and fill material can
9roceed.

Auth~!"itatio~ t~ proce~d wi:l require ~ultl:lm~~t of the general conditions
sp~cifled herl!! and of th~ gp~cial conditions applicable to particular sites
as noted 1n Lh~ attachme~t t? ~h~ GP. as well as fulfillment of any
additional speclal conditions included :l.P the CBJ Wetland Permit, as
determined by the CEJ" \-letlands R~vie", Board. At the time of the issuance
of th~ authori~at10n, th~ CEJ will give a copy of the condi~ions for this
GP to the, permittee

Th~ CBJ authorizatlon of the CoJ Wetland Permit would expire in eighteen
months, if no other required CBJ permits have been issued, or no
substantial construction progress has been made pursuant to these local
permits, unless otherwise specified in the CBJ Wetland Permit. For any
partially completed work, the permittee shall :estore the site to pre
project conditions or apply for an extensio~ or reauthori28tion under the
GP from the CBJ.

INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZA,IOtlS

Any projact which has any local authori~ation denied, ~s denled without
prejudlce, and an application for an individual Depa~tment of the Army (DA)
permic will not be accepted by the Corps o~ Engineers. The Corps of
Engin~ers r~tains the f:l.D31 r~view and authority to dete~ine ccmpliance of
a given activity with the GP. The CBJ is expected to confer wit~ the Corps
in questionable or borderline proposals be~ore the requi~~te local
authori~ation to proceed ~~der the GP is issued.

REPORTING

The CBJ shall compile information on authorizations issued under thlS G~

and provide the Corps wlth the following information on a quartarly basis:
copies of all applicacions and authorizations made under th~s GP for each
quarter. Reports shall be submitted to the District En9~neer by the
following dates; A.pril 10 (for Jan~ary 1- March 31). July 10 (for April 1
June 30), october 10 (for July 1- Septe",.her 30). iUld January 10 (10r
October 1- December 31).

The CBJ will submit to the District Engineer once a year the following
information; total acreage permitted for ~echanical land clearing.
excavation. or discharge of dredged and fill material, number of permits
granted, average pemit processing time, and enforce~ent activities. In
a~dition, a copy of the wetland mitigation bank annual report will be
Submitted to the District Engineer.
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.IMPLEMENTATION

Impl@m@n~ation will be in accordance with the Jh11P of Februar, 1991. as
amended by ~he coastal Policy Council on Octob@~ 31, 19~1. and the site
specific changes described in the attachment to this GP, and the CBJ
implementing ordinance.

DURATION

The GP is in effect for a perlod of 5 years. At the end of the 5-year
period, an evaluation of the prograrr. will be mad~ and at that t1me it wlll
be decided whether thiS p~rmit should be renewed.

~U\PS A.~ JUP.ISDICTIONAL BOUNDARIES

The GP is ba6ed on the JWMP, dated Febr~ary 1991, with the inclus~on of
revisions <ll'!pro\'ed by the Coastal ?olley Council on October 31, 1991, the
revised llst of wetland site c~assificat~cns with special conditions
attached to this GP, and th~ maps i~ th~ Jun@au W~tlands, Functions ar.d
Values, Map Appendix, dated S~ptember 1987. Th~ procedure for situations
where the ~etland designation ?r classification is ~n 7Uestion and needs a
more aefinitive jurisdiction~l determination consists of requesting field
verification from th~ C~rps o~ Ensine~rs. The wetland units c~vered by
this GP have been mapp~d on the CBJ Stre~t Atlas. This Atlas is available
for review from the CBJ D~partment of Community D~velopment on 155 S.
Seward Street, Juneau, Alas!':". t~l",phon~ 1-907-586-5235.

1JO:"-IFICATION

Except as specified in the Procedures Sect~on ~lth reference to pre
discharge notJ.ficat::ion, this GP does not requ~re notification to the Corps
of Engineers prior to com~enccment of the authori:ed activity, nor does it
require COnf1rmat1on f~om the Corps of Engineers that a proposed activity
is in full compl1ance with all terms and conditlons of th~s GP as
authorized,

Nevertheless, a General PCCffilttee may choose to request 1n writing a
v~,ifi~D~ion that hi3 p.opo3cd Dc'J.vi'y i3 ~utho~i~ed by thi~ ~p by WTitir.g
to th~ ~aska District, Corps of EnS1neers, Re~latory Brancb, Project
Evaluation Section - South, F~st Office Sox 898, Anchorage, Alaska 99S0~

0898. Any written inqu.J.ry must include the following information:

1. Name. address and ~elephone numb~r of th~ applicant:
2. Lo~ation of the proposed ~ork;

3. Brie! descrlptlOn of the proposed work list~d in the earlier
Procedures Sectlon of this G?;

~. Ident~fication of ~he GP or permits whlCh apply to the proposed
,""ork; and

$. Any other inf~rmation that the applicant believes is ~ppropriate.
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If the General pe~ittee's written request for verification is complete,
.eeurate and made in good faith, and the Alaska District docs not re~pond

~o such lnquiry within 20 days after the Alaska District receives such
in~lry, the General Permittee may proceed with the activity, provided, all
necessary CBJ permits are obtained. The General Permittee's authorization
can only be suspended, modified or revoked in accordanee with the procedure
set forth In 33 CPR 325.7. If the Corps later dete~nes that the General
Permittee's wrltten request for verification was inaccurate, incomplete Or
made in bad falth, and that the activity was not in fact authorized by the
GP, the Federal C~vernrnent nay bring an appropriate enforcement action
lli,der 33 CFR part 326.

GeNERAL CO:mITIONS

All authorizations issued under this GP are subject to the following
conditions,

i. The amount of fill authorized by this GP shall riot ~xceed the
amO~~C auchorlzed by the CBJ in its wetland permit.

2. Activities authorized under this GP shall not adversely impact
adjacent estuarine, riverine, Or A and B wetlands by cauain~ p~,ding,

drainage, siltation or inadvertent fill. Culverting or other methods may
be required to ensure compliance with this condition. Shoreline corridors
shall be designated within 50 feet of the margins of anadromous fish
streams and lakes, as provided in Policy S of the JWMP.

3. All fill materlal authorized under this GP shall be free from
toxic pollutants in toxic amounts, as defined by Alaska State law_

4. Upon completlon of earthwork operations, all exposed slopes,
fills and disturbed areas shall be given sufficient protection, by
appropriate means such as landscaping, or planting and maintaining
vegetative cover to prevent subsequent erosioD. All disturbed soil areaS
(exposed soils) shall be revegetated within the next growing SeaSOn.
Natural r~vegetation is acceptable if the site will revegetate itself
within th~ next growing season. If natural revegetation is not successful.
additional m~asures shall be taken to enSure compliance with this
condition, such as interim protective cover until natural regrowth occurs.

5. No borrow material may be obtained within 330 feet of an eagle
nest. Th~s does not absolve the applieant from responsibilities to protect
bald eagles under provisions of the Bald Eagle Protection Act.

6. No borrow material may be obtained fr~ an estuarine, riverine, A
or B wetland for activities covered under this OP.

7. This GP does not apply in areas or for activitics currently
covered by a Nationwide Permit. No additional authorization is required
for Nationwid~-Permittedactivities_
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e. The pe~,ittee must maintain the activity authorized by this GP in
gOOd condi~ion and ~n c?nformance ~ith the terms and conditions of this O?_
The pcrmitt~e ~s not relieved of this requirement if the perw~ttee abandons
the perreitted actl,ity. although the permittee may make a good faith
transfer to a third party Should t:,e permittee wish to cease to maintain
the authorized acti,ity or should the peroittee desire to abandon it
without a good faith transfcr. the permittee must obtain a mOdification of
this permit from the Corps of 8ngineers. ~hich may require restoration of
the area.

9. All activities done under this GP (including the use of new
borrow sitc~) shall not take place in or adversely affect any existing
historical properties listed or eligible for listing in the National
Register of Historic Places or ~~y histOrlcal properties found to be listed
o. ~ligible for listing on the National Reglster of Historic Plac@s
subs~quent to the issuance of thiS GP. If the permittee discov@rs any
previously unknown historic or arch@ological remains while accomplishing
the activity authorized by this permit, the permittee must immediately
notify the Corps of Engineers regarding the flnC. The Corps of Engin@ers
will initiate the Federal and State coordination required to determine if
the remains warrant a recovery effort or if the site is eligible for
listing in the National Register of Historic places.

10. The permittee ~JSt comply with any conditions sp@clfied as part
of the State water quality certiflcation which is part of this GP.

11. ~etr~s will be implemented to filter or settle OUt $~spenoed

sedi~ents from all construction-related wastewater prior to its direct or
indirect discharge into any natural body of water.

12. Design plans for any stormwater collection system to b@ plac@d
into or associated with the authorized fill nust be approved by the Alaska
Department of Environmental Con~erva~ion prior to system construction or
fill placement.

13. Xeasures are to be implemented to attenuate flows. remove o~l<

grease, and othe~ petroleum products ~,d filte~ suspended sedlm~nts [rom
the project's stormwater collection system, if p.eseot. prlor to discharge
into any natural body of water or ineo an existing d~alnage st=utture wtlch
in turn discharges ~'treated storm water into a natu.al body of water The
inDta11ation of a treatment facility is not mandatory. if suc~ a treatment
facility is schedul~d to he completed for the r~c~lving system ~itnln ~

years of connecting tr-e subject project's sto~water system to sald system.

14. Design plans for anyon-site sewage dlsposal system to ce placed
into or in association with the authorized £111 must be approved by the
Alaska Department of ~vironnenta1 Conservatlon prlor to placement of any
fill or installation of said sewage system.
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IS. The permittee must allow the District E"g~neer, or h~s

designated represe~tatives, to inspect the authori~ed ~ctivity at any tlme
deemed necessary to ensure that it is being Or has been accompllshed i~

accordance with the terms ~,d conditions of this GP.

~6. This GP shall ~ot apply to any actlvity or u!e! wh~ch w~u:d

involve the storage or use of ha~ardous materials or s~s~ances as part of
their principal purpose. Those materials are oefined in th~ Fesource
COnseI'"ation and Recovery Act and the Comprehens~ve Envlrunmental Res?~nse

and Liability ACt.

17. All activities authorized under this GP must meet a cle"rl,.
demonstrated need. The CBJ review and building permit w~ll be instrume~tal

in this respect to help prevent speculative projects and/or ~h0ge contrary
to the general public intere~t.

18. The applicant must design his proposed project 59 as to minimize
the area of wetlands needed to be filled.

19. NO equipment used for activities permitted under th~5 GP sh~11

be operated or stored on adjacent wetlands.

20. That all activities identified and aut~orlzed herein sh~ll be
consistent with tr.e terms and conditions of the GP and actiVities not
specifically identified and authorized herein shall constitute a violati~n

of troe terms and conditions of this GP which may result in the
modi~ication, suspension or revocati~~ of a~y authorization i~ whole or i~

part, ~,d in the institution of such legal proceedings as the united States
Government ~Ay consider appropriate, whether or not this permit has been
preViously modified. suspended, er revoked in whole or in part. In
instances Where the CBJ ltself is party to violations of the Regulatory
Program of the Corps of Engineers, the administration of this GP may
revert, at the District Engineer's discretion. to the Alaska District,
corps of Engineers, until such time as the District Engineer determines
that the. sicu~eion hots been .t::esolved.

21. That all activities authorized herein shall. if they involve
duri~g their construction or operation, any diseharge of pollutanes into
w"ters of the United States or ocean waters. be at all times consistent
wlth ap?licable water quality 6t~,dards, effluent limitations and standards
of performance, prohibitions. pretreatment seandards, and management
practices establ~shed pursuant to the Clean Water Act \PL 95-217 33 U.S.C.
1341). the Marine Protect~on, Research and Sanctuaries Aet of 1972
(PL 92-S:S2: 86 Stat, 10521 and pursua..,t to applicable Stat" and local law.
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22. That when the activity authorized herein involves a discharge
during its co~truction or operation, of any pollutant (including dredged
or fill ~~terial), into waters of the United States, the author~zed

activity shall, if applicable water quality standards are revised or
modified during the term of this pennit, be ~~dified, if necessary. to
conform with such revised or modified water quality standards, or within
such longer period of time as rhe District Engineer, in consultation with
the Regional Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency, may
determine to be reasonable ~der the circ~stances.

23. That the activity shall not jeopardi:e the continued existence
of a threatnned or endangered species, as identified under the Endangered
Species Act, or endanger the critical habitat of such specieS.

2~. That the permittee agrees to execut~ the congtructio~ or
o~cration of the work authorized herein, including measures imposed by the
CBJ Wetland Review Board to mitigate the adverse impacts of the work
consistent with the enforceable policies of Chapter 3 of the ~~P, dated
February 1991, as revised by the Coastal Policy Co~~cil on October 31,
1991, in a manner so as to mi~i~ze adverse impact on fish, wildlife and
natural environmental values.

25. That the permittee shall maintain the structure or work
authorized herein in good condition and in accordance with approved plans
and drawings.

26. That an activity being perfo~d under authorization of this
permit may be summarily suspended, in Whole or in part, upon a finding by
the District Engineer that there has been a violation of any of the terms
or conditions of this GP or that i~~Bdiate suspension of the activity
authorized herein would not be contrary to the general public interest.
Such suspension shall be effective upon receipt by t~e permittee of a
written notice thereof which shall indicate; (1) the extent of the
suspension, (2) the reasonS for such action, and (3) any corrective or
preventive meaSureS to be taken by the permittee which are deemed necessary
by the District Enginee~ to abate imminent ha~ards to the general public
interest. The permittee shall take immediate action to comply with the
provisions of such notice. Within 10 days following receipt of a notice of
suspension, the permittee may request a hearing in order to present
inforwAtion relevant to a decision as to whether the authorization should
be reinstated, modified, or revoked. If a hearing is requested, it shall
be conducted pursuar.t to procedures prescribed by the Chief of Engineers.
After completion of the hearing, or within a reasonable time after issuance
of the suspension notice to the perm~ttee if no hearing is requested, the
authoriration will either be reinstated, ~~dified, or revoked.

SPECIAL CONOITIO~S (pertaining to specific sites in the Juneau Wetland
Management Plan)
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l. U11: PortJ,on~ of th... e .. t ..gcry ::- ... " .. sha:l toe reta,nec undistu:d:ed
through a slte pl"-:1 re·Ji"'w process :hac shall ~or..ader: (a) Slting
residenc",~ t~ the exte~t ?'d<:t~catle ~c maXlm;~e ~S~ of the nonwetland
areas or lo...er villue "·et:,,nd arc.. s ~hat o-::cur ",jth,,, th~ \lJ\it; (bl
rc:>tr:l.ctin'3 :eill associatec with the residel'lcces. :lrlV-::"";lyS and roads to the
minimum amount :1ecessary ~o oeh,~v~ project p~rp~$"S, (<:1 use of site plan
cechniques tC> consolidati! develo;>m,;:r.t. 'The ar",a shall be retained l.n a In",
de~si:y resident;al zoning (rl, ~3, or ~5: Cons~rUCtiO:1 mitisatl.~n

techniques sllall be uv~d try a~o.d irrpa~~~ to portionS o~ the w~r.1.ndc thDr.
""i.ll not; hI> develop«<.I. (;IlJ staf::' shall co,-sul~ ""~th th.o;, agency work.iIl9
gr-:lUp on these issues during the site pia" r~vie"~· proce,,, and "'hell
p~",pa~in9 a recommendatl.oT. to the Wetlands Revie~ Boa~d.

•. Mol, This area is a Category C "~tland th.. : H a.."1 open pond locat .. d
cloSE! to th@ taxi......."! "nd rWJI.,,,y" 1'h'! pond att:att$ "'at.<:r!o",l a:ld
shorebirds that rep~esent: a hazard to airplanes. ~h~ ~irport plan~ ~c

reduce th~ t~~ar~ by filling the pond a~d tonverting ~he area to a
palustrine wetland WhiCh would attr....ct £c~er bi~<.Is. The A~rport shall
work with a "Spe::ia: Mitigation Comm~ttee·· corr.posed 0; State and Federal
reSOUr::e agencie~. ;n~luding the ~la~y.a Department of Fish ~,d Game, t~e

Corps of Er.g~nee=~, the Envircnm~~tal Protetc len Agency. the ~ational

M"dn., Fi"h<;orie" Se:vi<;e. and the U.s. Fish and Wildlife Ser-ric"" to desi.gn
any we~lar.d co~version ;>roject. the alt~ren ~ctl~nd would cout1nue to
5e~e wetHmd !unct.ions, such as providi:>g sedIment/toxicant recention for
"'·ater drai:ling from ail-::ie1d fac.Cit~CB and "'''tering Jordan Creek. The
inclus~on of this special condition in this GP shall not preclude t~e

Airport frnrn raqugetin~ tha~ the wet~~nd be eligible for ~ore inte:lsive
development for ,urport facill::ie~ as the ne<:>d develop"" 'fh.., no:"d ;or
development ~£ ~ tie-do~ area at th~s site is not anticipated within the
initial five-yea~ GP period.

3. 1>17, M9. MIO. and Mt), If developr.,e"L 113 proposed In "'~tland u.n:t.to Mi,
M9, M10, 0= M13, the applicant Shilll be required to conduct mitig«tion eo
support and cr.h~n~e Lh~ tunc~icning of Jordan Creek in the area owned by
tne CilJ in wetland Wlit ~n. The "3un"-au Cr..",k", Gl:GI ..nbo1t Ztudy", prepared
by Lh~ :BJ With t~.. ~ssistance of "he Alaska Department of Fish and Game in
January 1964. lists possihl., miti9:>t:i.cn proje~'r." ~o" this sectior. of Jordar.
creek. These projects c~uld be pu~su~d as m;t:t.gaeion; how~ver. the Agency
....orking gre-up "h",:l be con"...lt.,c1 dUrJ.ng t:"1" site plan revi.:,,· process to
determine if t~lS ~s the most appropriate mitigation fcr t~~ proposed
p,o;ect. .

4. M9: Development;,f ",,,,tland unit M9 saall in"rol..."e a site plan rc-"ie~·

process that shall cn~"idar, (a) res~rlcting till to the ninimum amount
necessary to aChieve stated project pu=poscs; (b; consolidating
rlev"':oprr~nt; ~nd (c) Lr developnent of the ~eeland is to oecur in ~hases.

t~e lower value areas sh411 be developed fir~~ ~o t.h~ axeene practicable.
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construetion mitigation teehn~qu~s shall be us~~ to avoid ~mpacts to the
portion of the wetland that is net d~veloped. This should includ~

rnaintai~ing the hydrolog"c conn@ction to the undistu~b~d portion of the
wetland through wetland unit M10. The CBJ staff shall consult with the
ag@ncy worki~g group on these i~sues during the site plan review process
and when preparing a recomrr.endation to the wetlands Review Buard.

s. M4S. M5l, MS2. M53: In the propos~d GP, M49, MS1, and M53 were
c":.assified as "gr@enbelt" .. M52 was classified C. These wetland units have
been reclassified as C, subject to the special conditions stated below.
The Airport proposes to relocate the section of Duck Creek that passes
through Airport prop~rty in order to gain apprOXimately eight acres that
could be filled by th~ Airport under the GP with the approval of the CEJ
Wetlands Re...·lc... Boa.:rd for the developmellt of additi.ona.l airfield
facilities. Benefits to Duck Creek would be th~ imp~vement of fish
habitat by moving it further from airport facilities; improving water
quality by controlling the introduction of non-point source runoff from the
airfi~ld into the creek; prOViding an undisturbed gre~nbelt on bOth sides
of th~ creek; providing shading of the creek; installing bottomless, arch~d

culverts for the roadway and/or repl~cing perched eulverts, as needed,
w~thin this section of the creek; and designing ·~d constructing a c~el
whicb has characteriscics that are more favorable to anadrQ~~u$ fish use.
The fcllowing special conditions shall apply to the Duck Creek relocation
project_ Additional conditions may be applied to the project by the
Wetlands ReVlew Board when It reviews the Airpore's application tor a local
wetlands permit.

a. The Airport shall provide a gr~enbelt along the re~ocated stream.
The greenbelt will b~ a rec~angular, protect~d corridor that is equaJ to
the width of the stream (bet~een ordinary high water mark~l pl~s 100 feet.
within which the ~tream may be de~isned to meander.

b. The Airport sball control n~~-point sourc~ rur.off from the
airfield and pass the water through an oi~/watcr separator, as necessary,
bef~re such r~~oft enters th~ new Duck Creek char.nel.

~. The re~ocatcd Duck Creek channel shall be engineered and designed
to ensure rhat the new stream provides habitat that is beneficial to
anadromous fish. whlle nOl ~ncouraging waeerfowl attrac~ion. The:re are
features of th~ stream loCatlOn th~t shall need to be take~ into account
and dealt with to ensure that t~e new str~am functions correctly. For
example, th~ new 10catLon appear~ to be sigr~fic~tly higher in elevation
than the ex"sting stream ch~~el, It is essential that the ~ngineering and
deslgn fully consider and address this, and other speciiic ~nviron~ental

~~nditions at the new site. to enSure ~hat the new Stream provides good
~nadr~mous fish h~bitat.
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C Th~ ~~rport s~all consult w:th th~ s~ecial Mitigation Co~~ieeee

(composed ~f State and F~deral ~es~~r~~ ag~ncies, including th~ Alaska
Department of Plsh and Game, the Corps of Engineers, the Enviro~.ent~l

~rotec~~on Agency. the Natlcnal Marine Fisherles Service, and the u.s. Fish
and Wl1dlife Servlce) dur~ng the envlronmental analysis, engineerir.g,
design and construction of the proJect.

Advleo~y. Under Title 16. the Alaska Department of Fish and Game shall be
req~lred to approve the design and construction of the new stream chann~l

ano ensure that good anadromous flSh habitat shall be provided before any
~ork can begin.

6. ~ms: Fill shall be restricted ~o the minimum amoun~ necessary to
achieve project purposes Construction mitigation techniques Shall be used
to avoid impacts tQ pQrtion~ of the wetland that will not be developed.
CBJ staff shall cons~~t ~lth the agency working group on these issue~

during the site plan rev leW p~o~ess and when prepa~ing a recommendation to
the Wetlands ~eview Soal'd. Applicants shall be required to conduct
mi~igation that is appropriate ~o enhance the wetland values in the
immedi~te area. ror e~ample, the applicant could be re~ired to er~ce

waterfowl use of th~ area through development of watcrfo~l staging ponds on
the C8~-o~ned property (t1W4) to er~ance the regional ecological diversity
of the area. The agency working group shall be consulted to determine if
this is the most appropriate mitigation strategy for the proposed project.
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LIMITS Of TIllS AUTHORIZATLCII

1. This GP or authorizations obtai~ed under this GP dO not obviate ~he

need co obtain other F@deral, Stat@. or local authorizations required by
la~ ~or do~s it apply to actlviti@s denied by any State, Federal agen~' or
the CB,J.

2. This GP ~oes not convey property rights, elther 1n real estate or
~terial, or exclusi~e privileges; and that it does not authorize inJury to
property, or invaslon of rights or a~y L~fringement of Federal, State, or
local laws or regulations nor does the GP nor any authorization ob,-iate the
requirement to obtain State or local assent required by la~ for the
activity authorized herein.

3. This GF or authorizations Obtained under this GF do not authOrize
interference vith any exi~ting or propos~d Fede~al project.

4. 1n issuing this GP or authorizations Obtained u.~der this GP, the
Feder~l Government does not assume any liability fo~ the following:

a. damag6s to an authorlzed project or uses thereof as a result of
the permitted or unpermitted act2vities or from natural causes;

b. damages to ~, aur.hor~zed project or uses thereOf as a result of
current or future activlt~es ~dertaken by or on behalf of the United
States in the public interest;

c. damages to persons. property, o~ to other permitted or
unpermitted activities or structures caused by the activity authorized by
this GP;

d. desisn Or construCtlon deficienCies as~ociated with the
authorized warY.;

e. d~~~ge Clal~ associated with any future modlflcation,
suspennian, or revocatio,", of thlS GP or authorizat:i.cms obtained under this
G,.

5. The Alaska District may reevaluate ltS decision on the GP or any
authorizations made under thi~ GP by either this o£fice Or t.he CBJ at any
tim~ the circumscances war~ant. Circumstances that would require a
reevalual:~on lnclude, but arc n01; limited to, the following':

a. the permltt~e Or che CBJ fails to co~ly with the terms and
conditions of thls GP,

b. the ~nformat.~n ~rovided oy the permlttee in support of an
application fOr authorlZal:lOn under ~his GP proves to have been false,
incomplete. or inaccurate, or
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c significant new info~atio~ sucfaces which this office did not
c0n~1der in reaching the original pUblic interest decision.

d. the CBJ itself is found to be party to violations of th~ Clean
Water Act. If the District Engineer det~rmines that thi~ has occurred, the
administration of this GP may revert to the Alaska Diztrict, Corps of
Engineers, until such time as the issue is resolved to t~e District
Engineer's satisfaction.

Such a reevaluat~on may result in a determination that it is appropriate to
use the suspension, modification, and revocaticn procedures contained in ~~

CFR 32$.7 or ~nforcement procedures such as those contained in 33 CFR 326_4
and 326.5. The referenced enforcement procedures provide for the issuance
of an adm~nistrative order requiring the permittee to comply with the terms
and CQnditions of the GP and for the initiation of legal action where
appropr~ate. The permitt.ee will be required to pay for any corrective
measures ordered by this office, and if the permittee fails. to comply with
such d~rective, this office may in certain situations (such as those
specified 1n 33 CPR 209.170) acco~plish the corrective measures by contract
or otherwise and bill the permittee for the cost.

BY AOTHORITY OF T"rlE SECRETARY OF THE ARM',,'. I)!J ~
Date: .~~,!~

Peter A. Topp
Colonel, Corps of Bngineers
Distr~c~ Engineer
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ATTACHMENT to GENERAL PERMIT 9~-1

Revis~on of Wetland Unit Classifications

The classification of th~ following wetland units has been revised ~n this
General Permit (GPl More than twenty-eight wetland units lor parts of
units I Were classified C in the Juneau :.etland Manage,ne.nt Plan (JV,'MP) ,

February 1991, ",hien had environmental ratings based on "Ju.'1eau Wetlands:
Functions a."1d Values", Sepl:ember 1,987, by Adamus Resource Assessment, Inc.
th~t would have indicated a classif~cation of A or B based on enviror~ental

characterietics alone. The differ€nce in classification in the February
1991 edition of the Plan is due to ehe CBJ factoring into ~ts determination
of the appropriate classificat~on its analysis of praet1eable alternatives
and public preference.
These sites were visited in the field by a Corps representative, and all
readily available info~;tion on these sites ~&s ~evie~ed. ConsideIat~on

~as Siven primarily to tr.e issue of current enVironmental value, as based
on the field investigation and an evaluation of the poss~bility of allo~ins

a C classification ~f a portion of a site that ~o~ld have minimal
c~vircnmental impact With the addition of site·speeific condltions, and
which would assist in dircctins residential and industrial gro~th into
areas where it would have the least additional environmental impact.
Further, sixteen wetland units that
were Classified as B in the ~~~P. dated February 1~91. but which the
Advanced Identification of Possible Disposal Sites and Areas Generally
unsuitable for Disposal Site Specification in the CEJ, AlaSKa, dated
October 16, ~9a9, (Advanced Identification) classified as "possible future
disposal sites", are classified as C in this GP; the reclassified units are
ASS, ASb, Aa, A1Z, D~3, DW4, D~6, DW11, DWIZ, ~f13, ~·14, ~~lS, ~~16, ML2,
NL1 7, and UMS.

Note, the GP is based on mapping by the Alaska District, corps of
Engineers, Regulator; Br~nch, as shown in the JuneaU wetland~. Functions
and Values, Map ...ppendix. September 191P; many small ....·etlands not shown are
protec~ed by law, but a~~ not included ~n this GP. The CBJ will be
reissuing the maps ~o~ the ~~ once all changes in classification have
been rr~de; the n~w maps will be done by a cartosrapher and will better
represent the areas where changes have been made during revisions of the
G'.

Note: the residential road corr~dor designation is described on page 30 of
the Jh~lP, February 1991, with furthe~ amendments by the Coastal Polley
council on October 31. 1991. It applies only to residential dev'!>lopmen::c on
parcels where public water is already provided, the parcel ~s already
affected by development and is subdivided into small lots. This rule
allows residential developrr.ent to be rev~ewed under category C gUldelin.. s
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in cases wher~: (1) th~ reSld"n:ial parcel is in a development corrld..-r
served by public water and existing local access roads; (~) r.he proper:::
owner has no practicabl~ upland alternative to ~ecland dev"lopment; and iJ!

the proposal shall consist. of only rc,ndent.lal buildlng pads and d'::-ec::
access to them. The residential road corridor rul~ lS quoted in part her~,

"Undeveloped palustrine "'etland r ..sident:ial parce:"s ",ich no prac':-J-::a~le

upland development alternativE>s shall hav.. a cemporary 1(10-£001: Cilt"-gory C
designation corridor measured from the road £ronta~e rJ-ght_of_way.
Developed palustrine residential parcels shall have a categor r C deS19~ated

envelope that is 30 percent larger than thelr eXlst~g flll foot.prlnt.
Undeveloped residential parc"'ls with an upland pr.,ctlcabl" de·.",lopment
alternative on the parcel shall retain thelr origin.,l deslgnated management
cateiiory. "

Note; Riverine and lacustrir.e shoreline corridors take prio~it, o~~~ all
other management categories and designations. All catalogued anadr~mous

fish streams shall have a SO-foot shoreline corrJ-dor on ~ach side ~f t~e

stream, m~asured frorn the ordinary hiSh water mark in the maio ~hannel up
to the point shown in "An Atlas to the Catalog of Wacers Important for
Spawning. R.earing or Migration of Anadromous Fishes" lndicati"g the
presence of anadromous fiSh. The SO-foot shoreline corridor shall be
designated and ~naged as wetland category A. There shall be a SO-foot
shoreli.ne corridor aro-..md lakes, measured from the ordJ.nar:' high water mark
of the shoreline; the lacustrine shoreline corridor shall only apply to
bodies of .....ater mOre than 20 acres in area with water dep:::lu; l..n the deepest
part of the basin exceeding 6.e feet at low water. If the lacustrinE>
wetland or adjacent palustrine "'etland is cat~gory A. then the 50-foot
lakeshore corridor shall be category A. In all other cases the lakeshore
corridor shall be category S. This rule applies only to .....etlands.

AUKE BAY

Classifications of ASa, ASb, A$, and A12 have been changed in this GP from
those in February 1991 ~~P; the GP classifies these sites as C based on
the :.dvanced Identification finding thaI; these sites ....ould be "possible
future disposal sit~s"_

The road corridor in AS along Mendenhall Back Loop Road upplies to one lot
on the southern side of the road (on the curvel ond o~e lot on the norther~

side of the road (not on the ~r.~) NO stream passes through the road
corridor lot on th~ northern side_ Note, the road corridor d~signation

has been removed from the lots on the northern side on the CUl.-e due to the
presence of nonw~tland alternatives and the value of the fish habitat in
the adjacent drainage. It Wa3 not remov~d from the lots on the southern
side of the .curve due to the presenc~ of extensive disturbance and
inadequate non....etland for building.

AS' The map in the GP has been redra~~ on the northern side of the road to
refl~ct the "'etland mapping in the September 1ge7, J~~eau Wetlands,
Functions and Values. ~~p Appendix. and confirmed by onsite inspection
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A6: Reclassify as B; howeve~, allow a road co.r~dor ~n A6 slon9 M~noenhall

Back Loop Road (!our vacant. lots)

A7: Th~s lOl-acre tract near the University of Alaska at Juneau should be
reclassif~ed B, not retained as C. Development of this large, undisturbed
tract is not appropriate under GP.

1J:'l1: Redraw area shown as C to accommodate a "fringe" resid'!:otial area
SOO' wid'!:. measured from edge of Montana Creek Road, wnich ~~uld be
adequate for developm~nt two lots deep with a feeder road. Portions of the
category c area will be retained undisturbed through a site plan review
process that w~ll consider: (1) sit~n9 n~sidences to the extent
practicable to ffiay.imize use of the nonwctland ~reas or lower value wetland
areas chat occut· Within the u."lit; (2) restricti.ng fill associated with the
residences. driveways and roads to the minimum amount necessary to achie~e

proJecc purposes; (3) use of site plan r.,ecl'.nique.s to com;olidate
development. ThO area ~ill be retained in a low density resident.ial ~on~ng

(D1, D3, or DS) Construction micigation Cechniques will be us~d to ~vo~d

impacts co portions of the ~tlands Chat will not be developed, CBJ st~ff

will consult with the agency working group on these issue£' during che site
plan review process and when preparing a recon~endation to the wetlands
Review Board.

Proposed road corridor in ITM1 along north side of Mendenhall Back LOOP Road
was not approved; ic would have applied only co locs with homes Where
additional development on the lots was rescricted as a condition of che
Department of the A--my lOA) permit.

Classification of OM8 has been changed in this GP from that ~n February
1991 ~~p; the GP classifies this site as c based on the Ad.ancec
Identification finding that this site would be a "possible fut.ure disposal
siten .

Proposed road corridor in t1L1 alcng the south side of Mendenhall Back Loop
Road and along W~e~ Drive was not approved due. to generally u.~developed

characcer of area and its high fu.~ctional valu~.

I1L2:
J'o'II~P,

1991.

This area should be classified C, as it waS in the February 1991
noc B. as was approved by the Coastal Policy Couneil on October 31,

ML16: This area should be sr~~~ with a B classification except for road
corridors.
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Th~ road corridor in ML16 ,,-pplies to six lots t'<'C d~'_·",.ioped lots (1I1129
and ;<1131) on SlJ.m willo",' Rc;,d. two lo;:s on Arc;:J.c Clrcl~ r~102" and
111027), one lot (lf5230) on Terra~"" Place, and one lct (~,,3~5; on Vie'''''
Drive. !\lote, thE< stream flowing into th", ~'endenhall Rlver thAt passes
neou· the road corridor [#9365 View [':=lve) s:;p;;x>rts anacroffiou5 flsh (coho)
the stream corrldor applies
to this even though it is not J.n the current Anadromou$ FJ.sh Catalog; J.t is
the only unlisted stream to whJ.ch the ~tream corridor applies in this GP.

HL17:
JWJ1P.

1991.

This area Should be claSS1fied C. as
not B. as was approved by the Coastal

1t was l~ r;he February 1991
Policy Counc1l on October )1,

LEMON CREEK

L~ : Tho ~p in Plan should bo changed nn ::e(lect claSSl f lcatlon ,. " this
ar",,, is Subject no ~ ")':J.st~r.g DA permi t.

LS, Th, ~p in Plan shoulo b' changed n' tefl"'ct Cl"'SSlfic.. tion " •• this
" re<l i' subjeo;:t nO ," ey.1St.og 0' permit.

L12: The map in Pl"n should be changec to reflect classification as B, as
uz·igi.n"lly pro·.. i<i ..<.l ill .. lit! ,"ebrua,.-:,' 1~91 JW!'1P. The ,.,.:;id"ne1,,1 road.
corridor docs noe apply in this w~tland. The entJ.re site should be
classified. as B.

L13 : Confirm C classification.

~l4· R@classify as B, not C. This large, ~ldi5tUrbed wooded wetland with
the heaowat@rs of Vander-bilr Creek is on the peripher-y cE wetlands. The
51te5 of fOrID@r- trailer parks and quarry 1n the immediate vicinity app@ar
to offer alternatives for dev@lopmcnt

LiS,
fish

Reclassify as B, not
stream, flows rhrough

c. A tribu~alY of Swit~er Creek, an anadromous
this wetland.

1.17:
are;] .

confirm C classification. DA permit, Lemon creek 10, cov@r@d this

1.18, Northern portion of this area is cov@red ~~der DA permit, L.,mon Creek
10 .
The re~~inder of this area to be classified C subject to the first
condition of DA p@rmit, Lemon Creek 10 (same as fourth stipulation of
Al~ska DBpartme~t of EnVironmental COnservation 401 water Ouality
Certification) A surface hydrological co~~ection shall be constructed and
maintained along the east portion of the project area which connects the
preserved wetland area 1 [northern portion]) of Lie ~n the ~~p Map
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kpp~ndix, d3C~d September 1~81. An addltional portion at the southern end
of L18 was filled aft~r 1984 (date of photos used in JWNP Map Appendix,
dated Septe~~er 1987) Remaining ~~f~lled area, not subject to sp~cial

conditions in DA permit, Le~on Creek 10, is classified C with ~pecial

conditiof'., "Th3t .:ater quality (sediment/toxicant retention, erosion
sensiti.,ity. 3:nd hydrological functions of area be maintained." The C
classification ~s acceptable in the remaining area due to its being
surrounded by industrial dcvelopreent that co~romises its f~~ctioning as
hahitat for d~sturbance 5en~itive ~ildlife_

EAST 'J}>.LLEY

D1: Reclassify as B; changed from EP. Th~s pond provides overwintering
habitat now to coho.

08:

'he
Reclassify as B. This w~tland

midst of a developed area.
$e~~es irnport~nt physical functions in

Th~ road corridor in J3 ~as rejected; it ~ould h~ve applied only to ;113
Amalga where the undeveloped land is entirely in the stream buffer.

The road corridor in JS applies only to one vacant lot and se'len filled
1.ots on 11arilyn Avenl,le ~d only predo:ninantly deve~oped lo:;.s on <-:elissa
D::ive.

J7: Confirm classification of ~etland a~ea ~est of Teslin Street as C; the
wetland area east of Teslin Street would require an individl,lal permit with
the ~xc@ption of the five northernmost lots (approximately S19 feet from
junction of Atlin Drive and Teslinl ~hich would be in a road corridor
~~leBs individually determined to not be subject to Corps jurisdiction.
Tae stat~ment made in the previous public notice about the character of the
land betw@~n these lots and Jordan Creek was in error; most of the area is
nonwetland; th~ 1987 ~p hppendix is correct in itD mapping of this area
near Jorda~ Creek.

MI: R~classJ.fy ., B. thlit is, .0 indi\'idu<ll OA permit will be required.

MIA: Reclas!1if:.. 3;~ ,. that is, "n individual OJ. permit will b. required.

M1B: Recl'lssify " ,. that is, •• indiVidual DA permit will b. required.

M1C: Reclassify " ,. that is, an ~ndividual DA permit will b. required.

M3: Reclassify ent ire site e, e.
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~14.: Th~s "r .... i~ a Catee:Or"! ':: ",.etland that iii an open pond located ;:;lC:>$'"
to the taxi'Nay and runlol.q. The pond attract$ waterfowl and "j'orebi:::-d" that
represent a hazard tc ,,:rplan~s" Th~ Airport plans to :::-educe the h~~~rd by
filling th" pond "no ccr:·te::-ti:.g the .area to a palustrine "'''tland ·...hieh
would attract fe~er blrds. The Ai:::-port ""ill work with a 'Spec~al

Mitigation Coml'r.::.tte"," C~mposed of: State and Federal resource ag..ncieG,
lncluding the Alaska Dep_rtment of Fish and Gam.. , the Corps of ~~gineers,

the Environmental PrOteCtlur. Agency, the National ~mrine F~sheries Service,
and the u.s. Fish and Wl:dlife Service to design the wetland conver~ion

project. The altered wetland would continue to serve wecland functions,
suc~ as providing sedimeat/toxicant retention for water dra~ning from
a.rfield facilicies and entering ~Qrdan Creek. Th~ inclusion of this
special condi~ion in this GP will not preclude the hirport from re~e$cing

that the wetland be eligible for more lntensive de"~lopment for airport
facilities as the need develops. The Meed tor development of a tie-down
area at thlS Slce is not anticipated w'~hln the ln~tial five-year GP
period_

M5, Reclassify as A for wetland area ~irhln alrport perirnete:::- fence_
Stream corridor protection applies to JOl"dan Cr.."I<, Miti.gation work was
conducted ~n thi.s unit to improve the habitat of the anadromous fish sc:::-eam
as mitigation for construction of the parallel c~x~way"

M7, M~, M10. and M1J !f development is proposed in wetLand units M7, M~,

M10. or Ml~, the app1icant would be required co conduct mitigation to
supporc and enhance ~he functioning of Jordan Creek in the area owned b:.
the CBJ "n ...·e~l,.,nd ulnt t~7. The "Juneau Creeks Greenbelt Study", prepared
by the CBJ with the aSSls~ance of the Alaska Oepartment of Fish and Game in
January 1ge~. lists possible mitigacion projects for this section of Jordan
Creek. These P~O)eCts ~ould be pursued as miCigation; however, the agency
working group will be consulted dur"ng che sice plan review process to
decermine If ~h.s is the most appropriace mitigation for the proposed
project.

M7, Reclassify undlsturbed IoIetlund west of Jordan Creek as B; confirm C
classification of wetland east ot Jordan Creek which has been substantially
discurbed in the past, but not the undisturbed area at norChern end which
lS currently under consideration in PA permlt application, Jordan Creek 8.
Scream buffer applies to Jordan Creek; however, 1n some areas development
has occurred right up to creek. See ref~rente to M7 in the stipulation
abc:>ve.

M9, Confirm C Classification. Developmen~ of wetland ~~it M9 will involve
a site plan review process thac will cons.der: (1) restricting fill to the
minimum amount necessary to achieve stated project purposes; (2)
consolidacing oevclopment; and (3) if development of the wetland is to
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occur in ph~ses, develcp~ng t~ the exte~t practicaole the lower value areas
first. construction mitigation ~ecr~iques will oe used to avoid impacts to
the portion ot the wetland that is not develope~. This would lnclud~

maintaining the hydrologic co~_~ection to the ~~distu~bed portion of the
wetland through wetland unit M10. CBJ staff will consult with tr.e agency
working group on these issues during the slte plan review process ~nd when
preparing a recommendatiOn to the Wetlands Re~iew Board.

t126 : COllfirm B classlficaci:>n; road cOl'ridor dOlls not apply.

M27: ReclaSSify as B, not C. Thlj area of ~~disturoed. emergent marsh
betwe~l Old ~lacier Highway and Egan Drlve is still connected by a culvert
with the Mendenhall wetlandS.

M49, M51. MS2, MS3, In the proposed GP, M4~. MSl. ~nd M53 were classified
as ~9ree-nbe-lt"; ~152 '...as cla:s:sified C. These w~tland ul'1.its MVC been
recl<lssified as C, sub)'8ct to the special cenditlons stated below. The
kirport proposes to reloeate th~ section of Duck Creek that passes through
Ai~ort property in order to gain approximately eight acres that could be
filled by the Airport under the GP with the approval of the CBJ ~etlands

~eview Board for the development of addltlonal airfield faclllties_
Benefits to Duck C..eek ,,"'auld be thl! improvement of fish habltat by moving
it further from aiqJort facilities; l",proving water quallty by controlling
the introduction of non-point SOurce runoff from the airfield into the
creek; providlng an undisturbed greenbelt on both sides of the creek;
providing shading of the creek; instaillng bottomless, arched culverts for
th!! roadway and/or replacing ~erched culverts. as needed, within this
section of the cr!!ek; and des~gning and constructing a channel which has
characteristics that are mere favoraole to anadromous fish use. The
following special conditions ~ilL apply to the Ouc~ Cr~ek relocatiotl
proj~ct. ~dditional condltions may be applie~ to the project by the
Wetlands Review Board ~hen it reviews the AlLport's application tor a local
wetlands permit.

1. The Airport will provide a greenbelt along the relocated str~am. The
greenbelt will be a rectangular. protected corridor that is equal to the
width of the stream (between ordinary high water markSI ~lus 100 feet,
within which ~he Stream may be designed to meander.

2. The hirp~rt will cOntrol nop-point source runoff from the airfield and
pass the W3ter through an ~il/water separator, as neCe5Sary, before such
runoff enters the new Duck Creek cha~~el.

J. The relocated Duck Creek c~~r~el wlll need to be engineered and designed
to ensure that the new stream provides haOlLat that is benefici~l to
anadromous fish. Whil~ not encouraging wat~rfowl attraction. There are
features of the stream location that will need co be taken Lnto account ar.d
dealt with to ensure tha~ the new stream functlons correctly. For example,
the new location appears to be significantly higher In el~vation th~~ the
existing scream channel. It lS i!ssential thOlt the englneerlng and design
fully ccnsid~r and address thiS. ~nd other specific en~ironmental

conditions ~t the new site, to ensur~ that the new stream provides good
~~dromeus fish habitat.
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4. The Al::pOrl: will cO:1sult. wit.h the Special Hil:igation COr.lmlttee {composed
of St~l:e a~d ~ederal ::esou::ce agencies, including the Alaska Department ~1

Fi5h and Gam~. the Corps of Engineers, the Environmental FrOtectio:1 Agency,
tne Natior.al NllrinF. ..ish@ries serVice, and the U.S. Fish &:'ld Ihldlife
service) durJ.ng the envJ.rorumental analysis, engineering, design ~,d

constructJ.~n of the proJ@ct. Advisory; Under Title 16, the Alaska
Departmene of Fish and Game
wJ.ll be requlred eo approve the design and cOnstruction 01 the n~w stream
channel and ensure that <jood a.nadromous fish habitat will be pro"ided
~efore any work can begJ.n.

DOUGLAS

~oad corridor approved for lots that quallfy along North Douglas Highway.

t~?TE; the road corridor off of S~,d~wn in Ellyview Subdivision (part of DWe)
has be~~ reclassified as B; th~ creer. is t~dally Lnfluence~

DEI: Reclas5ify as B. not C.

DE7: Reclas5ify as B. not C.

DE9: Reclassify as B. not C.

DEIO; P.eclaS5ify as B, not C.

Class~iicatJ.o~s of CW3, DW4, DW6, nWll, DW12 have been changed in this GP
from those ~n February lS91 ~~~P; the GP classifies these sites as C based
on the Ad"anc~d Identification finding tha.t these sites would be "possibl":!
future disposal sil:es".

WEST VALLEY

~r~l: Reelassify as B. The golf course has minimal impact on the area's
wetlands.

MW2: Note, one portion has already been filled under an individual Corps
permit; the map hAs been ch~,ged to reflect that chis portion is no longer
jurisdictional wetland.

~~3, Confirm western portion as B; reclassify small eascern extension as C
(see description of dividing line for ~~5)

W~3A; Reclassify unit (8 acres) as B.

Reclassify
~r"'5 .

unit (13 acres) as B. See reference to ~M4 in stipulation
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MW5: Divide ~he we~lands by a northern eAtensio~ of the eastern boundary
of W"4; reclassify the western portion of 11'".-15 as B and confirm the eastern
portion of HWS as C. F~ll will be =estricted to the ~inirnu~ amount
necessary to achieve proJect purpos~s. Construction mitigat~on techniques
will be used to avoid impacts to portIons of the wetland that will Dot: be
developed. CBJ staff will consult w~th the agency work1ng group on these
issues dUX1Dg the site plan review process and when preparing a
l:"ecomrr.endation to the Wetlands Re\'iew Board. ApplIcants will be req"lred
to conduct mitigat;ion that is appropriate to e!'.hane," the "..etland values HI
the immediate area. POl:" eAa~ple. the applicant could be required to
enhance waterfowl use of the area through development of waterfowl staglng
pendlS on the CBJ-owned property (MW4) to enhance the regional ecological
diversity of the area. The ag~ncy working g~oup will be consulted to
determine if this is the mcst appropriat~ mltigat~on strate~! for the
proposed project.

W~6: The City and Borough of Juneau changed the classification of MW6 from
C ~o B following publlCation of ~he February 1991 ~~P. This change ~n

wetland classification ~as approved by the Alaska Coastal Policy Co~~cll on
October 31, 1991. The GP confi~ this c1assif~cation as category B.
Note: that a small area of MW6 that is former pastur~ may not be
jurisdictional wetland; a DA wetland determination ~s pend~ng.

~Wll: The City and Borough of Juneau changed the classification of ~~11

from B to C following publication of the F..bruary 1991 J,,"MP, This change
in wetland classification was approved by the Alaska Coastal POI1Cy C~uncil

on October 31, 1991. However, the Corps o~ Bng~neers f~nds that this area
should be retained as catcgo~ B since this area is undisturbed with little
or no road access.

ClaSSifications of 1-1'"0'113, Wo'i14, for,'1S. and ~lWl6 have been cl'.angeo in thlS GF
from those in Pebruary 1991 ~~p, the GP classifies thes~ sit;es as C bascd
on cr.e kdvanccd !dentificaCion finding c.hat these sites would he "po5slPle
futur@ disposal sites".

Road corrido~ in ~Nll along Engineer's Cutoff Road applies only to lots
that are already_developed; road cor=idor would allo~ 30% expansion of the
existing fill sites subject to restrictions assoclated with road corridor
lli~d stream corridors.

The 40ad corridor previously proposed In ~~20 which would have been a9P1ied
to a single lot has been reclassified as B. i.e., no longer read corridor.
to assure protection of the anadromous stream WhIch passes through th~ lot.

Road corridor proposed for ~N6 and 1~.-121 area (Wl1dmeadowl was rej@cted due
to value of e~ergent marsh.
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l~w~~, The majority ot t~e to~ested a~ea has been 1ete~ined to be
nonwe~land basec on f~her on·site inveGtigation. The small wetland
inclusicns w~thin this ~7-acre tract ~~ulj be classifie~ as C. Note th~t

the s~rub-shrub wetland are~ adjacent to southeastern en~ is part of MW30
which is classif~ed as B; no change >.n 1~.-l3{1's bou.....da.r>.es is :;)roposed here.

MW23, Confirm C cla~si=ication of \,I,.'·1.il;; (1 ac!:".. i.

Indust~~al 8oulevard, A 3DO·foor wide bord..r along both sides of
Industrial Boulevard is to be classified as either nonwetland or C (~.e .
K~60 and any ur~pped ",etl~d pockets) with the exceptlon of the tract west
of Industrial Boulevard, south of Gastlneau Contractors, this is a rest~red

"'ctl~....d tract ",~ch was converted to we~land as pa~t of ~he DA pe~.it

~gres~e~t. Not@, a ~~nor correction has been made on ~he ~3P o~ the
restored wctlar.c area to show that one corner is not subject to Corps
jurisdiction_
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Attachment 1
JUNEAU WETlANDS MANACEMENT PLAN

Final Management Categories
July 21,1993

Area WeUand Unit Oassification Approximatf': A!J:ea?t
Auke Bay Al e 40 acres

A2 Lake
AS A 44
!\.5a" e 3
A5'o" e 6
A6' B 3
A7"', B 101
AS' e 11

A9 e 4
AI0 B 5
.An 13 15
A12' e 1
A13 B 4
A14 e 2
A15 e 2
AI7 e 2
A19 D 2

Montana MLI A US
Creek MLZ' e I

ML1-5 Gr~enlrelt

ML16 B 8
ML17' e 2
ML19 B I
VMl {split)" e 25

A 193
liM6 B 9
LM7 8 3
"MS' e 7
UM9 B 87
UMIO B 6
LlMl1 B S

Lemon Ll B 1
Creek U· 6 6

LS' B 16
L6 (split) A 25

B 12
L7 and L7A e 10
La A 10
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JUNEAU WErLANDS MANAGEMENT PLAN
Final Management Categories

July 21, 1993

Area
Lemon
Creek

Ea>t
Valley

Wetland Unit
LIZ"
L13
L14"
LIS'
Ll7
LIS
L20
L21 '
Lll
L23
L90
L91
D2
D3
D4
DS
D6
D7'
DS'
Dl1
)1
J2
jJ
)4
)S
)6
J7 (split)'

MI" )
MIA" .>
MIB
MlC')
M2
M3
M'
MS"
M6
M7 (split)"

Classification
B
C
B
B
C
C
C
C
C
C
D
D
EP
IT
EP
IT
IT
B
B
Pond
B
A
A
A
A

B
B (400' X IDlY, 4 lots)
C

!}
EP
B
C,
C
B
C

Apprm:im.all': Acre.1ge
18 acres'
1
9
1
2,
6
1
1,
2
2

<l
<1

IS
3'
3

'0
36
21
1
7

140

13
7
3
4
?

S
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JUNEAU VlETLANDS MANAGEMEl\'T PLAN
Final Management Dtegories

JUly 21, 1993

~
East
Valley

Douglas

Wi!Uand Unit
M8
M9
MlO
M13
Ml4
Ml5
Ml7
MlS
M19
M2JJ
"121
M26
1027"
M49·
M50
MS1'
MS2
M53'
DEI"
DEl
DE3·
DEt,
DES
DE7
DES
DE9"
DElO·
DW2
DWY
DW4~

pWS
D\N6~

DW7
DW8
DW9
DWl 1."
DW12"
D\tV13
DWlS

Qassification
C
C
C
C
B
C
C
C
Greenbett
Greenbelt
Greenbdt
D
B
C
C
c
C
C
B
B
A
A
C
B
Federal
B
B
B
C
C
C
C
B
B
CBJ-owned Open Space
C
C
C
o

Approximate Aggag
3 acrcs·
5
1
1

3
1
2
1

5
6
2
1
2

<1
<1
5

172
95

SOO
3
3

5
3

225
14
22
10
1

52
100

8
5
4

5
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JUNEAU v"ULANDS MANAGEMENT PLAN
Final M;tnagement Categories

July 21, 1993

~
Douglas

West
Vall~y

Wetland Unit
DW16
DWl7
OW18
MWl"
MW2
MW3 (spliW

M\AJ:3A
M\t>J4"
MVV5 (split)'

MW6
MW9
MWIl
MW12
MW13
MW14'
MINIS
M'VVIG
MW17
MW18
MWI9
MW20
MW21
MW22
MW23
MW25
lvf\II.'30
MW60

Classification
Refuge
Refuge
Refuge
B
B
B
C
6
B
B
C
B
C
B
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
D
B
B
C
C
B
B
C

Approximate Acreage

22 acres
70
6.5
1.5
8

13
13.5
65

40
1

54
<1
d
2

<1
2
3
2

1
30
17
1
1

10
5

These units are revisions to the classifications of management categories in the
Juneau Wetlands Management Plan submitted as a routine prog(am
implementation change to the Alaska Coastal Policy Council
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; .:. '. hAL fER,' HICKE,-. GOVERNOR

OFFICE OF THE GOVER"OR

OFFICE OF M,,-WAGEMENT AND SUDGFT
DIVISION OF GOVERNMENTAL COOROINA rlON

SOUT"CUI1~AlllE("ONAlOfJ'C£ ~tNIR""'.O~FICE
3M' "C' STREET. SUITE 370 ~o aox "CIlJO
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~ORWERN PEG'O'U.~ JH'CE
5755:'-':11'" ""JE" 5'ATI(,'-, ..
;,."IlS""'''',S AlAS"''' 9~rO""!>t
;>-' ': ......, .S· ·281!-'" ':';, '~", >5' _;~"

Certified Msil
Return Receipt
Requested

Mary Lee Plu~b-Mehtj€S

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Regulatory Branch
P.O. Box a98
Anchorage, Alaska 99506-0898

l>.ugust 21, 1592

AUG 2 ··'J2
IEGUL.·~. ~

Ai",<o ~" .. - ~

SUBJECT: CONCLUSI",,'E COIfSISTEN'C¥ FINOING
JtJNEAU WETU./'{DS GENERAL PERMIT
STATE 1.0. HUMBER AK920a03-01J

Dear Ms. Plumb-Mentjes:

The Division of Governmental Coordination (DGC) has cOl':'pleted
coordinating the state's :-eviel.o.' of your project for consIstency
with the Alas~a Coastal Management Program (ACJ1P) and has developed
this conclusive consistency finding based on revi~w~:-s' COTIl':'er,ts.

This project was p:reviously
August 3rd, 1992 the U.S.
revised application to the

reviewed under State 1D ~20401-01J. On
Army Corps of Engi.neer~ 5ubrnitted a

Division of Covernmental Coordination.

This proposed general pernit authorizes the placeThent of fill i~to

certain wetlands in the CBJ for the purposes of ~etland or habi~at

enhancement, resident ial, commercial, industr ia l, tr-anspor to. t ion
and public use il'. accordance with C53 Title 49. In cddic.ion to th",
restrictions described in t.he r·~vised Jl·iMP adopted by the Coastal
Policy Council on October 31, 1991, n-:l authori2a~ion for fill ;'s
granted in the g¢neral permit for the following ~=tivities: heavy
industry. dry cleaning operations, hazardous ~as~~ dis?osal,
battery t.ransfer yards, garages, and fuel star-e.g'? sie-es. The
impacts of fill pads for othe~ uses are similar regard:;'ess of
surface use; further review and decisions concern1ng su"face uses
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Ns. Plumb-11en'tje::;
Juneau General Permit
State 1.0. No.AKS208Q3-01J

2 At:gust 21, 19~:i!

in the areas covered by the GP ore appropriate to State and local
goverl".ment. This GP does not apply to estuari~s Or' ::lnadro;l'.ous
riverine \,'e:tlands, protective greenbelts, or an)' other ;,.'etland or
corridor not designated C,D, or EP, or as a ~Qad corridor.

AOTHORI2ATIONS

This conclusive consistency finding, developed under 6 j..AC 50,
applies to 'the following state and federal 3uthorizations:

u.s. Army Corps of Engineers Section 404 Authorization;

Department
certificate

of Environmental Conservation
of Reasonable Assurance.

Section '"
Based on the review of your proj&ct by the Alaska Departments of
Natural Resources, Environmental Conservation (DEC), and Fish a~d

Game, and the City and Borough of Juneau, the State concurs with
your certification that the project is consistent with the ACMP as
proposed.

Advisor ies:

The CBJ has advised us that although the CBJ supports the changes
to the airport area wetlands, there arc still wetland unit
designations that the CBJ '...ould like to discuss with the Corps
prior to permit issuance.

Please be advised that although the State has found your project
consistent with the ACMP, based on your project description, you
are still required to meet all applicable St8'te and federal laws
and regUlations. Your consistency determination may include
reference to specific laws and regulations, but this in no './ay
precludes your responsibility to comply with other applicable laws
and regulatiop.s.

If you have questions regarding this process, please contact me or
Janet Kowals}:i of I'll' staff at 465-3562.

Sincerely,

~~k ..

;aL c-.R~~a ~('
: ~~l C.Rusanowski, ~.
;Q).rectoJ:

cc: Jan Caufield, C3J
Rick Reed, ADF&G
Elena \-litki.n, .;'DEC
Chris Landis, ADNR
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DEPT. OF E!\'\'IROI,"~IENTALCONSER\'ATIOl\'

l\AL TEq ,:. HICKEL GOVERNOR'

SOUTHEAST REGIONr-... OFFICE
.111) Willougr,b~' Avenue, SuitEe 10~

Juneau. AK 99SC1.17S;;

June 16, 1992

RECEIVED
JUN 22 1992

R:Gu......rORY fiJ="C1iQN:;~,i.ANQj

Aie,k~ O\stri<:t, """'~! En~j"1Ioe11

PHONE: (907J 465·5350
F,t.X 465.5362

Meti)' LeE: PJumb-Mentjes
U S. Army Corps 01 Engineers
Regul;:;tory Branch
POBox 898
Ancnorage, AK 99506-0898

RE: Juneau Wetlands General Permit
AK920401-01J

CERTIFIED MAIL RETURN RECEIPT
REOUESTED

P %h 6' q 1t6"i'

In accordance with Section 401 01 the Clean Water Act 01 1977 and provisions of the
Alaska Water Quality Standards, the Departme:"1t 01 Environmental Conservation has
issued the enclosed Certificate of Reasonable Assurance 10r the proposed general
permh: authorizing placement of 1ill into certain wetlands in the City and Borough of
Juneau.

This Department action represents only one element 01 the overall project level coastal
management consistency determination issued by the Office of Management & Budget
under AS 44.19 and 6 MC 50.070.

Department of Environmental Conservation regUlations provide that any person who
disagrees with this decision may request an adjudicatory hearing by filing a statement
of issues under 18 AAC 15.200-310. The request for an adjudicatory hearing shall be
limited to a statement of water quality.related issues only. The hearing request should
be IT.ailed or ;-,8"d del;vered to the Commis~ion6; of t:-,6 Aiaske Oepal1men! c:
Environmental Conservation, 410 Willoughby Avenue, Juneau, AK 99801. Failure to
submit a hearing request Within thirt)' (30) days of receipt of this letter constitutes a
waiver 01 your right to judicial review of this decision.

Sincerely,

~J!t4
Dick Stokes
Southeast Regional Administrator

Enclosure
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STATE OF ALASKA

DEPARTMENT OF E,,-vmOI\l\1:ENTAL CO:-iSERVATION

CERTIFICATE OF REASONABLE ASSGRfu",CE

A Certificate of Reasonable Assurance, as reqUired by Section 401 0: tns Clean Water
ACt, has been requested by the Alaska District. Corps of EngineE'fS, P.O. Box 898,
Anchorage, Alaska 99506·0898 for thEl prop0Seo issuance oi a ge:"lElI<!1 perml!
authorizing the placement of fiil into Cel131n '....etlands in the Ci':y and Borough of
Juneau (CBJ) for the purposes of wetland or hab:tat enhancemen:, residential.
commercial, industnal, transportation and public use In accord:::nce v,f;!h CBJ T11',e 49.
In addition to the restrictions described in the re",ised Juneau Wetlands Management
Plan adopted by the Coastal Policy Council on October 3'. 1991, no_authorization for
fiJi is granted in the general permit for the following activities: he8',y industry, dry
cleaning operation, hazardous waste disposal, batter,' transfer yards, garages, and
luel storage sites. The impacts of fill pads for other uses are Similar regardless ot
surface use; further review and decisions concerning surface uses in th,= areas
covered by the genera! permit are appropriate to State and local government. This
genera! permit does not apply to estuaries or anadromous riverine wetlands. protective
greenbelts, or any orher wetland or COrridor not designated C, D or EP, or as a road
corridor.

The proposed activity is located in the C1ty and Boro:.Jgh of Juneau, AJaska.

Public notice of application for this certification has been made in accordsrlce with 18
Me 15.180.

Water Quality Certification is required for the proposed aCiivity because the activity wi!!
be authOrized by a Department of the Army general permit and a discharge may result
from the proposed activity.

Having reviewed the application and comments received in response to the public
notice, the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation certifies that there is
reasonable assurance .hat the proposed activity, as \',ell as any discharge which may
result, IS in compliance with the requirements of Section 40' of the Clean Water Act
which includes the Alaska Water Quality Standards, 18 MC 70. and the Standards of
the Alaska Coastal Management Program. 6 AAC 80.

Date Dick Stokes
SoutheaS1 Regional Adminis1rator
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OS Army Corps
of Enqina..ra
Al.ska District

Regulatory Branch (1145b)
Juneau Field Office
Suite 106B
8800 Glacier Hi9hway
Juneau, Alaska 99801

Public Notice
DATE: 24 July 2000

IDENTIFICATION Nos.: GP 2000-01, GP 2000-02,
GP 2000-03, and GP 2000-04

In reply refer to above Identification Number(s)

GENERAL PERMITS 2000-01, 2000-02, 2000-0J 2000-04
General Peraita for the City and Borouqh of Juneau, Alaska

The District Engineer, Alaska District, U.S. Apny Corps of Engineers has issued four
General Permits (GP): 2000-01, 2000-02, 2000-03, and 2000-04, under the authority of
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (Public Law 95-217, 33 U.S.C. 1344 et. seq.), for
the mechanized landelearing and for the discharge of fill material into waters,
including wetlands, of the United States, within the City and Borough of Juneau (CBJ)
Alaska.

In response to Special PUblic Notice 00-03, dated April 28, 2000, the four proposed
CPs 2000-01, 2000-02, 2000-03, and 2000-04 were revised to reflect cOJnm(!nts submitted
by local, State, and Federal agencies, and the interested public. Based on a review
of all pertinent information, including a prepared Environmental Assessment, 1 have
concluded that issuance of this permit will not have more than minimal adverse impact
on the environment and is not contrary to the public interest.

Several changes have been made
document.

See CHANGES FROM GP 92-01, in the attached GP

These GPs will authorize the discharge of fill material into waters of the United
States, including wetlands, for the purpose of creating foundation pads for
structures, utilities, associated roads, driveways, parking areas, and other domestic,
governmental, and commercial development, as well as enhancement of certain
environmental aituations. These GPs authorize meChanized landclearing and other
activities that could result in a re-deposition of fill material.

The wetland units covered by these GPs, as described in the original GP 92-01, have
been mapped on the CBJ Street Atlas. Maps showing the areas subject to authorization
under these GPs, and areas specifically excluded from the GPs, are available for
public use at the CBJ Department of Community Development, 155 South Seward Street,
Juneau, Alaska, 99801-1397, telephone (907~ 586-5235: and at the Alaska Oistrict,
Corps of Engineers, Regulatory Branch, Juneau Field Office. Please note that these
CPs will result in slight changes to those maps. The areas excluded from the GPs'
coverage will be subject to an individual permit review. All authorized activities
must be in accordance with the conditions of the GPs, a copy of which is attached.
Failure to comply with the terms and conditions of these permits could result in
suspension, modification, or revocation ot the permit, and/or imposition of penalties
as provided by law.

GPs 2000-01, 2000-02, 2000-03, and 2000-04 will be valid foc a period of five yeacs
effe<;tive the date of this public notice. The Diatrict Engineer may at any time
ducing this five-yeac period, alter, modify, suspend, or revoke this permit if he
deems such action to be in the public interest.

Any comments or request for additional information should be directed to: Alaska
District, Corps of Engineers, ATTN: Mr. John C. Leeds, III, Project Manager, Juneau
Field Office, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Suite 106, 8800 Glacier Highway, Juneau,
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Alaska 99901-8019, or contact Mr. Leeds at (901) 190-4490, or by FAX at (901)
190-~~99

District Engineer
U.S. Army. Corps of Engineers

Attilchrnents
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GENERAL PERMITS 2000-01, 2000-02, 2001),-03, 2000-04

Four General Permits (GP) 2000-01, 2000-02, 2000-03, and 2000-04, previously issued
cumulatively as GP 92-1 On June 30, 1995, have been issued by the Alaska District,
Corps of Engineers (Corps), in accordance with Title 33 CFR 325.2 (e) (2), as published
in the Federal Register, Volume 51, Number 219, pursuant to Section 404 of the Clean
Water Act (PL 95-217, 33 U.S.C. 1344), and authorize the mechanical land clearing of
wetlands, and the placement of fill and/or dredged fill material into wetlands within
the City and Borough of Juneau (CBJ) which have been designated 'C', '0', 'Kl", or as
'Road Corridors' in the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan IJWMPl, dated February 1991,
and adopted in revised foem by the Coastal Policy Council on October 31, 1991, and as
approved for incorporation into the Federally approved Alaska Coastal Management
Plan (ACMP) pursuant to 15 C.F.R. 923.64, effective November 23, 1993 (see
Attachment 1 tor the list at approved management categories). All previous changes
and revisions have been incorporated into the revised JWMP, dated February 1997. New
changes to the GP and the 3WMP are described below.

ACTIVITY These GPs authorize the placement of fill into certain wetlands in the CBJ

Gil 2000-01 is for residential fill pads, site preparation, and driveways. ReSidential
development is defined as the construction of single, attached and multi-family
dwellings, a subdivision; a place used exclusively for human habitation; a person's
fixed, permanent, and principal home for legal purposes. Residential development also
includes work performed in association with the installation of driveways and of a
dwelling's septic/sewer system. See CBJ Land Use Code, Title 49.

GP 2000-02 is for commercial, community and institutional development. Commercial
development is defined as the construction of private facilities for the exchange or
buying and selling of commodities. Commercial development structures include movie
theaters, pool halls/arcades, video tape rentals, bingo halls, hotels/restaurants,
hair salons, tanning salons, fabric/dress shops, daycare/baby-sitting facilities,
lumber and hardware stores, etc. Public, or institutional, development is defined as
the construction of facilities relating to business or community interests as opposed
to private interests. Public development includes city halls, church buildings, post
offices, fire stations, and similar projects. See CBJ Land Use Code, Title 49.

GP 2000-03 is for wetland functional enhancement projects
Title 49.

See CBJ Land Use Code

GP 2000-04 is for roads and other linear developments. New roads authorized by this
GP include residential streets, alleys and collector streets, not arterialS. Roads
authorized by this GP shall be the minimum width necessary but no more than 15 feet
width, inclUding the right-of-way clearing. The only other linear developments
authorized by this GP shall be utility lines, including water, gas, electricity, and
cable. See CBJ Land Use Code, Title 49.

In addition to the restrictions described in the revised JWMP adopted by the Coastal
Policy Council on OCtober 31, 1991, and as approved for incorporation into the
Federally approved Alaska Coastal Management Plan (ACMP) pursuant to 15 C_F.R. 923.64,
effective November 23, 1993, no authorization for fill is granted by these GPs tor the
following activities: heavy industry, dry cleaning operations, battery transfer
yards, commercial auto repair garages, fuel storage sites, hazardous waste management
facilities, service stations, landfills, petro-chemical plants, or other projects
involving the manufacture, storage, or disposal of waste/toxiC substances. All
activities built under these GPs shall conform to the CBJ Land Use Code. The impacts
of fill pads for other uses are similar regardless of surface use; further review and
decisions concerning surface uses in the areas covered by these GPs are appropriate to
State and local government. These GPs do not apply to estuaries or anadromous
riverine wetlands, protective greenbelts, or any other wetland or corridor not
designated C, 0, or El', or as a Road Corridor. Mitigation activities, involving
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either land clearing and/or the discharge of dredged or fill material into waters,
including wetlands, of the United States, not administered by this GP, will require a
separate Department of the Army authorization. These GPs are based on the JWMP, dated

february 1991, with the inclusion of revisions approved by the Coastal Policy Council
on October 31, 1991, the revised list of wetland unit Classifications with special
conditions in the attachment to these GPs, the maps in the Juneau Wetlands, Functions
and Values, Map Appendix, dated September 1981, the revised list of wetland unit
classifications with special conditions and maps provided in the February 1991
revision of the JWMP, and will include the changes described below. These GPs will
not be altered by any change in the CBJ's Plan unless the District Engineer determines
that an alteration is not contrary to the public inter.st following a public interest
review of the proposed change or alteration, and the GP is SUbsequently modified to
incorporate these revisions.

CHANGES FROM GP ;2-01

1. Wetland Units M49, M5l and M53 have been re-classified from Category C wetlands to
Category A. An individual Department of the Army permit will be required prior to the
discharge of fill into these wetlands.

2. The Shoreline Corridor Designation Rule has been changed such that all catalogued
anadromous fish streams shall be classified at the highest value, Category A wetland
type. The corridor boundary shall extend 100 feet landward from the ordinary high
water mark. In addition, there shall be a 100-foot shoreline corridor around certain
lakes, measured from the ordinary high water mark of the Shoreline. See the
Attachment to General Permits 2000-01, 2000-02, 2000-03 and 2000-04 below, for
clarification

PROCEDURE: All applicants desiring to mechanically clear, or discharge dredged andlor
fill material into United States waters under the terms of these GPs will Submit an
application to the CBJ Department of Community Development. The application will
require descriptions of the location, proposed activity, purpose and need. The
description will include quantities of fill, acreage of disturbed surface area, steps
that the applicant proposes to take to comply with the mitigation policies of the
JWMP, source of fill, and offsite disposal locations, supported by applicable drawings
and narrative.

The CBJ will determine if the proposed mechanical land clearing, or discharge of
dredged and fill material meets local permit requirements and is consistent with the
criteria of the GP. In all cases the CBJ will proceed with its review as soon as it
receives an application. The CBJ's determination of consistency is advisor~, is not
legally binding as to authorization under a particular GP, and does not constitute
issuance of or authorization under the GPs.

For projects that would involve mechanically clearing, or filling between five and ten
acres of wetlands, the CBJ will provide the Corps with a copy of the application; the
Corps shall determine which GP applies and whether any additional special conditions
shall be added to protect the Federal interest. The Corps shall have 15 days in which
to make this determination. In reviewing an activity under the notification
procedure, the District Engineer will determine whether the activity will result in
more than minimal individual or cumulative adverse environmental effects or will be
contrary to the public interest. The Corps shall notify the CBJ of its determination.

For projects that would involve mechanically clearing, or filling mOre than ten acres
of wetlands, the CBJ will provide the application to the Corps, who shall determine
within 30 days of receipt of a complete application whether one or mOre of the GPs
apply, or if the proposed project requires an individual Department of the Army
permit. The Corps shall notify the CBJ of its determination. If the proposed action
meets the GPs' qualifications, the application would be returned to the CBJ.
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For projects that would involve mechanically clearing, or filling five or less acres
of wetlands, the CaJ will determine whether the proposed activity is located in areas
designated as Road Corridors or classified as a C, D, or EP wetland and meets the
criteria of one or more of the GPs. Upon issuance of the necessary caJ Wetland Permit
and other CaJ Title 49 Planning and Zoning permits, no further Corps action is
required to proceed under one or more of these GPs. As is currently the case, the CBJ
wiil require that all necessary municipal authorizations be obtained before the
requested mechanical land clearing, or discharge of dredged and fill materiel can
proceed. Relative to the GPs, the Corps retains it's fuil iegal authority end may
suspend use of or find a violation of the GPs at any time it determines that an
activity is not in compliance with the GPs, even if the CBJ has advised an appiicant
the activity meets the criteria of the GP's.

Authorization to proceed will require fulfillment of the generai conditions specified
here and of the special conditions applicable to particular sites as noted in the
attaChment to this notice, as well as fulfillment of any additional special conditions
included in the CBJ Wetland Permit, as determined by the CaJ Wetlands Review Board.
At the time of the issuance of the local authorization, the CBJ will give a copy of
the conditions for these CPs to the individual.

The CBJ authorization of the CBJ Wetland Permit would expire in eighteen months, if no
other required CBJ permits have been issued, or no substantial construction progress
has been made pursuant to these local permits, unless otherwise specified in the CBJ
Wetland Permit. For any partiaily compieted work, the permittee shall restore the
site to pre-project conditions or apply for an extension or reauthorization under the
GP from the CBJ.

INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZATIONS: Any project which has any iocal authori~ation denied, will
be closed, and an application for an individual DA permit will not be accepted by the
Corps. The Corps retains the final review and authority to determine compliance of a
given activity with the GP. The CBJ is expected to confer with the Corps in
questionable or borderline propo~als before the requisite local authorization to
proceed under the GP is issued.

REPORTING: The CBJ shall compile information on authorizations issued under this GP
and provide the Corps with the following information on a quarterly basis: copies of
all applications and authori~ations made under each GP for each quarter. Reports
shall be submitted to the District Engineer by the following dates: April 10 (for
January 1- March 31), July 10 {for April I-June 30}, October 10 (for July 1
September 30), and January 10 (for October 1- December 31).

The CBJ will submit to the District Engineer once a year the foilowing information:
total acreage permitted for mechanical land clearing, or discharge of dredged and fill
material, number of permits granted for each GP, average permit processing time, and
enforcement activities. In addition, if the CBJ adopts and implements a mitigation
banking plan, a copy of the appropriate wetland mitigation bank annual report will be
submitted to the District Engineer.

IMPLEMENTATION: Implementation will be in accordance with the SWMP of February 1991,
as amended by-the Coastal Policy Council on October 31, 1991, and the site-specific
changes described in this document, and in the revised JWMP, dated February 1997, and
the CBJ implementing ordinance.

DURATION: These GPs are in effect for a period of 5 years. At the end of the 5-year
period, an evaluation of the program will be made and at that time it will be decided
whether one or more of these permits should be renewed.

MAPS AND JURISDICTIONAL BOUNDARIES: These GPs are based on the revised ~#MF. dated
february 1997, with the inClusion of revisions approved by the Coastal Policy Council
on OCtober 31, 1991, the revised list of wetland site classifications with special
~onditions attached to the original GP, and the maps in the Juneau Wetlands, functions
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and Values, Map Appendix, dated September 1981. The procedure for situations where
the wetland designation or classification is in question and needs a more definitive
jurisdictional determination consists of requesting fieid verification from the
District Engineer. The wetland units covered by these GPs have been mapped on the
CBJ Street Atlas. This Atlas is available for review from the CBJ Department of
Community Development, 155 South Seward Street, Juneau, Alaska, 99801-1391; telepho
(901) 586-5235. Please note the changes to the JWMP, resulting from the changes in
the Shoreline Corridor Rule.

VERIFICATION: These GPs do not require notification to the District Engineer prior
commencement of the authorized activity, nor do they require confirmation from the
District Engineer that a proposed activity is in full compliance with all terms and
conditions of this GP as authorized.

Nevertheless, a General Permittee ~ay choose to request in writing a verification th
his proposed activity is authorized by a specific GP, by writing to the Alaska
District, Corps of Engineers, Regulatory Branch, Juneau Field Office, Suite 106,
8800 Glacier Highway, Juneau, Alaska 99801-8079. Any written inquiry must inClude
the following information:

Name, address and telephone number of the applicant;
2 Location of the proposed work;
3 Brief description of the proposed work listed in the earlier Procedures

Section of the specific GP;
4 Identification of the GP or permits which apply to the proposed work; and

Any other information that the applicant believes is appropriate.

If the General Permittee's written request for verification is complete, accurate an,
made in good faith, and the Corps does not respond to such inquiry within 20 days
after the Corps receives such inquiry, the General Permittee may proceed with the
activity, provided all nece3sary CBJ permits are obtained. The General Permittee's
authorization can only be suspended, modified or revoked in accordance with the
procedure set forth in 33 CFR 325.7. If the Corps later determines that the General
Permittee's written request for verification was inaccurate, incomplete or made in ~

faith, and that the activity was not in fact authorized by the GP, the Federal
Government may bring an appropriate enforcement action under 33 CFR Part 326.

GENERAL CONDITIONS, All authorizations issued under these GPs are subject to the
~ondition3

1. The amount of fill authorized by these GP3 shall not exceed the amount
authorized by the CBJ in its wetland permit.

2. Activities authorized under these GPs shall not adversely impact adjacent
estuarine, riverine, or A and B wetlands by causing ponding, drainage, 3iltation or
inadvertent fill. The use of culverts or other methods may be required to ensure
compliance with this condition. Shoreline corridors shall be designated measuring
100 feet landward (inclusive) of the ordinary high water mark of anadromous fish
streams and lakes. This corridor will be classified as Category A Wetlands (see
Shoreline Corridor Rule).

3. All fill material authorized under these GPs shall be free "rom toxic
pollutants in toxic amounts, as defined by Alaska State law.

4. Upon completion of earthwork operations, all exposed slopes, fills and
disturbed areas shall be properly stabilized, by appropriate means such as
landscaping, or planting and maintaining vegetative cover to prevent subsequent
erosion. All disturbed soil areas (exposed soils) shall be revegetated within the
next growing season. Natural revegetation is acceptable if the site will be
revegetated itself within the next growing season. It natural revegetation is not
successful, additional measures shall be taken to ensure compliance with this
condition, such as interim protective cover until natural regrowth occurs.
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5. No borrow material may be obta1ned within 330 feet of an eagle nest. This
does not absolve the applicant fro~ responsibilities to protect bald eagles under
provisions of the Bald Eagle Protection Act.

6. No borrow material aAy be obtain. Crom an eltuarine riverine, A or B wetlan
activities covered under these GPs.

,.
Penlli t.

These GPs do not apply tor activities currently covered by a Nationwide
No additional authori~.tion is required for Nationwide-Permitted activit ie'

8. The per-ittee ~ust .. inca in the structure or work authori~ed by these GPs in
good condition and in confo~nce with the terma and conditions of the specific GP.
The permittee is not relieved of this requirement if the permittee abandons the
permitted activity, although the permittee may make a good faith transfer to a third
party. Should the pe~ittee wish to cease to maintain the authori~ed activity or
Should the permittee desire to abandon it without a good faith transfer, the per-itU
~ust Obtain a modification of this permit from this office, which may require
restoration of the area.

~. All activities conducted under these GPs (including the use of new borrow
sitesl shall not take place in or adversely affect any existing historical propertJel
listed or eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places or any
historical properties found to be listed or eligible for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places subsequent to the issuance of these GPs. If the permitu
discovers any previously unknown historic or arCheological remains while accomplishir
the activity authori~ed by this permit, the permittee must immediately notify the
Corps regarding the find. ~he Corps will initiate the rederal and State coordinatior
required to determine if the re~ins warrant a recovery effort or if the site is
eiigible for listing in the National Register of Kistoric Places.

10. The permittee must comply with any conditions specified '5 part of he State
water quality certification, which is part of these GPs.

11. Methods shall be impl~ented to filter or settle out suspended sediments fro
all construction-related wastewater prior to its direct or indirect disc~rge into ar
natural body of water.

12. Design plans for any stormwater collection system to be placed into or
associated with the authori~ed fill .ust be approved by the Alaska Depart-ent of
Environmental Conservation prior to system construction or fill placement.

13. Heasures shall be iaple..nted to attenuate flows, re~ve oil, grease, and
other petrOleum products from the project's stormwater collection system, if one 1s
required by the AIaska Department of Environmental Conservation.

14. Design plans for .ny on-site sewage disposal system associated with the
proposed fill must be approved by the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation
prior to construction.

15. The permittee must allow the District Engineer, or his designated
representatives, to inspect the authorized activity at any time deemed necessary to
ensure that it is being or has been accomplished in accordance with the te~s and
conditions of these GPs.

16. These GPs .hall not apply to any activity or uses which would involve the
storage or use of hazardous materials or substances as part of their principal
purpose. These material. are defined in the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
and the Comprehensive Environmental Response and Liability Act.

17. All activities authori~ed under these GPs must ~eet a clearly de~nstratad

need. The CBJ review and building permit shall be instr~ental in this respect to
help prevent speculative projects and/or those contrary to the general public
interest.
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18. The applicant must design his proposed project so as to minimize the area of
wetlands needed to be filled.

19. Equipment Operation and Marking of Footprint: Prior to initiation of
construction, the permitted project footprint and any applicable waterbody setbacks,
wetland buffers, and/or other avoidance areas shall be clearly delineated, using
stakes, flags, fencing, or other similar measures. No equipment used for activities
permitted under these GPs shall be operated, stored, or serviced in wetlands, and no
mechanized land clearing or discharge of fill material may occur, even temporarily, i~

wetlands or other waters beyond the project footprint or within avoidance areas.

20. All activities identified and authorized herein shall be consistent with the
terms and conditions of the appropriate GP, and activities not specifically identified
and authorized herein shall constitute a violation of the terms and conditions of that
GP which result in the mOdification, suspension or revocation of any authorization in
whole or in part, and in the institution of such legal proceedings as the United
States Government may consider appropriate.

21. All activities authorized herein shall be conducted in a manner that is
consistent with applicable water quality standards, effluent limitations and standards
of performance, prohibitions, pretreatment standards, and management practices
established pursuant to the Clean Water Act (PL 95-211 33 U.S.C. 1344), the Marine
Protection, Research and Sanctuaries Act of 1912 lPL 92-532: 86 Stat. 1052) and
pursuant to applicable State and local law.

22. The activity shall not jeopardize the continued existence of a threatened or
endangered species, as identified under the Endangered Species Act, or end~nger the
critical habitat of such species.

23. The permittee shall implement the construction or operation of the work
authorized herein in a manner so as to minimize adverse impact on fish, wildlife and
natural environmental values. The project shall include all measures imposed by the
CBJ Wetland Review Board to mitigate the adverse impacts of the work consistent with
the enforceable policies of Chapter 3 of the JWMP, dated <ebruary 1991, as revised by
the Coastal Policy Council on October 31, 19~1.

24. These GPs shall not apply to mitigation activities involving either land
clearing and/or the discharge of fill into estuaries or anadromous riverine wetlands,
protective greenbelts, Or any other wetland or corridor not designated C, D, or EP, or
as a Road Corridor. <or these situations, a Department of the Army permit application
must be submitted to the Corps.

SPECIAL CONDITIONS: (pertaining to specific wetland unit designations in the JWMP)

1. ~; Portions of the Category C area shall be retained undisturbed through a
site plan review process that shall consider: (a) siting residences to the extent
practicable to maximize use of the non~wetland areas or lower value wetland areas that
occur within the unit; (b) restricting fill associated with the residences, driveways
and roads to the minimum amount necessary to achieve project purposes; (c) use of site
plan techniques to consolidate development. The area Shall be retained in a low
density residential zoning (Dl, D3, Or D5). Construction mitigation techniques shall
be used to avoid impacts to portions of the wetlands that shall not be developed. The
CBJ staff shall consult with the agency working group on these issues during the site
plan review process and when preparing a recommendation to the Wetlands Review Board.

2. H7, M~, MlO, and Ma3: If development is proposed in wetland units M7, M9,
MIO, or M13, the applicant shall be required to conduct mitigation to support and
enhance the functioning of Jordan Creek in the area owned by the CBJ in Wetland Unit
M1. The ~Juneau Creeks Greenbelt Study~, prepared by the CBJ with the assistance of
the Alaska Department of Fish and Game in January 1984, lists possible mitigation
projects for this section of Jordan Creek. These projects could be pursued as
mitigation.
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3. M9: Development of Wetland Unit M9 shall involve a site plan that shall
consider: (a) restricting fill to the minimum amount necessary to achieve stated
project purposes: (bl consolidating development: and (c) if development of the wetland
is to occur in phases, the lower value areas shall be developed first to the e~tent

practicable.

Construction mitigation techniques shall be used to avoid impacts to the portion of
the wetland that is not developed. This should include maintaining the hydrologic
connection to the undisturbed portion of the wetland through Wetland Unit MIO. The
CBJ staff shall consult with the agency working group on these issues during the site
plan review process and when preparing a recommendation to the WetlandS Review Board.

4. M49, MSl, MS3: These wetland units are re-classified as A wetlands. An
individual Department of the Army permit will be required prior to the discharge of
material into these wetlands previously categorized as C wetlands in the ~w~P.

5. MW5: Fill shall be restricted to the minimum amount necessary to aChieve
project purposes and measures shall be taken to avoid impacts to portions of the
wetland not developed. Applicants shall conduct mitigation that is appropriate to
enhance the wetland values in the immediate area. For e~ample, the applicant could be
required to enhance waterfowl use of the area through development of waterfowl staging
ponds on the CBJ-owned property (MW4) to enhance the regional ecological diversity of
the area. The CBJ staff and Wetland Review Board shall be consulted to determine the
appropriate mitigation strategy for any proposed project.
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LIMcrTS OF THIS AUTHORIZATION:

1. These GPs o~ authorizations obtained under these GPs do not obviate the need
to obtain other Federal, State, or local authorizations required by law, nor does it
apply to activities denied by any State, Federal agency, or the CBJ.

2. These GPs do not convey property rights, either in real estate Or material, or
exclusive privileges; do not authorize injury to property, or invasion of rights or
any infringement of Federal, State, Or local laws or regulations; nor do these GPs nor
any authorization obviate the requirement to obtain State or local assent required by
law for the activity authorized herein.

3. These GPs or authorizations Obtained under these GPs do not authorize
nterference with any existing or proposed Federal project.

4. In issuing these GPs or authorizations obtained under these GPs, the Federal
Government does not assume any liability for the following:

a. Damages to an authorized project or uses thereof as a result ot the
permitted or non-permitted activities or from natural causes;

b. Damages to an authorized project or uses thereof as a result of current or
future activities undertaken by or on behalf of the United States in the public
interest;

c. Damages to persons, property, or to other permitted Or non-permitted
activities or structures caused by the activity authorized by this GP;

d Design or construction deficiencies associated with the authorized work;

e. Damage claims associated with any future modification, suspension. or
revocation of one or more of these GPs, or au~horizations Obtained under these GPs

5. This office may reevaluate its decision on the GPs or any determinations made
under these GPs by either this office or the'CBJ at any time the circumstances
warrant. Circumstances that would require a reevaluation include. but are not limited
to, the following:

a. The permittee or the CBJ fails to comply with the terms and eonditions of a
specific GP

b. The information provided by the permittee in support of an application for
authorization under these GPs proves to have been talse, incomplete, or inaccurate;

c. Significant new information surfaces which this office did not consider in
reaching the original public interest decision; or

d. The CBJ itself is found to be party to violations of the Clean Water Act.
If the District Engineer determines that this has occurred, the District Engineer may
require verification of all projects by the Regulatory Branch of the Alaska District,
Corps of Engineers, until such time as the issue is resolved to the District
Engineer's satisfaction.

Such a re-evaluation may result in a determination that it is appropriate to use the
suspension, modification, and revocation procedures contained in 33 CFR 325.1 or
enforcement procedures such as those contained in 33 CFR 326.4 and 326.5. The
referenced enforcement procedures provide tor the issuance of an administrative order
requiring the permittee to comply with the terms and conditions of these GPs and for
the initiation of legal action where appropriate.
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The permittee shall be required to pay for any corrective measures ordered by this
office, and if the permittee fails to comply with such directive, this office may in
certain situations (such as those specified in 33 CFR 209.110) accomplish the
corrective measures by contract or otherwise, and bill the permittee for the cost.

ar AUTHORITr OF THE SECRETARr OF THE ARMr:

,.,.;2/1'1'1k4R~
..L..:;:j Glen

Chief
East Section
Regulatory Branc
Alaska District Corps of
Engineers

Attachments
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ATTACHMENT to GENERAL PERMITS 2000-01, 2000-02, 2000-03 and 2000-04

Note: These CPs are based on ~pping by the Alaska Oistrict. Corps of Engineers.
Regulatory Sranch, a. shown in the Juneau Wetlands. Functions and Values. ~p
Appendix, September 1981; many saall wetlands not shown are protected by law. but .ra
not included in these CPs.

Note: Shoreline Corridor Rule. Riverine and l.custrin••horeline corridor. take
prio~ity over 811 other manager-ent categories .nd designatio~s. All cat.logued
anadrc.ous fish str.ams shall have a lOa-foot shoreline corridor on each side of the
.tr.... measu~ed from the ordinary high water mark in the ~in channel up to the point
shown in WAn Atlas to the Cat.log of Waters I~rtant for Spawning, Rearing or
Migration of AnadrQmOus Fishes w indicating the presence of anadromous fish. The 100
foot shoreiine corridor shall be designated and managed as Wetland Category A. There
shall be a 100-foot shoreline corridor around lakes, measured from the ordinary high
water .ark of the shoreline; the lacustrine shoreline corridor shall only apply to
bodies of water more than 20 acres in area with water depths in the deepest part of
the basin exceeding 6.6 reet at low water. If the lacustrine ~tland or adjacent
palustrine wetland is Category A, then the IOO-foot lakeshore corridor shall be
Cstegory A. In all othar cases the lakeshore corridor shall be Category B. This rule
applies only to wetlands; no uplands shall be included within the 100 foot A lor Bl
wetland corridors. The Shoreline Corridor Rule shall take precedence over the
Residential Road Corridor Designation Rule, described below.

Note: The Residential Road Corridor Designation Rule is described on page 30 of tha
JWMP. February 1991, with further amen~ents by the Coaatal Policy Council on
OCtober 31, 1991: The definition of -residenti.l ro.d corridor w is also discussed on
page 5 of the revised 3WMP, February 1991. It applies only to residential development
on parcels where public water is already provided, the p.rcel is already affected by
development and i. subdivided into small lots. This rule allows residential
development to be revie~d under category C guidelinea in cases where: (11 the
residential parcel is in a developoent corridor served by public water and exiating
local access roads I (2) the property owner has no pr.cticable upland alternative to
wetland develop.ent; and (3) the proposal shall consist or only residential bUilding
pads and direct access to thaD. The Residential Road Corridor Rule is quoted in part
here: ·Undeveloped palustrine wetland residential parcels with no practicable upland
devel~nt alternatives shall have a t~rary 100-foot C&teqory C designation
corridor measured from the road frontage right-of-way•.... oeveloped palustrine
residential parcela shall have a Category C designated envelope that is 30 percent
larger than their existing fill footprint.... Undeveloped residential parcela with
an upland practic.ble devel~nt alternative on the parcel shall retain their
original designated ~nagement category.~

H7. H~. ~O, and ~3: If development is proposed in wetland units H7. M9, H10, or HI3,
the applicant would be required to conduct altigation to support and enhance tha
functioning of Jordan Creek in the area owned by the CBJ in Wetland Unit M1. The
wJuneau Creeks Greenbelt Studyw, prepared by the C9J with the assistance of the Alaska
Department of Fish and Game in January 1984, lists possible mitigation projects for
this section of Jordan Creek. These projects could be pursued as mitigation; however,
the appropriate Federal, State and local Borough/City resource agencies will be
consulted during the site pl.n review process to determine if this is the moat
appropriate mitigation for the proposed project.

~ Development of wetl.nd Unit H9 will involve a site plan review process that will
eonsider: II) restricting fill to the minimum amount necessary to achieve stated
project purposes I (2) consolidating development I and 13l if development of the wetland
is to occur in phases, developing to the extent practicable the lower value areas
first. Me.sures shall be taken to avoid imp.cts to the portion of the wetland that is
not developed. This would include maintaining the hydroloqic connection to the
undisturbed portion of the wetland through wetland Unit HIO. CBJ sta!f will conault
with the appropriate rederal, State and local Borough/City resource agencies on these
issues during the site plan review process and when preparing a recom:endation to the
Wetlands Review Bo.rd.
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H4Sl, HSl, and H53: These wetland units are re-classified as Category A wetlands. An
individual Department of the Army permit will be required prior to the discharge of
material into these wetlands, which were previously categorized as 'c' wetlands in
GP 92-01 and in the 3WMP.

WEST VALLEY

HW5: Fill will be restricted to the minimum amount necessary to achieve project
purposes and measures shall be taken to avoid impacts to portions of the wetland that
will not be developed. CaJ staff will consult with the appropriate Federal, State an.
local Borough/City resource agencies on these issues during the site plan review
process and when preparing a recommendation to the Wetlands Review aoard. Applicants
will be required to conduct mitigation that is appropriate to enhance the wetland
values in the immediate area. For example: the applicant could be required to
enhance waterfowl use of the area through development of waterfowl staging ponds on
the CaJ-owned property (~~4) to enhance the regional ecological diversity of the area
The appropriate Federal, State and local aorough/City resource agencies will be
consulted to determine if this is the most appropriate mitigation strategy for the
proposed project.

Road Corridor in MWll along Engineer's Cutoff Road applies only to lots that are
already developed: Road Corridor would allow 30' expansion of the existing fill sites
subject to restrictions associated with road corridors and stream corridors.
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Sf...TE OF ALASKA
DEt"ARTMl!NTOFENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVAnON

CERnflCATE OF REASONABLE A.SSUllAl'CE

A Certificateof~~k:A&IlRaoc:e. in IOCOrdlmcc wilft Scction401 aftbcfedenl Oean
Wilct Ace I.Ild the Alasb WIIMrQu,ility Sta:ndalds, is issued to the US Army Co.rps of
Engintenl Alaska District. Res,ot£cly f\mctions BIMCh., JtmCIIU Fidd OIIioe., aoo GlIIcier
Highway, Juneau, Alaska 99801, for rhc plopoaW following r;cnc:nl permits (OPI). eovering
wet[met aetMtia wilh!he aty aDd BolwBh of Juneau.

GP 2000-01 ts foc n::aideatial fiB pads. site Jli4*'atJon.lrId chioe"ays; OF 2:l'JOI)..Q2 is (01"

couw....cial. (:OiIP",mjIY. m::I msDtuIionaJ developm·...; GP 2000-03 i5 forWdllad fwK:tiuDa.l
eMaK C 'M ilt; IlIId GP 2QOO.04 is foc roads lllId alba IRocar~ 1be 0I's aDhori%.c
!be divbl"glt of fill maaaiII ilICD wa1andI v.idWl the Oty aDd IklroDzb of1-.wbidl.
have been dc:aiplated "C". "D"", "EP'", ora Ro.:l Coi.icbi. in the JuneaJ WdSmcIII
Manaetmem Plan. 1llC objective afthc GPl i.. 10 alkow pl<lllUO'i. ayslemalie de.,lot••- nto!
private md c:ommcrcillt lob aDdt.e1ectc:d ~mcmltlllll1. manapd JfClIS:met ~pedite: the
pennittina ptOiXSS in the aforemcntiOfled wetlandl. while maintaining impomml wetland
fUltCtiona. .

The propolICd aetiwtty is located wittrin me City and Borough or lu_. Alukt.

Publil; notice oftbe -W1icaDon for ttUl oertificM:ion was tiven as required by 18 AAe 1.5.180.

WateI" QualIty Certi.flatIOrl is required t1t1doer Section 401 because tJ.: pupoecd.aJmie5 will
be s.ulhoriz.cd by a Corpt of E.AiDccn permits and I diKbarp may result.

Having rtlviewed the apptkation and eommetItS received io ~poIlXto the publi:: DCltiee.. tb:::
N&3u Departmr:nt ofl!avironmental Consavalion eenifics that~ is r=sonab1e assut:ll'lce

thal the proposed activily, U weD as any discharge which may r=dt. will eomply wilh
applicable proviiions of Section 401 of the:: C'Ie3:n W:tleT Ae::t, the Alll.'lkt. WaterQu:ilily
Standards. 18 Me 10, and the StaIK1.arcb of the Alaska Coutal ~1,gemetItPropm, 6
Meso.
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..
OFFICE OFTHE GOVERNOR

OFFICE OFWNAGCMENTANDBUOGET
DMSfON OF GOVERMIENT.-.L.COCJFioINATlON

o SOlITHCEN71W..~ ()FR(;f; .s c::smw Q<FU
55Q W. 77Jf AV9o\IE Sl.XfF ,_ P.'(lllCll( flf1Q3D

~~- ~N..IDQo_II--PH. (W7) __~ lfD1)2S.»Jf PH: (glU/ _ lISf3P.lC: twm~

June 28. 2000

Mr. John I..c:eds
u.s. Army Co(JlS of~
Jll1lIIW.I Field. Offil;e
&800 Glacier Highway
Junc:au, AK ~8{l1

"",."Jt;;..

RECEIVED
JUN 2 91IlOO

(ENPA_CO.R.[.jRJ

Alu" DirlrktCut'Pt <Of Engi_

SUBJECT: JUNEAU WETLANDS OP REN'EWAL (ReplflU> 92-1 wittl2000-01 ~ll~)
STAlE l.D. NO. AKOOOS-oSJ
FINAL CONSISTENCY DETERMINA"110N

The Division ofGovemmeDtll1 Coofdinalion (DOC) b:1:s ctlmpk:ted c:oordina1ina the Slate's
revi~. pet th<: Fedcral Coastal ZOO!! MlIIlIlgemc:nt Ad as per 15 CFR 30 Subpart C. {l(the

proposed general pamits foT the City and Boro~of JUde8.U foe~y with the Alaska
Coast31 Managem<:Ul Program (ACMF). I issued a propooed fwdiog OIl 6121.

Swee of PIuiwt Reviewed
Tbe activity subjllCl to this (mew i51bc Corps of Enginecls' proposal 10 replzcc 1bc:~
GIClloI:2'a1 Pennit (OP) 92·1, iSSUl'ld to the Cil)' and Borough of Juneau, with foUJ' GPs 2000-01.
20Q0-02, 2000..()3. lind 2(l()()....()4.. (or the 'lllXbonizcd Imdck:il:rUla md for the cJisdJarZe offill
material into waters, including wct1aDds. orthe Unitc:d States within 1hc City and Borougb of
Juneau. GP 92-1, which.u scheduled to expire on 6130100, was n;vi~ for OOIlSistency; tbe
previously 3pp(Oved GP was propo5ed fOf five y..alS; lhus. We scope ofthc: previous coo.sisteney
review covered five yean. II authorized the discharge offill maIeriaI into wetlands within the
Gil)' and Borough ofJuneau which have been de$ignated C. D. EP, Of ;L$ RoOld Corridors, in the
Juneau Wetlands MaMgcment !'lan (IWMP), dated 7J91. odopted in levi~ fOl1ll by theCoMtal
Policy Council on 1M 1191, and lIS approved for incorporation jJllQlhe fedeally approved
ACMP. SpecifiCll1ly, tbe new OPs will cover:

GP 2000-01 - residential fill pads, site preparation and drivewayt
OP 2000..()2 -- commercial, oommunity and ilWitutional development
ap :2000-03 -- wetland functiolU.l enban<=uent
GP 2000-()4 - loads and other linear development
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JUOO1IU WetNDIb 0"
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These Grs would autborizc: the di.5chatge act.ivitie:5 previously covacd in OP 92·1. OPSJlte
considered applopoim: Coc aaivities wbiclI. are ~ally.uu.u.r.inDlilUn:,. which (:lI,I..I.'Je. ooly
minimal advax e.o"iromn.....111 impKt...tlal pcricrmc:G P"JAAd"~woaI4 taPe ooIy
minarCUltlllWive clfea 00 w.tf':>" qw¥ity aDd wNth ....wId provide a00te effllCliYe
administ",tioo oCtile Cle2n W...Ac:t without creatiDs an undue burdeo Od!be public... lbese
GPs would ecntioue Ie.UlhoIUt: the discharge activities previously covem.l in GP 92--1. ifafter
consuIlatioo wilh fc:dcnlaod stlite rq;WZOry ad n:sou:rce "&* D .. S. _ pubtie iJIput. fbe COE
district~ detcrmiDes !hat the popastd classes ofKtivi:tics would be P"Ii:noI. MId ""OUId. not

have I!Xlftl' dan • mininpl iDdi:"iduaI « cttmul.rive~ 00 1bc boman di.iltwll'llll:dl. llte four
new 0Pa, bucd on the revised JIlZlCall Wd1myk~ I"tu. (JWMP') dztcd!'cbnlcy
1997. lITe proposed 10 be in effect fi'l(: years. The public 1IOtK.e~: •At the lUI (Ifdie S.ycar
period, llIl evaluation ofthe progJall;l will be made~ llt thiIt time it will be drcWi! wheIhc:r one
Of more oflbese pamits should be~.~

The lICtivities~ by the OPs me described in dc:taiI within the COE public: notice aod GPs.
The OPs eooWn 24 generul ccndiJ.iom and five special oonditiOIlS pertajniot to S[lIlCific ....l:'t1and
lUlit ciesi8Tl2tions in the!WMP. lbe conditions are a part ofthll project description and scope 9f
pm;ecr.being~.

The division into four diffcreol pemlltJ is mainly admiuUua:ti'vc in aatIn. TIE ICIOpc oldie
project iDclOOc" &dvlnge described ill !he ."nmen! to Gf 200(1-01. 2()(l().Q2. 2000-03 md.
~ Sooi"Clinc Corridor Rule. 'The attachl1}C11t provides tbaI rillerioe and YcusrriDe &bore1iDc
ewridoca take priority over all other mpnagemenL categories and ,wignatiol'l5. Ali ea!alogund
madromous fish RraImS shall have. lOO-foot sbort:1io£ corridor on c:acb Dde of1be~
whidt sball be desi,j;:Mtodllnd~ Il$Wdlud QlfCtOtY A. As$lJCh. ),4.49. MSI mdMSJ
win be reclassified as d!le&0f)'A~. 'fbi, chmgc alloVo'$ for geR:r prtlklcbonofooast.J
resouteet than previously affonkd..

&r:kgrourxI. On 6fJMlS, the OOE issued OP 92·1. The 01' was revic:.m for consistency wilh
the ACMP UDder IDe AX92OI03.(1IJ. GP 92-1 ..tboi in:d!be didlarlc: offill mlltaial into
wetl• ncI• within the CI1y and 8orou&h ofJUIK*I, which have been <iesisn""' c. 0, EP. or as
Ro.d Coaridon; in the JWMP, dated Fcbroary 1991, adopled in revixd fimn 011 l001~1. The
JWMP was revised in February 1997, and incorporated all of the chanaes n:quirocl by the Of> and
updated maps. I>urini the five-year penod for OP 92.1. tbcrc have been eight ptOjeeu approved
under GP 92-1, Pl<thori2ing.tbc pI.aecmerlt ofup to approllCilnakly S6JlOO cuhU; prds or llWerial
into approximately I t lICJe$ of wWaods. A hisUxy of AeMf Ieviews W'NS: (I) AK92O&Q}..

OIJ, the OP 92- t cuncntly expiriDg; (2) AJC920401-oIJ•• former \"eII.iOl1 oftbc GP...mcb was
revised by tbe application submiNed bylb: COE on BIlJ92 and subscquendy reviev.cd. Wllb
AK920lUl3-01J. AI$O. lIS. hisulric note. AK9407·19J was. rev~of an -M:eekratcd
Individual Permil Pn:leus prccc!d~$p«i.d Public Notice 94-6 dated 3/14194, ....'ben: a COE
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permit would have been required bel all~ public notice and review process wonld
ocatr. This proposal WllJI withdrawn prior to C(Jncluaion of the t994 review.

Stat; cogsj;tqwy reslJOMfj

This consistency daenninBI:ioo. applies to the foUowiDg federal authorizati<ID pc:I'6 Me 50:

U.S. Army Corps ofE.ugiJx:cr-s
S«tion 4U4 GcomaJ Pc:nni1 NQ$. 2000-01, 2000-02, 2000-03, 2000-04

Alaska Dq:w1merrt ofEnvironmcnraJ Comcrvation (DEC)
Certific:a1C ofRe:asooabk Assurance (401)

No StKtc agency may issue an IlUlilofU:ation b:fure DOC illUellll final oonsiltc:ncy ftndinJ:. But,
a consistency finding does not obfiptc lilly ~eoey to issuc authorization under m own Slatutor)'

authorities. nor does it supcn;ede it~ stlltutory obliAmons. Autboritie" outside Ihe ACMP may
~t in additional pmnjtlle3Se CODdiliotl5 not contained in the oonsistcncy de1aminmion.

The Alaska l:>epartment:s of Environmental Conservation,. F'OO and Game., and Nmwal
Reso=. and the Juneau Coastal District, have reviewed the proposed general permits. Based
On that review. the State agJllCS with the federalllgl.lll£:Y consistency~ that the project
is consistent with the ACMP.

This final consisleDCY detenninalion is a final admirristrative decision for pwposes of Absb
Appelate~ 601-612. AsJ,y appeal. from tbis decision to the supaiot court must be made
within 30 days of tbe <Ute of this dc:cermination.

The CBJ commented that GP 92·1 was found consi5tent with the ICMP. and~ proposed OPJ
accomplish the same objcctivos as GP 92-1.

~ CD! also stated in its oonunentr. Any stipulatiOlCl previously .applied to the General Permit 92-1
should stiU apply. In the most '=' recotd ofleView iorQP 92-1, AK920BQ3-QI1,1he StaIr: is9Jcd
Rfinal consistency determinatioo finding it consistent as proposed, with no additional srip"le.tiQll.S.
We nole lhal tho proposed QP ooutaincd $evcntl condlticms, whiw comprise tht: projOd. dcscripUon
and 500pe ofproject reviewed by lhe. State.

The consistency determinatiOIl. may include reference to ipCCific laws and IqUlatioos, but this in
nn way ~ludC$ your l'eSpOfl$ibilily to campi)' with tdt other appliCable State llfl(I federalla~
and regulations.
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Cbangg. This ~tD::)' dctmninom is OOLY rc.. the prcjoet CI-aJ pc:m:tits) as
described. Ifany~ tQ the GP5 are pnv-d. iDclndinc lhcif";~ UI(;,~ must COIIlaCl

tiJoffiu. i""""";iildy ttl OU$'O;.... irfUrtha"~ mel IIfIPJVYai ark R':ViIEIllproj:ct is
no»<y')'. c::baugcs m.y~ ......,...(',,"" .. the StIle appovallislDd itllbis~
dct .......inarion IX Ia(lrirc: additiooaI ....tboo:', .. -·.,

Ifauy activities reYeaI cuJttnI cw paIcoD1oJopc;illdO W' « I, 'WIl:Id. dill wvuid dDluIb Ad!
feSO\.nlC:$ shouJd be ~owcd mil lhe Swe HiSUlric P:tCXI~Office IbouId be immedil!(Cly
<:on!at:tfd (907-269--1720). as -.II Q 1M. U.s. Asmy Cotps oCFngirwn (9(Y1-7SJ-2712) so thai
coosuIfalion pet"!l'lCtion 106 oethe National Hi5CrJric~ Act may 1'1.........00..

If you b.ay~ any questions, pleNe eonlaCl me.t 907-465-3190 oremail
lomine_mllBha1l@gov.atate.ak,U$,

Sim:ttt:1 ,

cc.: Jim Powell,. DEC

Ben KUkpaIric:k. DFG
Bill HUISOIl, DFO
Ten)' Rader. DNR
Doug SMvik, DNa •
Mi<:hele Jespe:i SWlo DNR SHPO
Sylvia Km:t.1uneau 0...1 Distriet
DuaDC PetencIl, FWS
Linda Shaw, NMFS
MaJk len, EPA



US Army Corps
of Engineers
Alaska District

Regulatory Branch (1145b)
Juneau Field Office
Suite 106
8800 Glacier Highway
Juneau, Alaska 99801

Public Notice
SPN-2005-11, Dated May 24, 2006

IDENTIFICATION Nos.: GP 2000-01, GP"2000=tJ2,
GP 2000-03, and GP 2000-04 .

In reply refer to above Identification Number(s)

GENERAL PERMITS
GP-2000-01, GP-2000-02, GP-2000-03, GP-2000-04

General Permits for the City and Borough of Juneau, Alaska

......----~-
II 1111I I

The District Engineer, Alaska District, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has issued
three General Permits (GP) Renewals for GPs 2000-01, 2000-02, and 2000-03, under
the authority of Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (Public Law 95-217, 33 U.S.C.
1344 et. seq.), for the mechanized land clearing, and for the discharge of fill
material into waters of the United States (U.S.), including wetlands, within the
City and Borough of Juneau (CBJ), Alaska.

In response to Special Public Notice SPN-ll, dated July, 18, 2005, the three
proposed GPs, 2000-01, 2000-02, and 2000-03 were revised to reflect comments
submitted by local, State, and Federal agencies, and the interested public. GP
2000-04, was not reauthorized due to lack of use, and was allowed to expire and
Nill not be renewed. Based on a review of all pertinent information, including a
prepared Environmental Assessment and Combined Decision Document, I have concluded
that issuance of these permits will not have more than minimal adverse impact on
the environment and is not contrary to the public interest.

Several changes to the reauthorized GPs have been made. See CHANGES FROM GP 2000
~)l, 2000-02 and 2000-03, in the attached GP document.

These GPs will authorize the discharge of fill material into waters of the U.S.,
~ncluding wetlands, for the purpose of creating foundation pads for structures,
utilities, associated roads, driveways, parking areas, and other domestic,
qO'lernmen tal, and commercial development, as well as enhancement of certain
environmental situations. These GPs authorize mechanized land clearing and other
~ctivities that could result in a re-deposition of fill material.

The wetland units covered by these GPs, as described in the original GP 92-01,
dated June 30, 1995, have been mapped on the CBJ Street Atlas. Maps showing the
areas subject to authorization under these GPs, and areas specifically excluded
from the GPs, are available for public use at the CBJ Department of Community
Development, 155 South Seward Street, Juneau, Alaska, 99801-1397, telephone (907)
586-5235; and at the Alaska Disttict, Corps of Engineers, Regulatory Branch,
Cuneau Field Office. Please note that these GPs will result in slight chang~s to
those maps. The areas excluded from the GPs' coverage will be subject to an
lndividual permit review. All authorized activities must be in accordance with
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the condltions of the GPs, a copy of which is attach~d. 2ailure co comply with
the terms and conditions of these permits could result in suspension,
modification, or revocation of the permit, and/or imposition of penalties as
provided by law.

GPs 2000-01, 2000-02, and 2000-03 will be valid for a period of five years,
effective the date of this public notice. The District Engineer-may at any time
during this five-year period, alter, modify, suspend, or revoke this permit if he
deems such action to be in the public interest.

Any comments or request for additional information should be directed to: Mr.
Garth Zimbelman, Regulatory Specialist, Juneau Regulatory Field Office, u.s. Army
Corps of Engineers, 8800 Glacier Highway, Suite 106, Juneau, Alaska 99801-8079,
or contact Mr. Zimbelman at (907) 790-4490, by FAX at (907) 790-4499 or by email
at Garth.A.Zimbelman@poa02.usace.army.mil.

District Engineer
U.S. Army, Corps of Engineers

Attachments



GENERAL PERt'YIITS 2000-01, 2000-02, 2000-03

Se~eral Permits (GP) 2000-01, 2COO-02,and 2000-03, dated July 24, 2000, and
~revicusly issued cumulatively as GP 92-1 on June 30, 1995, have been reauthorized
~or a period of 5 years by the Alaska District, Corps of Engineers (Corps), in
,lcc.:ocdaw::e with Title 33 CFR 325.2 (e) (2), as published in the Federal Register,
\'olume 51, Number 19, pursuant to Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (PL95-217, 33
U.S.C. 1344), and authorize the mechanical land clearing of wetlands, and the
placement of fill and/or dredged fill material into wetlands within the City and
Borough of Juneau (CBJ) which have been designated 'C', 'D', 'EP' '. or as 'Road
Corridors' in the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan (JWMP) , dated February 1991, and
adopted in revised form by the Coastal Policy Council on October 31, 1991, and as
approved for incorporation into the Federally approved Alaska Coastal Management
Plan (ACMP) pursuant to 15 C.F.R. 923.84, effective November 23, 1993 (see
Attachment 1 for the list of approved management categories). GP 2000-04, dated
July 24, 2000, was not reauthorized and has been allowed to expire. All previous
changes and revisions have been incorporated into the revised JWMP, dated February
1997. New changes to the GPs and the JWMP are described below.

ACTTVITY: These GPs authorize the placement of fill into certain designated
wetlands located within the CBJ.

GP 2000-01, POA-2005-756 is for residential fill pads, site preparation, and
driveways. Residential development is defined as the construction of single,
attached and multi-family dwellings, a subdivision; a place used exclusively for
human habitation; a person's fixed, permanent, and principal home for legal
purposes. Residential development also includes work performed in association with
the installation of driveways and of a dwelling's septic/sewer system. See CBJ Land
Use Code, Title 49.

GP 2000-02, POA-2005-757 is for commercial, community and institutional development.
Commercial develop~ent is defined as the construction of private facilities for the
exchange or buying and selling of commodities. Commercial development structures
include movie theaters, pool halls/arcades, video tape rentals, bingo halls,
hotels/restaurants, hair salons, tanning salons, fabric/dress shops, daycare/baby
sitting facilities, lumber and hardware stores, etc. Public and institutional
development is defined as the construction of facilities relating to business or
community interests as opposed to private interests. Public development includes
city halls, church buildings, post offices, fire stations, and similar projects.
See CBJ Land Use Code, Title 49.

GP 2000-03, POA-2005-758 is for wetland functional enhancement projects. See CBJ
Land Use Code, Title 49.

CP 2000-04, POA-2005-759 was for roads and other linear developments. This GP is
not being re-authorized and has been allowed to expire.

In addition to the restrictions described in the revised JWMP adopted by the Coastal
Policy Council on October 31, 1991, and as approved for incorporation into the
Federally approved ACMP pursuant to 15 C.F.R. 923.84, effective November 23, 1993,
nc authorization for fill is granted by these CPs for the following activities:
heavy industry, dry cleaning operations, battery transfer yards, commercial auto
repair garages, fuel storage sites, hazardous waste management facilities, service
stations, landfills, petro-chemical plants, or other projects involving the
manufacture, storage, or disposal of waste/toxic substances. All activities built
under these GPs shall conform to the CBJ Land Use Code. The impacts of fill pads
for other uses are similar regardless of surface use; further review and decisions
concerning surface uses in the areas covered by these GPs are appropriate to State
and local government. These GPs do not apply to estuaries or anadromous riverine
wetLands, protective greenbelts, or any other wetland or corridor not designated C,
D, or EP, or as a Road Corridor. Mitigation activities, involving either land



clearing and/or the discharge of dredged or fill material into waters of the United
States (U.S.), including wetlands, not administered by these GPs, will require a
separate Department of the .';'rmy auth::nization. These GPs are ba.sed on the J\'lr,rp,
dated February" 1991, \"lith the inclusion of re'/isic:1s appro"/ed by the Coastal Policy
Council on October 31, 1991, the revised list of wetland unit classifications with
special conditions in the attachment to these GPs, the maps in the Juneau Wetlands,
?unctions and values, Hap Appendix, dated September 1987, the rev'ised list of
wetland unit classifications witLl special conditions and maps provided in the
February 1997 revision of the JWr.!P, and will ir.clude the changes described belo'.",.
These GPs will not be altered by any change in the CBJ's Plan unless the District
Engineer determines that an alteration is not contrary to the public interest
following a public interest review of the proposed change or alteration, and the GP
is subsequently modified to incorporate these revisions.

CHANGES MADE TO GPs 2000-01, 2000-02, 2000-03:

1. General Condition #9, as stated in SPN-200S-11, has been changed by the addition
of the following language, "The CBJ shall fax the permit applications to the State
Historic Preservation Office (SHPO). Upon receipt of the fax, the SHPO will have
25 days to review the project for conflicts with the cultural resources under
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act. If necessary, the SHPO may
request additional review time provided that they contact the CBJ within 15 days·.

2. Special Condition #4, as stated in SPN-2005-11, has been removed from the GP
Special Conditions, as it is no longer relevant to the renewed GPs.

PROCEDURE: All applicants desiring to mechanically clear, or discharge dredged
and/or fill material into U.S. waters under the terms of these GPs will submit an
application to the CBJ Department of Community Development. The application will
require descriptions of the location, proposed activity, purpose and need. The
description will include quantities of fill, acreage of disturbed surface area,
steps that the applicant proposes to take to comply with the mitigation policies of
the JWMP, source of fill, and offsite disposal locations, supported by applicable
drawings and narrative.

The CBJ will determine if the proposed mechanical land clearing, or discharge of
dredged and fill material meets local permit requirements and is consistent with the
criteria of the GP. In all cases the CBJ will proceed with its review as soon as it
receives an application. The CBJ's determination of consistency is advisory, is not
legally binding as to authorization under a particular GP, and does not constitute
issuance of or authorization under the GPs.

For projects that would involve mechanically clearing, or filling between five and
ten acres of wetlands, the CBJ will provide the Corps with a copy of the
application; the Corps shall determine which GP applies and whether any additional
special conditions shall be added to protect the Federal interest. The Corps shall
ha'fe 15 days in which to make this determination. In reviewing an activity under
the notification procedure, the District Engineer will determine whether the
activity will result in more than minimal individual or cumulative adverse
environmental effects or will be contra0/ to the public interest. The Corps shall
notify the CBJ of its determination.

For projects that would involve mechanically clearing, or filling more than ten
acres of wetlands, the CBJ will provide the application to the Corps, who shall
determine within 30 days of receipt of a complete application whether one or more of
the GPs apply, or if the proposed project requires an individual Department of the
Army permit. The Corps shall notify the CBJ of its determination. If the proposed
action meets the GPs' qualifications, the application would be returned to the CBJ.

For projects that would involve mechanically clearing, or filling five or less acres
of wetlands, the CBJ will determine whether the proposed activity is located in
areas designated as Road Corridors, or classified as a C, D, or EP wetland and meets
the criteria of one or more of the GPs. Upon issuance cf the necessary CBJ Wetland
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?e~~~t a~d other CEJ Tltle 49 Pla~~ing and Zoni~g permits, no further Corps action
is required to proceed under one or more of these GPs. As is currently the case,
the CBJ will require that all neCeSSa0j municipal authorizations be obtained before
the requested mechanical land cleari~g, or discharge of dredged and fill material
CCl~ p~oceed. Relative to the GPs, the Corps retai.ns its full legal authority and
may suspend use of o~ flnd a violatlon of the GPs at anj" time it determines that an
activity is not in compliance with the GPs, even if the CBJ has advised an applicant
the activity meets the criteria of the GP's.

Authorization to proceed will require fulfillment of the general conditions
specified here and of the special conditions applicable to particular sites as noted
in the attachment to this notice, as well as fulfillment of any additional special
conditions included in the CBJ Wetland Permit as determined by the CBJ Wetlands
Review Board. At the time of the issuance of the local authorization, the CBJ will
give a copy of the conditions for these GPs to the individual.

The CBJ authorization of the CBJ Wetland Permit would expire in eighteen months, if
no other required CBJ permits have been issued, or no substantial construction
progress has been made pursuant to these local permits, unless otherwise specified
in the CBJ Wetland Permit. For any partially completed work, the permittee shall
restore the site to pre-project conditions, or apply for an extension or
reauthorization under the GP from the CBJ.

INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZATIONS: Any project that has any local authorization denied will
be closed and an application for an individual Department of the Army permit will
not be accepted by the Corps. The Corps retains the final review and authority to
determine compliance of a given activity with the GP. The CBJ is expected to confer
with the Corps in questionable or borderline proposals before the requisite local
authorization to proceed under the GP is issued.

REPORTING: The CBJ shall compile information on authorizations issued under this GP
and provide the Corps with copies of all applications and authorizations made under
each GP for each quarter. Reports shall be submitted to the District Engineer by
the following dates: April 10 (for January 1- March 31), July 10 (for April 1-June
30), October 10 (for July 1- September 30), and January 10 (for October 1- December
31) .

The CBJ will submit to the District Engineer once a year the following information:
total acreage permitted for mechanical land clearing, or discharge of dredged and
Eill material, number of permits granted for each GP, average permit processing
time, and enforcement activities. In addition, if the CBJ adopts and implements a
mitigation banking plan, a copy of the appropriate wetland mitigat:ion bank annual
report will be submitted to the District Engineer.

IMPLEMENTATION: Implementation will be in accordance with the JWMP of February
:991, as amended by the Coastal Policy Council on October 31, 1991, and the site
specific changes described in this document, and in the revised JWMP, dated February
1997, and the CBJ implementing ordinance.

DURATION: These GPs are in effect for a period of 5 years. At the end of the 5
year period. an evaluation of the program will be made and at that time it will be
decided whether on~ or more of these permits should be renewed.

MAPS AND JURISDICTIONAL BOUNDARIES: These GPs are based on the revised JWMP, dated
February 1997, with the inclusion of revisions approved by the Coastal Policy
Council on October 31, 1991, the revised list of wetland site classifications with
special conditions attached to the original GP, and the maps in the Juneau Wetlands,
Functions and Values, Map' Appendix, dated September 1987. The procedure for
situations where the wetland designation or classification is in question and needs
a more definitive jurisdictional determination consists of requesting field
verification from the District Engineer. The wetland units covered bv these GPs
have been mapped on the CBJ Street Atlas. This Atlas is available fo~ review from
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:::ne CBJ DepartIT',ent of Communic:y Development, 155 Sm.:.th Seward Street, Junea'J,
.-".laska, 99801-1397; telepho:le (907) 586-5235. Please note the changes to the cTI'l1>IP,
~esulting £ro~ che cha~ges in the Shoreli~e Coyridor Rule.

VERIFICATION: These GPs do not require notification to the District Engineer prior
-~ commencemen::: of the authori::ed activity, nor do they require confir.n:ci~,-on from
the District Engineer that a proposed activity is in full compliance with all terms
dnd conditions of this GP as authorized.

Uevertheless, a General Permittee may choose to request in writing, verification
that his proposed activity is authorized by a specific GP, by writing to the Alaska
District, Corps of Engineers, Regulatory Branch, Juneau Field Office, 8800 Glacier
Highway, Suite 106, Juneau, Alaska 99801-8079. Any written inquiry must include
the following information:

1. Name, address and telephone number of the applicant;
2. Location of the proposed work;
3. Brief description of the proposed work listed in the earlier Procedures

Section of the specific GP;
4. Identification of the GP or permits which apply to the proposed work; and
5. Any other information that the applicant believes is appropriate.

If the General Permittee's written request for verification is complete, accurate
and made in good faith, and the Corps does not respond to such inquiry within 20
days after the Corps receives such inquiry, the General Permittee may proceed with
the activity, provided all necessary CBJ permits are obtained. The General
Permittee's authorization can only be suspended, modified or revoked in accordance
with the procedure set forth in 33 CFR 325.7. If the Corps later determines that
the General Permittee'S written request for verification was inaccurate, incomplete
or made in bad faith, and that the activity was not in fact authorized by the GP,
the Federal Government may bring an appropriate enforcement action under 33 CFR
Part 326.

GENERAL CONDITIONS: All authorizations issued under these GPs are subject to the
following conditions:

1. The amount of fill authorized by these GPs shall not exceed the amount
authorized by the CBJ in its wetland permit.

2. Activities authorized under these GPs shall not adversely impact adjacent
estuarine, riverine, or A & B wetlands by causing ponding, drainage, siltation or
inadvertent fill. The use of culverts or other methods may be required to ensure
compliance with this condition. Shoreline corridors shall be designated measuring
100 feet landward (inclusive) of the ordinary high water mark of anadromous fish
streams and lakes. This corridor will be classified as Category A Wetlands (see
Shoreline Corridor Rule) .

3. All fill material authorized under these GPs shall be free from toxic
pollutants in toxic amounts, as defined by Alaska State law.

4. Upon completion of earthwork operations, all exposed slopes, fills and
disturbed areas shall be properly stabilized, by appropriate means such as
landscaping, or planting and maintaining vegetative cover to prevent subsequent
erosion. All disturbed soil areas (exposed soils) shall be revegetated within the
next growing season. Natural revegetation is acceptable if the site will be
revegetating itself within the next growing season. If natural revegetation is
not: succes£Jful, addit:ior:a1 measures shall be taken to ensure compliance with this
condition, such as interim protective cover until natural regrowth occurs ..

5. No borrow material may be obtained within 3JO feet of an eagle nest. This
does not absolve the applicant from responsibilities to protect bald eagles under
provisions of the Bald Eagle Protection Act.
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6. No borrow material may be obtained from an estuarine, riverine, A or B
wetlands for activities covered under these GPs.

7. -n:ese GPs do not apply for accivities currently covered by a Natiomofide
Permit. No additional authorization is required for Na~ionwide-Permitted

activities.

8. The permittee must maintain the structure or work authorized by these GPs
in good condition and in conformance with the terms and conditions of the specific
GP. The permittee is not relieved of this requirement if the permittee abandons the
permitted activity, although the permittee may make a good faith transfer to a third
party. Should the permittee wish to cease to maintain the authorized activity or
should the permittee desire to abandon it without a good faith transfer, the
permittee must obtain a modification of this permit from this office, which may
require restoration of the area.

9. All activities conducted under these GPs (including the use of new borrow
sites) shall not take place in or adversely affect any existing historical
properties listed or eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic
Places or any historical properties found to be listed or eligible for listing on
the National Register of Historic Places subsequent to the issuance of these GPs.
The CBJ shall fax the permit applications to the State Historic Preservation Office
(SHPO). Upon receipt of the fax, the SHPO will have 15 days to review the project
for conflicts with the cultural resources under Section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act. If necessary, the SHPO may request additional review time
provided that they contact the CBJ within 15 days. If the permittee discovers any
previously unknown historic or archeological remains while accomplishing the
activity authorized by this permit, the permittee must immediately notify the Corps
regarding the find. The Corps will initiate the Federal and State coordination
required to determine if the remains warrant a recovery effort or if the site is
eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places.

10. The permittee must comply with any conditions specified as part of the
State water quality certification, which is part of these GPs.

11. Methods shall be implemented to filter or settle out suspended sediments
from all construction-related wastewater prior to its direct or indirect discharge
into any natural body of water.

12. Design plans for any stormwater collection system to be placed into or
associated with the authorized fill must be approved by the Alaska Department of
Environmental Conservation prior to system construction or fill placement.

13. Measures shall be implemented to attenuate flows, remove oil, grease, and
other petroleum products from the project's stormwater collection system, if one is
required by the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation.

14. Design plans for anyon-site sewage disposal system associated with the
proposed fill must be approved by the Alaska Department of Environmental
Conservation prior to construction.

15. The permittee must allow the District Engineer, or his designated
representatives, to inspect the authorized activity at any time deemed necessary to
ensure that it is being or has been accomplished in accordance with the terms and
conditions of these GPs.

16. These GPs shall not apply to any activity or use that would involve the
storage or use of hazardous materials or substances as part of their principal
purpose. These materials are defined in the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
and the Comprehensive Environmental Response and Liability Act.
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17. All activities authorized under these GPs must meet a clearly demonstrated
:1eed. The CBJ revie'.<1 and building permit. shall be instrumental in this respect to
:le1p pre'v'ent speculative projects and/or those cent-rae;! to the general public

18. The applicant must design his proposed project so as to minimize the area
~- wet.lands needed to be filled

19. Equipment Operation and i'larking of Footprint: Prior to initiation of
construction, the permitted project footprint and any applicable waterbody setbacks,
wetland buffers, and/or other avoidance areas shall be clearly delineated, using
stakes, flags, fencing, or other similar measures. No equipment used for activities
permitted under these GPs shall be operated, stored, or serviced in wetlands, and no
mechanized land clearing or discharge of fill material may occur, even temporarily,
in wetlands or other waters beyond the project footprint or within avoidance areas.

20. All activities identified and authorized herein shall be consistent with
the terms and conditions of the appropriate GP, and activities not specifically
identified and authorized herein shall constitute a violation of the terms and
conditions of that GP which result in the modification, suspension or revocation of
any authorization in whole or in part, and in the institution of such legal
proceedings as the United States Government may consider appropriate.

21. All activities authorized herein shall be conducted in a manner that is
consistent with applicable water quality standards, effluent limitations and
standards of performance, prohibitions, pretreatment standards, and management
practices established pursuant to the Clean Water Act (PL 95-217 33 U.S.C. 1344),
the Marine Protection, Research and Sanctuaries Act of 1972 (PL 92-532: 86 Stat.
1052) and pursuant to applicable State and local law.

22. The activity shall not jeopardize the continued existence of a threatened
or endangered species, as identified under the Endangered Species Act, or endanger
the critical habitat of such species.

23. The permittee shall implement the construction or operation of the work
authorized herein in a manner so as to minimize adverse impact on fish, wildlife and
natural. environmental values. The project shall include all measures imposed by the
CBJ Wetland Review Board to mitigate the adverse impacts of the work consistent with
the enforceable policies of Chapter 3 of the JWMP, dated February 1991, as revised
by the Coastal Policy Council on October 31, 1991.

24. These GPs shall not apply to mitigation activities involving either land
clearing and/or the discharge of fill into estuaries or anadromous riverine
wetlands, protective greenbelts, or any other wetland or corridor not designated C,
0, or EP, or as a Road Corridor. For these situations, a Department of the Army
permit application must be submitted to the Corps.

SPECIAL CONDITIONS: (pertaining to specific wetland unit designations in the JWMP) .

1. UMl: Portions of the Category C area shall be retained undisturbed through
a site plan review process that shall consider: (a) siting residences to the extent
practicable to maximize use of the non-wetland areas or lower value wetland areas
t.hat occur within the unit; (b) restricting fill associated with the residences,
driveways and roads to the minimum amount necessary to achieve project purposes; (c)
use of site plan techniques to consolidate development. The area shall be retained
in a low-density residential zoning (Dl, D3, or D5). Construction mitigation
techniques shall be used to avoid impacts to portions of the wetlands that shall not
be developed. The CBJ staff shall consult with the agency working group on these
issues during the site plan review process and when preparing a recommendation to
the Wetlands Review Board.
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2. M7, M9, MIG, and M13: If development is proposed in Wetland Units M7, M9,
H10 or M13, the applicant shall be required to conduct mitigation to support and
c~hance the functioning of Jordan Creek in the area c\,ned by the CBJ in Wetland
Unit 1'17. The "Juneau Creeks Greenbelt Study", prepared by the CBJ with the
assistance of the Alaska Department of Fish and Game in January 1984, lists possible
mitigation projects for this section of Jordan Creek. These projects could be
pursued as mitigation.

3. M9: Development of Wetland Unit M9 shall involve a site plan that shall
consider: (a) restricting fill to the minimum amount necessary to achieve stated
proj ect:. purposes; (b) consolidating development; and (c) if development of the
wetland is to occur in phases, the lower value areas shall be developed first to the
extent practicable. Construction mitigation techniques shall be used to avoid
impacts to the portion of the wetland that is not developed. This should include
maintaining the hydrologic connection to the undisturbed portion of the wetland
through Wetland Unit MID. The CBJ staff shall consult with the agency working group
on these issues during the site plan review process and when preparing a
recommendation to the Wetlands Review Board.

4. MW5: Fill shall be restricted to the minimum amount necessary to achieve
project purposes, and measures shall be taken to avoid impacts to portions of the
wetland not developed. Applicants shall conduct mitigation that is appropriate to
enhance the wetland values in the immediate area. For example, the applicant could
be required to enhance waterfowl use of the area through development of waterfowl
staging ponds on the CBJ-owned property (MW4) to enhance the regional ecological
diversity of the area. The CBJ staff and Wetland Review Board shall be consulted to
determine the appropriate mitigation strategy for any proposed project.

LIMITS OF THIS AUTHORIZATION:

1. These GPs and authorizations obtained under these GPs do not obviate the
need to obtain other Federal, State, or local authorizations required by law, nor
does it authorize activities denied by any State or Federal agency, or the CBJ.

2. These GPs do not convey property rights, either in real estate or material,
or exclusive privileges; do not authorize injury to property, or invasion of rights,
or any infringement of Federal, State, or local laws or regulations; nor do these
GPs obviate the requirement to obtain State or local assent required by law for the
activity authorized herein.

3. These GPs or authorizations obtained under these GPs do not authorize
interference with any existing or proposed Federal project.

4. In issuing these GPs or authorizations obtained under these GPs, the
Federal Government does not assume any I iabili ty for the followin~r:

a. Damages to an authorized project or uses thereof as a result of the
permitted or non-permitted activities or from natural causes;

b. Damages to an authorized project or uses thereof as a result of
current or future activities undertaken by or on behalf of the U.S. in the public
interest;

c. Damages to persons, property, or to other permitted or non-permitted
ac~ivities or structures caused by the activity authorized by this GP;

d. Design or construction deficiencies associated with the authorized
work;

e. Damage claims associated with any future modification, suspension, or
rC"Eocation of one or more of these GPs, or authorizations obtained under these GPs.
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5. This office may reevaluate its decision on the GPs, or a.ny determina::iDr'.s
made under these GPs, by either this office or the CBJ at any time the circumstances
\Varrant. Circumscances thac would require a reevaluacion include, but are r'.ot
limited to, the following:

a. The pernittee or the CBJ fails to comply with the terns asd ,:onditions
of a specific GP;

b. The information provided by the permittee in support of an application
for authorization under these GPs proves to have been false, incomplete, or
inaccurate;

c. Significant new information surfaces which this office did not
consider in reaching the original public interest decision; or

d. The CBJ itself is found to be party to violations of the Clean Water
Act. If the District Engineer determines that this has occurred, the District
Engineer may require verification of all projects by the Regulatory Branch of the
Alaska District, Corps of Engineers, until such time as the issue is resolved to the
District Engineer's satisfaction.

Such a re-evaluation may result in a determination that it is appropriate to use the
suspension, modification, and revocation procedures contained in 33 CFR 325.7 or
enforcement procedures such as those contained in 33 CFR 326.4 and 326.5. The
referenced enforcement procedures provide for the issuance of an administrative
order requiring the permittee to comply with the terms and conditions of these GPs
and for the initiation of legal action where appropriate.

The permittee shall be required to pay for any corrective measures ordered by this
office, and if the permittee fails to comply with such directive, this office may in
certain situations (such as those specified in 33 CFR 209.170) accomplish the
corrective measures by contract or otherwise, and bill the permittee for the cost.

BY AUTHORITY OF THE SECRETARY OF THE ARMY:

Colonel, Corps of Engineers
District Engineer

.A.t tachment s
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ATTACHMENT to GENERAL PERMITS 2000-01, 2000-02 and 2000-03

Note: These GPs a~e based C~ ~app:r.g by che Alaska D~s~rict, Corps of Engineers,
?-='3"l\.:..latc.:=-y 3~a:-,.. 2h / as sbof,·..T.. ir.. the J'.J.nea.u ~\letlands I F:...:.nctions and Values I Hap
Appendix, September 1987; many small wetlands not shown are protected by law, but
are r.ot lr.cluded in these GPs.

Note: Shoreline Corridor Rule. Riverine and lacustrine shoreline corridors take
priority over all other management categories and designations. All catalogued
anadromous fish streams shall have a lOa-foot shoreline corridor on each side of
the stream, measured from the ordinary high water mark in the main channel up to
the point shown in "An Atlas to the Catalog of Waters Important for Spawning,
Rearing or Migration of Anadromous Fishes" indicating the presence of anadromous
fish. The lOa-foot shoreline corridor shall be designated and managed as Wetland
Category A. There shall be a lOa-foot shoreline corridor around lakes, measured
from the ordinary high water mark of the shoreline; the lacustrine shoreline
corridor shall only apply to bodies of water more than 20 acres in area with water
depths in the deepest part of the basin exceeding 6.6 feet at low water. If the
lacustrine wetland or adjacent palustrine wetland is Category A, then·the lOa-foot
lakeshore corridor shall be Category A. In all other cases the lakeshore corridor
shall be Category B. This rule applies only to wetlands; no uplands shall be
included within the 100 foot A or B wetland corridors. The Shoreline Corridor Rule
shall take precedence over the Residential Road Corridor Designation Rule,
described below.

Note: The Residential Road Corridor Designation Rule is described on page 30 of
the JWMP, February 1991, with further amendments by the Coastal Policy Council on
October 31, 1991: The definition of "residential road corridor" is also discussed
on page 5 of the revised JWMP, February 1997. It applies only to residential
development on parcels where public water is already provided, the parcel is
already affected by development and is subdivided into small lots. This rule
allows residential development to be reviewed under Category C guidelines in cases
where: (1) the residential parcel is in a development corridor served by public
water and existing local access roads; (2) the property owner has no practicable
upland alternative to wetland development; and (3) the proposal shall consist of
only residential building pads and direct access to them. The Residential Road
Corridor Rule is quoted in part here: "Undeveloped palustrine wetland residential
parcels with no practicable upland development alternatives shall have a temporary
lOa-foot Category C designation corridor measured from the road frontage right-of
way, . . .. Developed palustrine residential parcels shall have a Category C
designated envelope that is 30 percent larger than their existing fill
footprint. . . . Undeveloped residential parcels with an upland practicable
development alternative on the parcel shall retain their original designated
management category."

K7, M9, MlO, and H13: If development is proposed in Wetland Units M7, M9, MIO or
M13, the applicant shall be required to conduct mitigation to support and enhance
the functioning of Jordan Creek in the area owned by the CBJ in Wetland Unit M7.
The "Juneau Creeks Greenbelt Study", prepared by the CBJ with the assistance of the
A:aska Department of Fish and Game in January 1984, lists possible mitigation
projects for this section of Jordan Creek. These projects could be pursued as
mitl.gation.

H9: Development of Wetland Unit 1'19 will involve a site plan review process that
will consider: (1) restricting fill to the minimum amount necessary to achieve
sta~ed proj eet purposes; (2) consolidat.ing development; and (3) if development of
the wetland is to occur in phases, developing to the extent practicable the lower
value areas first. Measures shall be taken to avoid impacts to the portion of the



wetland that is not developed. This would include maintaining the hydrologic
connection co the undisturbed portion of the wetland through Wetland Unit MID.
CBJ staff will consult with the appropriate Federal, S~ate and local Borough/City
resource agencies on these issues during the site plan review process and when
preparing a recommendation to the Wetlands Review 30ard.

M49, M5l, and M53: These wetland units are re-classified as Category A wetlands .
.~ individual Department of the Army permit will be required prior to the discharge
of material into these wetlands, which were previously categorized as 'C' wetlands
in GP 92-01 and in the ~vMP.

WEST VALLEY

MW5: Fill will be restricted to the minimum amount necessary to achieve project
purposes and measures shall be taken to avoid impacts to portions of the wetland
that will not be developed. CBJ staff will consult with the appropriate Federal,
State and local Borough/City resource agencies on these issues during the site plan
review process and when preparing a recommendation to the Wetlands Review Board.
Applicants will be required to conduct mitigation that lS appropriate to enhance
the wetland values in the immediate area. For example: the applicant could be
required to enhance waterfowl use of the area through development of waterfowl
staging ponds on the CBJ-owned property (~M4) to enhance the regional ecological
diversity of the area. The appropriate Federal, State and local Borough/City
resource agencies will be consulted to determine if this is the most appropriate
mitigation strategy for the proposed project.

Road Corridor in MW11 along Engineer's Cutoff Road applies only to lots that are
already developed; Road Corridor would allow 3D~ expansion of the existing fill
sites subject to restrictions associated with road corridors and stream corridors.
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STATE OF ALA;:;YA
DEPARTIVIENT OF ENVIRONiYIENTAL CONSERVATION

CERTIFICATE OF REASONABLE ASSURANCE

A Certificate of Reasonable Assurance, in accordance with Section 40 I of the federal Clean Water Act
and the Alaska Water Quality Standards, is issued to the US Army Corps of Engineers Alaska District,
Regulatory Functions Branch, Juneau Field Office, 8800 Glacier Highway, Juneau, Alaska 9980 I, for
the proposed following general permits CGPs), covering wetland activities with the City and Borough
of Juneau.

GP 2000-01 is for residential fill pads, site preparation, and driveways; GP 2000-02 is for commercial,
conununity, and institutional development; GP 2000-03 is for wetlands functional enhancement, and
GP 2000-04 is for roads and other linear development. The GPs authorize the discharge offill material
into wetlands within the City and Borough of Juneau, which have designated "C", "D", "EP", or as
Road Corridors, in the Juneau Wetlands Management Plan. The objective of the GPs is to allow
planned, systematic development of private and commercial lots, selected government managed areas,
and expedite the permitting process for the previously mentioned wetlands types, while maintaining
important wetland functions.

The department supports the use of General Permits by local governments. Therefore the Department
supports continued use of the GPs that have been useful and have been demonstrated to streamline the
permitting process.

Public notice of the application for this certification was given as required by 18 AAC 15.180.

Water Quality Certification is required under Section 401 because the proposed activity will be
authorized by a Corps of Engineers pemlit, reference number SPN-2005- 11, and a discharge may
result from the proposed activity.

Kent Patrick Riley
Acting Program Manager

HelVing reviewed the application and comments received in response to the public notice, the Alaska
Department of Environmental Conservation certifies that there is reasonable assurance that the
proposed activity, as well as any discharge which may result, will comply with applicable provisions of
Section 401 of the Clean Water Act and the Alaska Water Quality Standards, 18 AAC 70.

R:x-Date~ <>-- Ui 2c(;/S. I



DEPARTLVIENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
OFFICE OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT/PERMITTING

ALASKA COASTAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

o SOUTHCENTRAL REGIONAL OFFICE
550 W i h AVENUE SUITE 1550
ANCHORAGE, ALASKA 99501
PH: (907) 259-7470 FAX: (907) 259-3891

Mr. Garth Zimbelman
U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers
Regulatory Branch
8800 Glacier Highway, Suite 106
Juneau, Alaska 99801-8079

Dear Mr. Zimbelman:

FRANK H. MURKOWSKJ, GOVERNOR

\41 CENTRAL OFFICE 0 PIPEUNE COORDINA TOR'S OFFICE
r-' 302 GOLD STREET, SUITE 202 41/ WEST 4TH A VENUE, SUITE 2C

JUNEAU, ALASKA 99801-<)030 ANCHORAGE, ALASKA 9g501
PH: (907) 455-3562 FAX: (907) 465-3075 PH: (907) 2857-1351 FAX: (907) 272-3829

www.alaskacoast.state.atus
December 19, 2005 .

Subject: USACE-- Renewal of General Permits 2000-01, 2000-02, 2000-03,2000-04
for the City and Borough of Juneau
State J.D. No. AK 0512-05J
Project Deemed Consistent with ACIVlP

On July 18, 2005 the Office ofProject Management & Permitting (OP:M:P) received the Special
Public Notice for the renewal of the General Permits (2000-01, 2000-02,2000-03,2000-04) for
wetland fill in the City and Borough of Juneau. Typically, this would initiate the review of the
proposed renewal under the Alaska Coastal Management Program (ACMP).

OPMP has consulted with representatives of the Alaska Department ofNatural Resources'
Office ofHabitat Management and Permitting (OHMP), and received the following comments
on August 10,2005:
"Special Condition #4 pertains to the proposed relocation of Duck Creek for airport expansion.
This condition is no longer relevant in the updated GP as CBJ has applied for an individual permit
for this work. IF this condition is retained, the "Advisory" in #4 should be updated to reflect
the. change in authorities from ADF&G Title 16 to ADNR-OHMP Title 41:

According to AC11P regulations [11 AAC 1l0AOO(a) (1)J, OP11P is to coordinate an ACMP
consistency review of a project that requires a federal consistency certification, and is to be
located within the State's coastal zone boundaries. However, according to ACMP regulations,
[11 AAC ll0.265(a)] a project's consistency review shall be completed within 90 days after
receipt of a complete application, unless there are exceptional circumstances.

Due to staffing and workload constraints, OPMP was unable to start and complete the AC1v1P
review of your proposed water diversion within the required 90 days [by October 18, 2005].

"Develop, Conserve, and Enhance Natural Resources for Present and Future Alaskans. JJ
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- :2 - December 19,2005

Therefore, Op.:vfP is closing your ACN.lJl consistency review file and deeming your renewal of
the General Pennits for the City and Borough of Juneau (2000-01,2000-02,2000-03,2000-04)
project to be ;'consistent with the standards and policies of the ACrvfP.

This action ""ill allow the USACE to complete the internal review of the General Pennit under
their regulatory process and authority.

In light of this ACNfP decision, you will not need to take any further action regarding an
ACMP determination for your project. By copy of this letter, I am informing the Federal and
State review participants of OPMP's decision. Ifyou have any questions, please contact me at
(907) 465-8791 or by email atben_white@dnr.state.ak.us. The State appreciates your
cooperation with the ACNfP.

Sincerely,

Ben White
ACMP Project Specialist

cc: Jim Powell- ADEC, Juneau *
Wayne Dolezal- ADFG, Anchorage *
Brady Scott - ADNRJDlvfLW, Juneau *
Doug Sanvik - ADNRJDlvfLW, Juneau *
Jackie Timothy - ADNRJOHMP, Juneau *
Carl Schrader - ADNRlOHMP, Juneau *
Kim Kruse - ADNRlOPMP, Anchorage *
Joe Donohue - ADNR/OP:MI', Juneau *
Margie Goatley - ADNRJSHPO, Anchorage *
Teri Camery - Coastal Distric;t, Juneau *
Sue Walker - N1v.[FS, Juneau *
Chris Meade - USEI'A, Juneau *
Richard Enriquez - USFWS, Juneau *
Garth Zimbelman - USACE, Regulatory, Juneau *

* =Emailed, ** = Fa.:xed
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